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PREFACE

1H0PE this book will meet a real need, for

when one considers how prevalent epilepsy,

hysteria and neurasthenia are, among all ranks

and ages of both sexes, it seems remarkable some such
popular book was not written long ago.

I add nothing to our knowledge of these ills, my
object being to put what we know into simple words,

and to insist on the necessity for personal discipline

being allied to expert aid. The book aims at helping,

not ousting, the doctor, who may find it of use in

getting his patient to see—and to act on—the obvious.
" Nervous Disease ", as here used, includes only

the three diseases treated of ;
" Neuropath "—victims

of them.
" Advice " to a neuropath is usually a very

depressing decalogue of " Thou Shalt Nots \" If it

be made clear why he must not do so-and-so, the

patient endeavours to obey
;
peremptorily ordered

to obey, he rebels. Much sound advice is wasted for

lack of an interesting, convincing, " Reason Why !

"

which would ensure the hearty and very helpful

co-operation of a patient who had been taught that

writing prescriptions is not the limit of a doctor's

activities.

Many folk, with touching belief in his own claims,

regard the quack as a hoary-headed sage, who from

disinterested motives devotes his life to curing ailments,

by methods of which he alone has the secret, at low

fees. To fight this dangerous idea I have tried to
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show in an interesting way how science deals with

nerve ills, and to prove that qualified aid is needed.

Suggestions and criticisms will be welcomed.

I. G. BRIGGS
The University,

Birmingham,

June, 1921



" Lette than clerkes enditen in Latin, for they have
the propertie of science, and the knowing in that

facultie : and lette Frenchmen in their Frenche also

enditen their queinte termes, for it is kyndely to their

mouthes ; and let us showe our fantasies in soche

wordes as we lerneden of our dames tongue."

—Chaucer.





EPILEPSY, HYSTERIA,
AND NEURASTHENIA

CHAPTER I

MAJOR AND MINOR EPILEPSY

(Grand and Petit Mai)

" My son is sore vexed, for ofttimes he falleth into the fire,

and ofttimes into the water."—Matthew xvii, 15.

" Oft, too, some wretch before our startled sight,

Struck as with lightning with some keen disease,

Drops sudden : By the dread attack o'erpowered

He foams, he groans, he trembles, and he faints
;

Now rigid, now convuls'd, his labouring lungs

Heave quick, and quivers each exhausted limb.

" He raves, since Soul and Spirit are alike

Disturbed throughout, and severed each from each

As urged above, distracted by the bane
;

But when at length the morbid cause declines,

And the fermenting humours from the heart

Flow back—with staggering foot first treads

Led gradual on to intellect and strength."—Lucretius.

EPILEPSY, or " Falling Sickness ", is a chronic

abnormality of the nervous system, evinced

by attacks of alteration of consciousness, usually

accompanied by convulsions.

It attacks men of every race, as well as domesticated

animals, and has been known since the earliest times,

the ancients imputing it to demons, the anger of the

gods, or a blow from a star.

It often attacks men in crowds, when excited by
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oratory or sport, hence the Roman name : morbus

comitialis (crowd sickness).

In mediaeval times, sufferers were regarded with

awe, as being possessed by a spirit. Witch doctors

among savages, and founders and expounders of

differing creeds among more civilized peoples, have

taken advantage of this infirmity to claim divine

inspiration, and the power of " seeing visions " and
prophesying.

Epilepsy has always interested medical men because

of its frequency, the difficulty of tracing its cause,

and its obstinacy to treatment, while it has appealed

to popular imagination by the appalling picture of

bodily overthrow it presents, so that many gross

superstitions have grown up around it.

The description in Mark ix. 17-29, is interesting :

" Master, I have brought Thee my son, which
hath a dumb spirit. And wheresoever he taketh
him, he teareth him : and he foamcth, and
gnasheth with his teeth, and pineth away : . . .

straightway the spirit tare him ; and he fell on
the ground, and wallowed foaming.

" And He asked his father, How long is it ago
since this came unto him ? And he said, Of a
child. And ofttimes it hath cast him into the
fire, and into the waters, to destroy him.

" And he said unto them, This kind can come
forth by nothing, but by prayer and fasting."

Up to the present, epilepsy can be ascribed to no
specific disease of the brain, the symptoms being due
to some morbid disturbance in its action. Epilepsy
is a " functional " disease.

grand mal (" Great Evil ")

An unusual feeling called an aura (Latin—vapour),
sometimes warns a patient of an impending fit,'
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commonly lasting long enough to permit him to sit

or lie down. This is followed by giddiness, a roaring

in the ears, or some unusual sensation, and merciful

unconsciousness. In many cases this stage is instan-

taneous ; in others it lasts some seconds—but an

eternity to the sufferer. This stage is all that victims

can recall (and this only after painful effort) of an

attack.

As unconsciousness supervenes, the patient becomes

pale, and gives a cry, which varies from a low moan
to a loud, inhuman shriek. The head and eyes turn

to one side, or up or down, the pupils of the eyes

enlarge and become fixed in a set stare, and the patient

drops as if shot, making no effort to guard his fall,

being often slightly and sometimes severely injured.

The whole body then becomes stiff. The hands are

clenched, with thumbs inside the palms, the legs are

extended, the arms stiffly bent, and the head thrown

back, or twisted to one side. The muscles of the chest

and heart are impeded in their action, breathing

ceases, the heart is slowed, and the face becomes pale,

and then a livid, dusky blue.

The skin is cold and clammy, the eyebrows knit
;

the tongue may be protruded, and bitten between the

teeth. The eyeballs seem starting from their sockets,

the eyes are fixed or turned up, so that only the sclerotic

(" whites ") can be seen, and they may be touched or

pressed without causing blinking. The stomach,

bladder, and bowels may involuntarily be emptied.

This tonic stage only lasts a few seconds, and is

followed by convulsions. The head turns from side

to side, the jaws snap, the eyes roll, saliva and blood

mingle as foam on the lips, the face is contorted in

frightful grimaces, the arms and legs are twisted and

jerked about, the breathing is deep and irregular,

the whole body writhes violently, and is bathed in

sweat.
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The spasms become gradually less severe, and finally

cease. Deep breathing continues for some seconds ;

then the victim becomes semi-conscious, looks around

bewildered, and sinks into coma or deep sleep.

"... As one that falls,

He knows not how, by force demoniac dragg'd

To earth, and through obstruction fettering up
In chains invisible the powers of Man

;

Who, risen from his trance, gazeth around
Bewilder'd with the monstrous agony
He hath indured, and, wildly staring, sighs :

In a few hours he wakes, with headache and mental

confusion, not knowing he has been ill until told, and
having no recollection of events just preceding the

seizure, until reminded of them when they are slowly,

and with painful effort, brought to mind. He is

exhausted, and often vomits. In severe cases he may
be deaf, dumb, blind, or paralysed for some hours,

while purple spots (the result of internal hemorrhage)

may appear on the head and neck. Victims often

pass large quantities of colourless urine after an attack,

and, as a rule, are quite well again within twenty-four

hours.

This is the usual type, but seizures vary in different

patients, and in the same sufferer at different times.

The cry and the biting of the tongue may be absent,

the first spasm brief, and the convulsions mild. Epi-

lepsy of all kinds is characterized by an alteration

(not necessarily a loss) of consciousness, followed by
loss of memory for events that occurred during the
time that alteration of consciousness lasted.

Attacks may occur by day only, by day and by
night, or by night only, though in so-called nocturnal
epilepsy, it is sleep and not night that induces the fit,

for night-workers have fits when they go to sleep during
the day.
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Victims of nocturnal epilepsy may not be awakened
by the seizure, but pass into deeper sleep. Inter-

mittent wetting of the bed, occasional temporary

mental stupor in the morning, irritability, temporary

but well-marked lapses of memory, sleep-walking,

and causeless outbursts of ungovernable temper all

suggest nocturnal epilepsy.

Such a victim awakes confused, but imputes his

mental sluggishness to a hearty supper or " a bad

night ". A swollen tongue, blood-stained pillow, and
urinated bed arouse suspicion as to the real cause,

suspicion which is confirmed by a seizure during the

day. He is more fortunate (if such a term can rightly

be used of any sufferer from this malady) than his

fellow victim whose attacks occur during the day, often

under circumstances which, to a sensitive nature, are

very mortifying.

Epileptic attacks are of every degree of violence,

varying from a moment's unconsciousness, from which

the patient recovers so quickly that he cannot be con-

vinced he has been ill, to that awful state which terri-

fies every beholder, and seems to menace the hapless

victim with instant death. Every degree of frequency,

too, is known, from one attack in a lifetime, down
through one in a year, a month, a week, or a day

;

several in the same periods, to hundreds in four-and-

twenty hours.

petit mal (" Little Evil ")

This is incomplete grand mal, the starting stages

only of a fit, recovery occurring before convulsions.

Petit mal often occurs in people who do not suffer

from grand mal, the symptoms consisting of a loss of

consciousness for a few seconds, the seizure being so

brief that the victim never realizes he has been uncon-
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scious. He suddenly stops what he is doing, turns

pale, and his eyes become fixed in a glassy stare. He
may give a slight jerk, sway, and make some slight

sound, smack his lips, try to speak, or moan. He
recovers with a start, and is confused, the attack

usually being over ere he has had time to fall.

If talking when attacked, he hesitates, stares in an

absent-minded manner, and then completes his inter-

rupted sentence, unaware that he has acted strangely.

Whatever act he is engaged in is interrupted for a

second or two, and then resumed.

A mild type of petit mal consists of a temporary

blurring of consciousness, with muscular weakness.

The victim drops what he is holding, and is conscious

of a strange, extremely unpleasant sensation, a sensa-

tion which he is usually quite unable to describe to

anyone else. The view in front is clear, he under-

stands what it is—a house here, a tree there, and so

on—yet he does not grasp the vista as usual. Other

victims have short spells of giddiness, while some are

unable to realize " where they are " for a few moments.
Frequent petit mal impairs the intellect more than

grand mal, for convulsions calm the patient as a good

cry calms hysterical people. After a number of

attacks of petit not, grand mal usually supervenes, and
most epileptics suffer from attacks of both types.

Some precocious, perverse children are victims of

unrecognized petit mal, and when pushed at school

run grave risks of developing symptoms of true

epilepsy. The " Little Evil " is a serious complaint.



CHAPTER II

RARER TYPES OF EPILEPSY

If it be true that :
" One half the world does not know how

the other half lives ", how true also is it that one half the world

does not know, and does not care, what the other half suffers.

EPILEPSY shows every gradation, from

symptoms which cannot be described in

language, to severe grand mal. Gowers

says :
" The elements of an epileptic attack may be

extended, and thereby be made less intense, though

not less distressing. If we conceive a minor attack

that is extended, and its elements protracted, with

no loss of consciousness, it would be so different

that its epileptic nature would not be suspected.

Swiftness is an essential element of ordinary epilepsy,

but this does not prevent the possibility of delibera-

tion."

In Serial Epilepsy, a number of attacks of grand

mal follow one another, with but very brief intervals

between. Serial epilepsy often ends in

Status Epilepticus, in which a series of grand mal

attacks follow one another with no conscious interval.

The temperature rises slowly, the pulse becomes rapid

and feeble, the breathing rapid, shallow and irregular,

and death usually occurs from exhaustion or heart-

failure. Though not invariably fatal, the condition

is so very grave that a doctor must instantly be sum-

moned. Nearly all victims of severe, confirmed

epilepsy (25 per cent of all epileptics) die in status

epilepticus.

Jacksonian Epilepsy, named after Hughlings Jackson,

7
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who in 1861 traced its symptoms to their cause, is not

a true epilepsy, being due to a local irritation of the

cortex (the outermost layer) of the brain.

There is usually an aura before the attack, often a

tingling or stabbing pain. The chief symptoms are

convulsions of certain limbs or areas of the body,

which, save in very severe cases, are confined to

one side, and are not attended by loss of conscious-

ness.

The irritation spreads to adjacent areas, as wavelets

spread from a stone thrown into a pond, with the result

that convulsions of other limbs follow in sequence, all

confined to one side.

As every part of the brain is connected to every other

part by " association fibres ", in very violent attacks of

Jacksonian epilepsy the irritation spreads to the other

side of the brain also, consciousness is lost, the convul-

sions become general and bilateral, and the patient

presents exactly the same picture as if the attack were

due to grand mal.

All degrees of violence are seen. The convulsions

may consist only of a rapid trembling, or the limb or

limbs may be flung about like a flail.

Jackson said :
" The convulsion is a brutal develop-

ment of a man's own movements, a sudden and exces-

sive contention of many of the patient's familiar

motions, like winking, speaking, singing, moving, etc."

These acts are learned after many attempts, and leave

a memory in certain groups of brain cells ; irritate

those cells, and the memorized acts are performed with

convulsive violence.

The convulsions are followed by temporary paralysis

of the involved muscles, but power finally returns.

As we should expect, this paralysis lasts longest in the

muscles first involved, and is slightest in the muscles

whose brain-centres were irritated by the nearly

exhausted waves. If the disease be untreated, the
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muscles in time may become totally paralysed, wasted,

and useless.

Friends should very carefully note exactly where

and how the attack begins, the exact part first involved,

and the precise order in which the spasms appear, as

this is the only way the doctor can localize the brain

injury. The importance of this cannot be overrated.

The consulting surgeon will say if operation is, or

is not, advisable, but operation is the sole remedy for

Jacksonian epilepsy, for the causes that underly its

symptoms cannot be reached by medicines.

Patients must consult a good surgeon ; other courses

are useless.

Psychic or Mental Epilepsy is a trance-state often

occurring after attacks of grand or petit mal, in which

the patient performs unusual acts. The epileptic

feature is the patient's inability to recall these actions.

The complaint is fortunately rare.

The face is usually pale, the eyes staring, and there

may be a "dream state". Without warning, the

victim performs certain actions.

These may be automatic, and not seriously embarras-

sing—he may tug his beard, scratch his head, hide

things, enter into engagements, find the presence of

others annoying and hide himself, or take a long

journey. Such a journey is often reported in the

papers as a " mysterious disappearance ". Yet, had

he committed a crime during this time, he would

probably have been held " fully responsible " and

sentenced.

The actions may be more embarrassing : breaking

something, causing pain, exhibiting the sexual organs
;

the patient may be transported by violent rage, and

abuse relatives, friends or even perfect strangers ; he

may spit carelessly, or undress himself—possibly with

a vague idea that he is unwell, and would be better in

bed.
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Finally the acts may be criminal : sexual or other

assault, murder, arson, theft, or suicide.

In this state, the patient is dazed, and though he

appreciates to some extent his surroundings, and may
be able to answer questions more or less rationally,

he is really in a profound reverie. The attack soon

ends with exhaustion ; the victim falls asleep, and a

few moments later wakes, ignorant of having done or

said anything peculiar.

We usually think of our mind as the aggregate of

the various emotions of which we are actually conscious,

when, in realitv, consciousness forms but a small

portion of our mentality, the subconscious—which is

composed of all our past experiences filed away below

consciousness—directing every thought and act.

Inconceivably delicate and intricate mind-machinery

directs us, and our idlest fancy arises, not by chance as

most people surmise, but through endless associations

of subconscious mental processes, which can often

be laid bare by skilful psycho-analysis.

Our subconscious mind does not let the past jar with

the present, for life would be made bitter by the eternal

vivid recollection of incidents best forgotten. Every
set of ideas, as it is done with, is locked up separately

in the dungeons of subconsciousness, and these

imprisoned ideas form the basis of memory. Nothing

is ever forgotten, though we may never again
" remember " it this side the grave.

In a few cases we can unlock the cell-door and release

the prisoner—we " remember "
; in some, we mislay

the key for awhile ; in many, the wards of the lock

have rusted, and we cannot open the door although we
have the key—we " forget "

; finally, our prisoner

may pick the lock, and make us attend to him
whether we wish to or not—something " strikes

us".

Normally, only one set of ideas (a complex) can hold
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the stage of consciousness at any one time. When
two sets get on the boards together, double-conscious-

ness occurs, but even then they cannot try to shout

each other down; one set plays "leading lady",

the other set the " chorus belle " and so life is rendered
bearable.

This " dissociation of consciousness " occurs in all

of us. A skilled pianist plays a piece " automatically
"

while talking to a friend ; we often read a book and
think of other things at the same time : our full

attention is devoted to neither action ; neither is

done perfectly, yet both are done sufficiently well to

escape comment.
Day-dreaming is dissociation carried further.

" leading lady " and " chorus belle " change places

for a while—imaginary success keeps us from worrying

about real failure. Dissociation, day-dreaming, and
mental epilepsy are but few of the many milestones on
a road, the end of which is insanity, or complete and
permanent dissociation, instead of the partial and
fleeting dissociation from which we all suffer. The
lunatic never " comes to ", but in a world of dreams

dissociates himself forever from realities he is not

mentally strong enough to face.

The writing of " spirits " through a " medium " is

an example of dissociation, and though shown at its

best in neuropaths, is common enough in normal men,

as can be proved by anyone with a planchette and some

patience.

If the experimenter puts his hands on the toy, and

a friend talks to him, while another whispers questions,

he may write more or less coherent answers, though all

the time he goes on talking, and does not know what

his hand is writing. His mind is split into two smaller

minds, each ignorant of the other, each busily liberat-

ing memory-prisoners from its own block of cells in

the gaol of the subconscious. The writing often refers
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to long-forgotten incidents, the experiment sometimes
being of real use in cases of lost memory.
Dreams are dissociations in sleep, while the scenes

conjured up by crystal-gazing are only waking dreams,

in which the dissociation is caused by gazing at a bright

surface and so tiring the brain centres, whereupon
impressions of past life emerge from the subconscious,

to surprise, not only the onlookers to whom they are

related, but also the gazer herself, who has long " for-

gotten them ".

It is childish to attach supernatural significance to

either dreams or crystal-gazing, both of which mirror,

not the future, but only the past, the subject's own past.

It is noteworthy that women dream more frequently

and vividly than men. When a dreamer has few
worries, he usually dreams but forgets his dream on
waking ; when greatly worried, he often carries his

problems to bed with him, and recent " representative

dreams " are merely unprofitable overtime work done
by the brain. Occasionally, dreams have a purely
physical basis as when palpitation becomes transformed
in a dream into a scene wherein a horse is struggling

violently, or where an uncovered foot originates a
dream of polar-exploration ; in this latter type the
dream is protective, in that it is an effort to side-track
some irritation without breaking sleep.

Since Freud has traced a sex-basis in all our dreams,
many worthy people have been much worried about
the things they see or do in dreams. Let them
remember that virtue is not an inability to conceive
of misconduct, so much as the determination to refrain

from it, and it may well be that the centres which so
determinedly inhibit sexual or unsocial thoughts in
the day, are tired by the very vigour of their resistance,

and so in sleep allow the thoughts they have so stoutly
opposed when waking to slip by. The man who is

long-suffering and slow to wrath when awake, may
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surely be excused if he murders a few of his tormentors

during sleep.

Epileptiform Seizures are convulsions due to causes

other than epilepsy, and only a doctor can tell if an

attack be epileptic or not and prescribe appropriate

treatment. To give " patent " medicines for " fits ",

to a man who may be suffering from lead poisoning or

heart disease, is criminal.

Convulsions in Children often occur before or after

some other ailment. Such children need careful train-

ing, but less than 10 per cent of children who have

convulsions become epileptic. Epilepsy should only

be suspected if the first attack occurs in a previously

healthy child of over two years of age. There are many
possible causes for infantile convulsions, and but one

treatment ; call in a doctor at once, and, while waiting

for him, put the child in a warm bath (not over ioo °F.)

in a quiet, darkened room, and hold a sponge wrung out

of hot water to the throat at intervals of five minutes.

Never give " soothing syrups " or " teething powders ".

The " soothing " portion of such preparations is

some essential oil, like aniseed, caraway or dill, and

there are often present strong drugs unsuitable for

children. According to the analyses made by the

British Medical Association, the following are the

essential ingredients of some well-known preparations

for children :

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Potassium Bromide,

Syrup. Aniseed, and Syrup
(sugar and water).

Woodward's Gripe Sodium Bicarbonate,

Water. Caraway, and Syrup.

Atkinson and Barker's Pot. and Magnesium

Royal Infant Pre- Bicarbonate, several
servative. Oils, and Syrup.

Mrs. Johnson's American Spirits of Salt, Common
Soothing Syrup. Salt, and Honey.
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Convulsions During Pregnancy. Send for a doctor

instantly.

Feigned Epilepsy is an all-too-common " ailment ".

The false fit, as a rule, is very much overdone. The
face is red from exertion instead of livid from heart

and lung embarrassment, the spasms are too vigorous

but not jerky enough, the skin is hot and dry instead

of hot and clammy, the hands may be clenched, but

the thumb will be outside instead of inside the palm,

foam comes in volumes but is unmixed with blood,

and the whole thing is kept up far too long. Almost
before a crowd can gather an epileptic seizure is over,

whereas the sham sufferer does not begin seriously to

exhibit his questionable talents until a crowd has

appeared.

Pressure on the eye, which will blink while the
" sufferer " will swear ; bending back the thumb and
pressing in the end of the nail, when the hand will be

withdrawn in feigned but not in true epilepsy ; blow-

ing snuff up the nose, which induces sneezing in the

sham fit alone, or using a cold douche will all expose
the miserable trick.

It is, unfortunately, far easier to suggest than to

apply these tests, for anyone foolish enough to try

experiments within reach of the wildly-waving arms
will probably get such a buffet as will damp his ardour
for amateur diagnosis for some time.



CHAPTER III

GENERAL REMARKS

" Do not muse at me, my most worthy friends
;

I have a strange infirmity, which is nothing

To those that know me."
" Macbeth," Act III.

s
TARR'S table shows that combinations of

all types of epilepsy are possible, and that

mental epilepsy is rare :

Grand mal 1150 Grand mal and
Grand and petit mal 589 mental 3
Petit mal 179 Grand mal, petit mal
Jacksonian 37 and mental- 6
Mental 16 Petit mal and mental 2

Grand mal and Fits by day only 660

Jacksonian 10 Fits day and night 880

Grand mal, petit mal Fits by night only 380
and Jacksonian - 8

The majority of victims have attacks both by day

and by night. Of 115,000 seizures tabulated by Clark,

55,000 occurred during the day (6 a.m. to 6 p.m.) and

60,000 by night.

The usual course of a case of epilepsy is somewhat

as follows : the disease begins in childhood, the first

convulsion, about the age of three, being followed some

twelve months later by a second, and this again by a

third within a few months. Then attacks occur more
frequently until a regular periodicity—from one a day

to one a year—is reached after about five years, and

this frequently persists throughout life.

15
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The effect of epilepsy on the general health is not

serious, but it has a more serious effect on the mind,

for epileptic children cannot go to school (though

special schools are now doing something towards

removing this serious disability), and grow up with an

imperfect mental training. They become moody,

fretful, ill-tempered, unmanageable, and at puberty

fall victims to self-abuse, which helps to lead to

neurasthenia. Then they may drift slowly into a

state of mental weakness, and often require as much
care as imbeciles. If the fits are severe from an early

age, arrest of mental development and imbecility

follow. If the disease be very mild in character, and

especially if it be petit mat, the victim may be very

precocious, get " pushed " at school, and later become

eccentric or insane.

Adult victims necessarily lead a semi-invalid life,

often cut off from wholesome work and from the

pleasures of life, and become hypersensitive, timid,

impulsive, forgetful, irritable, incapable of concentra-

tion, suspicious, show evidences of a weakened mind,

have few interests, and are difficult to manage.

About 10 per cent—the very severe cases—go on to

insanity ; either temporary attacks of mania, calling

for restraint, or permanent epileptic dementia with

progressive loss of mind. Some victims are accident-

ally killed in, or die as a result of a fit ; about 25 per

cent—severe cases again—die in status epikpticus,

but the majority after being sufferers throughout life

are finally carried off by some other disease.

There are many exceptions to this general course.

Some patients have attacks very infrequently, and
are possessed of brilliant talent, though apt to be

eccentric. Others may have a number of seizures in

youth, and then " outgrow " the complaint.

A few victims are attacked only after excessive

alcoholic or sexual indulgence, some women only during
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their menses, while other women are free from attacks

during pregnancy, which state, however (contrary to

popular belief), commonly aggravates the trouble.

Victims may be free from attacks during the duration

of, and for some time after, an infectious disease ;

while Spratling says that a consumptive epileptic may
have no fits for months, or even years.

Some epileptics are normal in appearance, but many
show signs of degeneration. This is common in the

insane, but less frequent and pronounced in neuras-

thenics. An abnormal shape of the head or curvature

of the skull, a high, arched palate, peculiarly-shaped

ears, unusually large hands and feet, irregular teeth

from narrow jaws, a small mouth, unequal length and
size of the limbs, a projecting occiput, and poor

physical development may be noted.

These are most pronounced in intractable cases,

in whom mental peculiarities are most frequently seen

—either dullness, stupidity and ungovernable temper,

or very marked talent in one direction with as marked
an incapacity in others. In all epileptics, the pupils

of the eye are larger than normal, and, after contracting

to bright light soon enlarge again.

The facial expression of most epileptics indicates

abnormal mentality. When the seizures have been so

frequent and severe as to cause mental decay, the

actions are awkward, and the gait slouching and
irregular. Progressive poor memory is one of the

first signs of intellectual damage consequent upon

severe epilepsy.

Though the disease may occur at any age, most

cases occur before the age of twenty, there being good

reason to look for other causes (often syphilis) in cases

which occur after that age. Of 1,450 of Gowers' cases,

30 per cent commenced before the age of ten
; 75 per

cent before twenty. In Starr's 2,000 cases, 68 per

cent commenced before the patient was twenty-one.
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According to Turner, the first epoch is from birth

to the age of six, during which 25 per cent of all cases

commence, usually associated with mental backward-

ness, and some due to organic brain trouble. The
second epoch is ten to twenty-two, the time of puberty

and adolescence, during which time no less than 54
per cent of all cases commence. This is, par excellence,

the age of onset of genuine epilepsy, the mean age of

maximum onset being fourteen in men and sixteen in

women. The remaining 21 per cent of cases occur

after the age of twenty-two.

In 430 cases of epilepsy in children, Osier found that

230 were attacked before they reached the age of five,

100 between five and ten, and 100 between ten and
fifteen.

Epilepsy, then, is a disease of early youth, coming
on when the development and growth of the nervous

and reproductive systems is taking place. During
this period, causes, insignificant for stable people,

may light up the disease in those of unstable, nervous
constitution, a fact which explains the importance of

training the child.

Both sexes are attacked. If we consider only cases

of true idiopathic epilepsy female patients are probably
in excess, but in epilepsy in adults, from all causes,

males predominate. In females, the menopause may
arrest the disease.

In days gone by, epilepsy more rarely commenced
after the age of twenty, but in these days of nerve
stress it commences more frequently than formerly
in people of mature age. A victim who has a fit for

the first time after the age of twenty, however, should
consult a nerve specialist immediately.

In its early stages there are no changes of the brain
due to, or the cause of, epilepsy, but in long-standing,

severe cases, well-marked, morbid changes may be
found. These are the effects, not the cause, of the
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disease, and they vary in intensity according to the

manner of death and the length and severity of the

malady. They probably cause the mental decay and
slouching gait mentioned before.

Fits may suddenly cease for a long time, but they

usually recur, and most patients have them more or

less regularly through life.

The fact that recovery is rare should not be hidden

from patients and friends. Perhaps 8 per cent of all

classes recover—and " recovery " may only be a long

interval—but 4 per cent of these are Jacksonian,

syphilitic or accident cases. Only one victim in every

thirty recovers from true epilepsy ; and these are very

mild cases, in which the fits are infrequent, there is

no mental impairment, and bromides are well borne.

The earlier the onset, the more severe and frequent

the attacks, the deeper the coma, and the worse the

mental decay, the poorer the outlook.

Cure is exceptional, but by vigorous treatment the

severity of the malady may be much abated. Petit

mat is no more hopeful than grand mal ; less so in cases

with severe giddiness ; in all cases, the better the

physical condition and digestive powers of the patient,

the brighter the outlook.

To sum up, epilepsy is a chronic abnormality of the

higher nervous system, characterized by periodic

attacks of alteration of consciousness, often accom-

panied by spasms of varying violence, affecting

primarily the brain and secondarily the body, based

on an abnormal readiness for action of the motor cells,

occurring in persons with congenital nerve weakness,

and leading to mental decay of various types and

degrees of severity.



CHAPTER IV

CAUSES OF EPILEPSY

" Find out the cause of this effect,

Or rather say, the cause of this defect,

For this effect defective comes by cause."
" Hamlet," Act II.

THE MECHANISM OF THE FIT

THE brain consists of cells of grey matter,

grouped together to form centres for thought,

action or sensation, and white matter, con-

sisting of nerve strands, which act as lines of communi-

cation between different parts of brain and body.

The wrinkled surface (cortex) of the brain, is covered

with grey matter, which dips into the fissures. There

are also islands of grey matter embedded in the

white.

The front part of the brain is supposed, with some
probability, to be the seat of intelligence, while a

ribbon three inches wide stretched over the head from

ear to ear would roughly cover the Rolandic area, in

which are contained the motor cells through which

impulse is translated to action. These motor cells

are controlled by inhibitory cells, which act as brakes

and release nerve energy in a gentle stream ; other-

wise our movements would be convulsive in their

violence, and life would be impossible through inability

usefully to direct our energy.

That is how inhibition acts physically ; mentally it

is the power to restrain impulses until reason has

suggested the wisest course.
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Irritation of the cortex, especially the motor area,

causes convulsions, and experiment has shown that

epilepsy may be due to a disease or instability of certain

inhibitory cells of the cortex. The motor cells of

epileptics are restrained, with some difficulty, by these

cells in normal times. When irritation from any cause

throws additional strain on the motor cells, the

defective brakes fail, and the uncontrolled energy,

instead of flowing in a gentle stream through the usual

channels, bursts forth in a tidal wave through other

areas of the brain, causes unconsciousness, and exhausts

itself in those violent convulsions of the limbs which
we term a fit.

The Primary Cause of epilepsy is an inherent

instability of the nervous system.

Secondary Causes are factors which cause the first

fit in a person with predisposing nervous instability
;

later, the brain gets the fit habit, and attacks recur

independently of the secondary cause. In most cases

no secondary causes can be discovered, and the

disease is then termed idiopathic, for want of an
explanation.

Injuries to the brain may cause epilepsy, and many
cases date from birth, a difficult labour having caused a

minute injury to the brain.

Some accident is often wrongly alleged as the cause

of fits, for most victims come of a bad stock, and when
the first fit occurs, their relatives recollect an injury

or a fright in the past, which is said to be the

cause.

Great fright may cause epilepsy, as in the case of a

nervous girl whose brother entered her room, covered

with a sheet, as a " ghost ", a " joke " that was followed

by a fit within an hour.

Sunstroke may cause fits, and a few cases follow

infectious diseases.

Alcoholism is a strong secondary factor, fits often
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occurring during a drinking-bout and in topers, but in

many cases, drunkenness, instead of being the cause,

is only the result of a lack of self-control following

epilepsy.

Pregnancy may be a secondary cause of the malady :

it may lead to more frequent and severe seizures in

women who are already victims ; bring on a recurrence

of the malady after it has apparently been cured ;

or, very rarely, induce a temporary or permanent

cure.

Epilepsy may be due to abortives. These drugs

wreck the constitution of the undesired children, who
contract epilepsy from causes which would not so have

affected them had they started fairly. In many
families, the first child, who was wanted, is normal

;

some or all the others, who were not desired and on

whom attempts were probably made to prevent birth,

are neuropaths, as are many illegitimate children. It

cannot too emphatically be stated that there is no drug

known which will procure abortion without putting

the woman's life in so grave a danger as to prevent

medical men using it ; legal abortion is always

procured surgically. Dealing in abortifacients would

be a capital offence under the laws of a rational com-

munity.

Self-abuse may perhaps play some part in epilepsy

commencing or recurring after the age of ten.

The onset of menstruation often coincides with the

onset of epilepsy, and in some cases irregularity of

the menses seems to be a secondary or exciting

cause.

Exciting Causes aggravate the trouble when present,

causing more frequent and severe seizures. The chief

are irritation of stomach and bowels (from decaying

teeth, unchewed, unsuitable, or indigestible food,

constipation, or diarrhoea), exhaustion, work
immediately after a meal, passion or excitement, fright,
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worry, mental work, alcoholism, sexual excess, nasal

growths, eye-strain ; in short, anything that irritates

brain or body.

Theories as to Cause. Epilepsy is usually classed as

a functional disorder ; that is, the brain cells are

physically normal, but, for some unknown reason,

they act abnormally at certain times. This term is a
very loose one, and there is reason to believe that

the basis of epilepsy is some obscure disease of

the brain which has not been detected by present

methods.

The new school of psychologists regard the malady
as a mental complex—a system of ideas strongly

influenced by the emotions—the convulsions being

but minor symptoms.
Fits are most frequent between 9-10 p.m. the hours

of deepest repose. One school says this is due to

anaemia of the brain during sleep. Clark traces the

cause to lessened inhibitory powers owing to the higher

brain centres being at rest, while Haig claims to have

explained the high incidence at this hour by the fact

that uric acid is present in the system in the greatest

amount at this time.

Some doctors have thought, on the contrary, that

excess of blood in the head was the cause, but results

of treatment so directed did not bear out the sanguine

hopes built on the theory.

The fact that convulsions occur in diabetes and

alcohohsm, suggested that epilepsy was due to poisons

circulating in the blood, and thus irritating the brain.

Every act uses up cell material and leaves waste

products, exactly as the production of steam uses up
coal and leaves ashes. Various waste products have

been found in more than normal quantities in the blood

of epileptics, but it is uncertain whether accumulation

of waste products causes the seizure.

A convincing theory must satisfactorily account for
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all the widely diverse phenomena seen in epilepsy,

and the problem must remain largely a matter of

speculation, until research work has given us a far

deeper insight into the biochemistry of both the

brain cells, and the germ-plasm than we have at

present.



CHAPTER V

PREVENTION OF ATTACKS

In health matters, prevention is nine points of the law.

SOME patients are obsessed by a peculiar

sensation (the " aura ") just before a fit.

This warning takes many forms, the two most
common being a " sinking " or feeling of distress in

the stomach, and giddiness. The character of the

aura is very variable—terror, excitement, numbness,

tingling, irritability, twitching, a feeling of something

passing up from the toes to the head, delusions of sight,

smell, taste, or hearing (ringing, or buzzing, etc.),

palpitation, throbbing in the head, an impulse to run

or spin around—any of these may warn a victim that

a fit is at hand. Some patients " lose themselves
"

and make curious mistakes in talking.

The warning is nearly always the same each time

with the same patient, and is more common in mild

than in severe cases. Rarely, the attack does not go

beyond this stage.

When the patient becomes conscious of the aura

he should sit in a large chair, or lie down on the floor,

well away from fire, and from anything that can be

capsized. He must never try to go upstairs to bed.

Some one should draw the blind, as light is irritating.

If the warning lasts some minutes, the patient should

carry with him, a bottle of uncoated one-hundredth-

grain tabloids of

Nitroglycerin, replacing the screw cap with a cork,

so that they can quickly be extracted. When the

25
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warning occurs, one—or two—should be taken, and

the head bent forward. The arteries are dilated, the

blood-pressure thus lowered, and the attack may
be averted.

The use of nitroglycerin is based on the theory that

seizures are caused by anaemia due to vasomotor

constriction. Success is only occasional, but this is

so welcome as to justify the habitual use of the

method.

If the aura be brief, buy a few " pearls " of

Amyl Nitrite, crush one in your handkerchief, and sniff

the vapour. This has the same affect as nitroglycerin,

but the action occurs in 15 seconds and only persists

7 minutes. A headache occasionally follows the use

of these drugs, and they should not be employed

without professional advice.

When the warning is felt in the hand or foot, a strap

should be worn round the ankle or wrist, and pulled

tight when the aura commences. This sometimes

aborts a fit, as biting a finger in which the aura com-

mences may also do.

If a victim feels unwell after a meal, he must never

eat the next meal at the usual time, simply because it

is the usual time.

Should a patient feel unwell between, say, dinner

and tea, instead of eating his tea he must empty his

bowels by an enema, or croton oil (see chemist), and
his stomach by drinking a pint of warm water in which

has been stirred a tablespoonful of mustard powder

and a teaspoonful of salt. After vomiting, drink warm
water.

Never attempt to empty the stomach at the onset of a

definite aura, for if the seizure occurs, the vomit will

probably obstruct the trachea, and suffocate the victim.

After the stomach has been empty ten minutes, the

patient should take a double dose of bromides (Chapter

XIX) and go to bed. Next morning he will be well,
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whereas if he eats but a single piece of bread-and-butter

he will probably have a fit within five minutes.

Unfortunately, in 60 per cent of cases, there is no
warning at all, while in those cases which do exhibit

an aura, the measures mentioned above more often

fail than succeed.



CHAPTER VI

FIRST-AID TO VICTIMS

" First-aid is the assistance which can be given in case of

emergency by those who, with certain easily acquired know-

ledge are in a position, not only to relieve the sufferer, but

also to prevent further mischief being done pending the

arrival of a doctor."
—Dickey.

A JE VER try to cut short a fit. Placing

l\J smelling-salts beneath the nose, together
* * with all other remedies for people who have
" fainted ", are useless in epilepsy.

Lay the patient on his back, with head slightly

raised ; admit air freely ; remove scarf or collar and

tie, unfasten waistcoat, shirt, stays or other tight

garments, and if it be known or observed that the victim

wears artificial teeth, remove them.

If five people are at hand, let two persons grasp each

a leg of the victim, holding it above the ankle and above

the knee ; two others should each hold a hand and the

shoulder ; the fifth supports the head. Do not kneel

opposite the feet or you may receive a severe kick.

Prevent the limbs from striking the floor, but allow

them full play. If the victim rolls on his face gently

turn him on his back.

Roll a large handkerchief upfront the side (not diagon-

ally) and holding one end firmly, tie a knot in the other

end, and place it between the teeth to protect the

tongue ; or slide the handle of a spoon or a piece of

smooth wood between the teeth, and thus hold the

tongue down. Soft articles like cork and indiarubber

28
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should not be used, for if they are bitten through, the

rear portion will fall down the throat and choke the

victim.

After the fit, lower the head to one side to clear

any vomitus which, if left, might be drawn into the

windpipe, lift the patient on to a couch, cover him
warmly, and let him sleep. An epileptic's bed should

be placed on the ground floor ; if his bed be upstairs,

it is difficult to get him there after an attack, while

he may at any time fall downstairs and be killed.

Any effort to rouse him will only make the post-

epileptic stupor more severe, but whether he sleeps or

not, he must carefully be watched, for patients in this

state are apt to slip away, often half-clothed, and travel

towards nowhere in particular at a wonderfully rapid

rate.

If several fits follow one another, or if one is very

long or severe, send for a doctor.

When a seizure occurs in public, a constable should

be summoned, who, being a " St. John " man, will be

of far more use than bystanders brimming over with

sympathy

—

and ignorance. If some kindly house-

holder near by will allow the victim to sleep for an

hour or two—a boon usually denied more from fear

of recurrence than lack of sympathy, it is better than

taking him home. If not, let someone call a cab, and

deliver the victim safely to his friends.

Every epileptic should carry always with him a card

stating his full name and address, with a request that

some one present at any seizure will escort him home.

If the victim wakes with a headache, give him a

io-grain Aspirin powder, or a 5-grain Phenalgin

tablet ; never patent " cures ".

If possible, the patient should lie abed the day after

a fit, undisturbed, taking only soda-and-milk and eggs

beaten up in hot milk.



CHAPTER VII

NEURASTHENIA

" Some of your hurts you have cured.

And the worst you still have survived
;

But what torments of mind you endured

From evils which never arrived."

—Lowell.

TO-DAY, the need to eat forces even sensible

men to live—and die—at a feverish rate.

In bygone days the world was a peaceful

place, in which our forefathers were denied the chance

of combining exercise with amusement dodging

murderous taxis ; knew not the blessings of " Bile

Beans ", nor the biliousness they blessed either ; they

did not fall victims to " advert-diseases "
; and they

left the waters beneath to the fishes, and the skies

above to the birds.

Withal the}? were sound trenchermen, who called

their few ailments " humours " or " vapours " and

knew what peace of mind meant. Sixty years ago

there was one lunatic in every six hundred people
;

to-day there is one in every two hundred.

At the same time, the " neurasthenic temperament "

is not altogether a modern product, for Plato described

it with great precision, and declared such people to be
" undesirable citizens " for his ideal republic.

Neurasthenia is due to exhaustion and poisoning of

the nervous system, the chief symptoms of which is

persistent neuro-muscular fatigue with general irrita-

bility. Its minor symptoms are almost as numerous
as the various activities possible in mind and body.

30
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The Predisposing Cause of neurasthenia is inherited

nervous instability, but among nervous diseases,

neurasthenia seems the least dependent on heredity,

this factor playing a less important part than

Exciting Causes which are the sparks that fire

explosive trains laid by the living, and often by the

dead.

Worry in any form (especially when accompanied
by excess of brain-work),

Accident-shock,

Sexual abuse,

Abuse of drink, drugs or tobacco,

Lack of exercise,

Exhausting diseases,

Menopause, and diseases of the womb,
" Society life ",

Retirement,

are the commonest exciting causes of neurasthenia
;

hard brain-work, unless accompanied by worry, not

being injurious.

The disease is more common in men than women
(because of the more active part played by them in the

struggle for existence), in cities than in the country,

in mental than in manual workers, in the " idle rich ",

and in races which live feverishly, like the Americans.

It is rare in old age.

Ambition, the race for " success ", the struggle to

carry out projects beyond the reasonable capacity

of one man, and the ceaseless work and worry with

little sleep and no real rest which mark life to-day are

responsible for this disease.

Competition has increased in all conditions of life
;

free course is given to ambition, individuals impose on

their brains a work beyond their strength ; and then

comes care and perhaps reverse of fortune ; and the

nervous system, under the wear and tear of incessant

excitation, at last becomes exhausted.
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The basic symptom is an inability to stand a normal

amount of mental or physical strain, and shows itself

in seven marked ways :

i. Muscular Fatigue, which is often most marked
in the morning. The patient rises reluctantly, feeling

as if he had not slept, is listless and " lazy ", and can

neither work nor play much without getting unduly

tired. This weariness may pass off as the day wears on.

2. Backache is often constant and annoying. It

may be a pain, or a general discomfort, and may be

felt anywhere in the back, the nape of the neck and
down the spine being common places. The legs often
" give way ", and, in severe cases, patients believe

they cannot stand, and become bed-ridden. Under
sudden excitement they may walk again, becoming
" miracles of healing ". These spinal symptoms are

common in neurasthenia following accident.

3. Headache is more often an abnormal sensation

than an intense pain. Pulsations, feelings of distress,

of lightness, fullness, heaviness and pressure are

common, or a band may seem to be drawn tightly round
the head across the forehead.

The sensations are usually located in the back of

the head, and may be accompanied by dizziness,

noises in the ears, or dimness of sight. There may be a

feeling of unsteadiness when walking, or a sense of

being in motion when at rest. The headache varies

in intensity ; it is worst in the morning, is increased

by thinking, diminished after eating, often improves
at night, and never keeps the patient awake.

4. Stomach and Bowel Disorders. The victim is

indifferent to food, though dainties often tempt him,

when he cannot face a square meal. He has a feeling

of general well-being after a meal, but within an hour
signs of imperfect digestion arise ; he feels oppressed,

and has flatulence. Later, there are flushes of heat,

palpitation, drowsiness, and a craving for food. Con-
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stipation is usually obstinate, while diarrhoea may
cause great weakness.

5. Sleeplessness. Some patients go to sleep

readily, but after some instants wake suddenly, in a
state of excitement that persists despite their efforts

to calm themselves, and only at an early hour in the

morning do they sleep again. Other patients go to

bed with the conviction they will not sleep, and are

kept awake by incessant cogitation, their minds being

harassed by a rapid flow of images, ideas and memories.

In some cases the person is calm, his mind is at rest,

yet he cannot sleep.

6. Circulatory Disturbances. More blood flows to

an organ at work than to one at rest. In health we do
not notice these changes, but in neurasthenia these

internal tides are exaggerated as rushes of blood to

the head, flushings of various parts, and coldness of

hands and feet.

Heart palpitation is alarming but not dangerous,

and the distended blood-vessels of the ears may set

up vibrations in the drum, so that at night when the

head is on the pillow, every beat of the heart is heard

as a thump, which banishes sleep, and works the victim

into a state of high tension. A pain in the chest,

arms and elbows is often felt, limbs may swell

(shown by the tightness of rings, collars, etc.) while

the hands and feet are usually moist and clammy.

The patient may have to empty the bladder every

half-hour. Disorders of menstruation are common.

7. Mental Fatigue. Hundreds of pages would be

needed to describe all the symptoms due to mental

fatigue, the morbid belief that the victim has a fatal

disease being very common, though his " disease
"

rarely makes him lie up ; in the day he works, at night

describes his symptoms to the home circle.

The inability of most men to apply themselves

steadfastly to any one set of ideas is seen in the immense

3
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popularity of music halls, cinemas, and short-story

magazines, which offer a change of interest every few

minutes.

In normal people there is a slight consciousness of

mental processes, but the mind rarely watches itself

work ; the neurasthenic is unable to concentrate, and

gets charged with inconstancy and shiftlessness.

His ideas are restive, continuous thought is

impossible, and when talking he has to be " brought

back to the point " many times. Memory and atten-

tion flag, and he listens to a long conversation, or reads

pages of a book without grasping its import, and
consequently he readily " forgets " what in reality

he never laboured to learn. Trembling of limbs is

common.
He lacks initiative, and whatever course he is forced

to take—after much indecision—he is convinced, a

moment later, it would have been wiser to have taken

the opposite one.

All his acts are done inattentively. He goes to

his room for something, but has forgotten what when he

gets there ; later, he wonders if he locked the drawer,

and goes back to see. At night he gets up to make
sure he bolted the door, put out the gas, and damped
the fire.

Regret for the past, dissatisfaction with the present,

and anxiety for the future are plagues common to

most people, but they become acute in a neurasthenic,

who reproaches himself with past shortcomings of no
moment, infuriates himself over to-day's trivialities,

and frets himself over evils yet unborn.

Such a patient is often greatly upset by a trifle,

yet little affected by a real shock, which by its very
severity arouses his reactive faculties which lay

dormant and left him at the mercy of the minor event.

He will fret over a farthing increase in the price of a

loaf, but if his bank fails he sets manfully to.
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Duty that should be done to-day he leaves to be
shirked to-morrow ; he is easily discouraged, timid,

and vacillating. Extremely self-conscious, he thinks

himself the observed of all observers. If others are

indifferent toward him, he is depressed ; if interested,

they have some deep motive ; if grave, he has annoyed
them ; if gay, they are laughing at him ; the truth,

that they are minding their own business, never

occurs to him, and if it did, the thought that other

people were not interested in him, would only vex
him.

He is extremely irritable (slight noises make him
start violently), childishly unreasonable, wants to

be left alone, rejects efforts to rouse him, but is

disappointed if such efforts be not made, broods, and
fears insanity. The true melancholic is convinced

he himself is to blame for his misery ; it is a just

punishment for some unpardonable sin, and there is

no hope for him in this world or the next. The
neurasthenic, on the contrary, ascribes his distress

to every conceivable cause save his own personal

hygienic errors.

A neurasthenic, if epileptic, fears a fit will occur

at an untoward moment. He dreads confined or,

maybe, open spaces, or being in a crowd. When he

reaches an open space (after walking miles through

tortuous byways in an endeavour to avoid it) he

becomes paralysed by an undefinable fear, and stops,

or gets near to the wall.

He fears trains, theatres, churches, social gatherings,

or the office.

Other victims fear knives, canals, firearms, gas,

high places, and railway tracks, when the basic fear

is of suicide. Many patients have sudden impulses

—

on which the attention is focussed with abnormal

intensity—to perform useless, eccentric, or even

criminal actions ; to count objects, to touch lamp-
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posts, to continually reiterate certain words, and

so on.

The victim is fully aware that there are no grounds

for his panic or impulse, but though his reason ridicules,

it cannot disperse, his fear, and the wretched man
finds relief in sleep alone, which adds to his woes by

being a coy lover.

An almost invariable stage is that wherein the

patient studies a patent-medicine advertisement and

finds that a disease, or collection of diseases, is the

root of his troubles. This alarms but interests him
;

he studies other advertisements, sends for pamphlets,

and so becomes familiar with a few medical terms.

He then takes a " treatment ", and talks of his

" complaint " and how he " diagnosed "it. He has

become hypochondriac.

He borrows a book on anatomy from the public

library to discover in what part of the body his

ailment is located.

He draws up (or copies) a special diet-sheet, and
talks of " proteids ", notices a slight cloudiness in his

urine, and underlines " The Uric-Acid Diathesis " in

one of his pamphlets. Then his heart bumps, he

diagnoses anew, and so goes on, usually ending by
taking phosphorus for his " brain fag ". Then he

finds he has a disease unknown to the faculty, which

discovery interests him as intensely as it irritates his

unfortunate friends.

This prince of pessimists has a conviction that,

compared with him, Job was a happy man, and that

he will go insane. He does not know that it is only

when there are flaws in the brain from inheritance

or organic disease that mental worry leads to lunacy
;

a sound brain never becomes unhinged from intellectual

stress alone.

Books and friends are daily questioned about his

" diseases ", and in spite of reassuring replies, he
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continues to doubt, re-question and cross-examine

endlessly, feeding his hopes on the same assurances,

consoling himself with the same sympathies, and
worrying himself with the same fears.

Other folk may be " nervy ", he is seriously ill
;

he knows it because he feels it. He expects the

greatest consideration himself, denies it to others,

and then complains he is " misunderstood ".

" Every symptom becomes magnified ; the trifling

ache or pain, the trivial flatulence, the disinclination

or mere hesitation of the bowels to adhere to a strict

schedule, all minor events such as occur to the majority

of healthy men from time to time unheeded, come
to be of vast importance to the psychasthenic

individual."

He keeps a record of hourly changes in his condition,

and pesters his family doctor to death. He goes from

physician to physician, from hospital to hospital.

Having been induced by his friends to see a specialist,

he bores that good man—who knows him all too well

—

with a minute description of his symptoms, presenting

for inspection carefully preserved prescriptions,urinary

examination records, differential blood counts, and the

like. Coming away with precious advice, he feels he

omitted to describe all his symptoms, begins to doubt

if the specialist really understands his case, and so the

pitiful farce goes on—for years.

The extraordinary fact is that while he is suffering

(sic) from cancer, or heart disease, or Bright's disease,

and spasmodically from minor affections like tuber-

culosis, arterio-sclerosis, and liver-fluke, he is probably

running a successful business. While making money
he forgets his ills ; the moment his attention is diverted

from the " root of evil " he proceeds to further
" diagnosis ".

In the end, he makes a pleasant hobby of his

imaginary maladies, trying each patent nostrum, and
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giving herbalists, electric-belt men, Christian Scientists,

and dozens of other weird " specialists " a chance to

cure him.

Sexual Neurasthenia occurs chiefly in young men
given to self-abuse or sexual excesses. Erections and

emissions are frequent, first at night with amorous

dreams, then in the day as a result of sexual thoughts
;

weakness and pain in the back follow, and the sexual

act may become impossible. The patient usually

studies a quack advertisement, and passes into the

hands of men who make a living by bleeding such

wretches dry. Cold baths and the treatment outlined

in Chapter IX will cure him.

Course and Outlook. Neurasthenia is very curable.

If the cause be removed, and vigorous treatment

instituted, the victim may be well in a couple of

months, but in most cases there are obstacles to

radical treatment, and the disease drags on indefinitely.

Egoism, moral cowardice, and sexual excess play

a part in much neurasthenia, but relatives must not

forget, in their indignation at these laxities, that the

patient really »s ill ; it is unkind, unjust and useless

to tell an ailing man the unpalatable truth that it

is his own fault.



CHAPTER VIII

HYSTERIA

" Diseased nature oftentimes breaks forth

In strange eruptions
;

" King Henry IV."

HYSTERIA, recorded in legend and law, in

manuscript and marble, in folk-lore and
chronicle, right from history's dawn, is still

a puzzle of personality, and only equalled by syphilis

in the protean nature of its manifestations.

The sacred books of the East said delayed menstrua-

tion due to a devil was its cause ; the thrashing-out

of the devil its cure. Chinese legends describe it, and
its symptoms were ascribed by the Inquisition to

witchcraft and sorcery.

Old Egyptian papyri tell how to dislodge the devil

from the stomach, and there were hysteria specialists

in 450 B.C. All old theories fix on the womb as the

seat of the disease. The name hysteria is the Greek

word for womb, and 97 per cent of patients are

women.
A few of the very numerous modern theories may be

noticed.

The unconscious (or the subconscious) and the

conscious are only parts of one whole. Our
" conscious " activities are those which have developed

late in the history of the race, and which develop

comparatively late in the history of the individual.

The " conscious " is the product of the racial education

of the " unconscious "
; the first is the man, the

39
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modern, the civilized ; the last is the child, the

primitive, the savage. Between the two there is no

gulf fixed, and the Oxford metaphysician need not go

to Timbuctoo to seek a superstitious savage ; he

may find one within himself.

In hysteria, Janet says, the field of consciousness is

narrowed, and the patient lives through subconscious

experiences, which she forgets when she again " comes

to " She journeys back into the past, back a few

years individually, back centuries or aeons racially,

and becomes a savage child again.

Normally, when anything goes wrong, or we suffer

from excessive emotion, we give vent to our feelings

by tears, abuse, anger, or impulsive action ; in some
way we " hit back ", and relieve ourselves of the

feeling of oppression. Then we forget, which heals

the sore, and closes the experience.

If, at the moment, we bottle up our emotions, they

obtrude Liter at inconvenient times until we "get
them off our mind " by confiding in some one, when we
get peace of mind. Open confession is good for the

soul, and it is better to " cry your eyes out " than to
" eat your heart out ".

There are some experiences, however, to which we
cannot react by anger or confidence, and so we imprison

our emotions, and try to obtain peace of mind by
forgetting the irritation.

Freud thinks perverted sex ideas are thus repressed,

and cause hysteria by coming into conflict with the

normal sex life. If these old sores can be laid bare

by psycho-analysis, and the mental abscess drained

by confession and contrition, cure follows.

The biologists consider hysteria as an adult childish-

ness, a primitive mode of dodging difficulties. Victims

cannot live up to the complicated emotional standard
of modern life, and so act on a standard which to us

seems natural only in children and uncivilized races.
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Savill gives the following differences between
neurasthenia and hysteria :

NEURASTHENIA
Sex - - Both sexes equally.

Age - Any age.

Mental Intellectual weak-
peculiarities ness ; bad memory

and attention.

HYSTERIA

97 per cent females.

First attack before

age of 25.

Deficient will power.

Want of control

over emotions.

Causes - Overwork ; dyspep-
sia ; accident

;

nervous shock

Emotional upset or

shock.

Course - Fairly even. Paroxysms. Vary
from hour to hour.

Mental
Symptoms

Mental exhaustion
;

unable to study
;

restless ; sad
;

irritable

;

not
equal to amuse-
ment. May be

suicidal.

Emotional
;

way-
ward ; no self-

analysis, living by
rule or reading

medical books
;

Fond of gaiety
;

sad and joyous by
turns. Never
suicidal.

General

Symptoms
Occasional giddiness

;

fainting rare ; con-

vulsions ; head-

ache ; backache

;

sleeplessness ; no
loss of feeling.

Flushing ; convul-

sions and fainting

common
;

no
symptoms between
attacks

;
local

anaesthesia or

hyperesthesia.

Termina-
tion

Lasts weeks
months.
CURABLE.

Lasts lifetime in

spasms.

TEMPORARILY
CURABLE.

Hysteria is a disease of youth, usually ceasing at

the climacteric. Social, financial and domestic worries
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are exciting causes, a happy marriage often curing,

and an unhappy one greatly aggravating the complaint.

It is most common among the races we usually deem
" excitable ", the Slavs, Latin races and Jews, and is

often associated with anaemia and pelvic disorders.

Symptoms. Changeability of mood is striking.

" All is caprice. They love without measure those

they will soon hate without reason."

Sensationalism is manna to them. They must

occupy the limelight. Pains are magnified or manu-
factured to attract sympathy ; they pose as martyrs

—

refusing food at table, and eating sweets in their room,

or stealing down to the larder at night— to the same

end. If mild measures fail, then self-mutilation, half-

hearted attempts at suicide, and baseless accusations

against others are brought into play to focus attention

on them.

Minor attacks usually commence with palpitation

and a " rising " in the stomach or a lump in the throat,

the globus hystericus, which t lie patient tries to dislodge

by repeated swallowing. This is followed by a feeling

of suffocation, the patient drags at her neck-band,

throws herself into a chair, pants for breath, calls for

help, and is generally in a state of great agitation.

She may tear her hair, wring her hands, laugh or

weep immoderately, and finally swoon. The recovery

is gradual, is accompanied by eructations of gas, and
a large quantity of pale, limpid, urine may be passed

later.

Major attacks have attracted attention through all

ages, ancient statues showing the same poses as modern
photographs. The beginning stage—which may last

a few moments or a few days—is one of mental unrest,

the victim being irritable and depressed. In some
cases a warning aura then occurs ; clutchings at the

throat, or the globus hystericus, palpitation, dizziness,

sounds in the ears, spots dancing before the eyes, or
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feelings of intense " tightness " as if the skin is about
to tear or the stomach to burst.

The victim throws herself on a chair or couch, from
which she slides to the floor, apparently senseless,

the head being thrown back, the arms extended, the

legs held straight and stiff. The face is that of a

dreamer, and the crucifix position is not uncommon.
This stage is a gigantic sexual stretch.

Next comes the convulsive stage, but the convulsions

are not the true jerky movements of epilepsy, but are

bilateral tossing, kicking, and rolling movements,
interspersed with various irregular passionate attitudes.

There is great alteration but not loss of consciousness.

The patient struggles with those about her, bites them,

but never her own tongue, shrieks and fights, but never

passes urine, throws things about, and arches the back

until the body rests on head and feet (opisthotonos).

The stretching and convulsive stages alternate, and
the attack lasts a long time, being stopped by pain or

by the departure of onlookers. During this stage the

face may reflect the various emotions passing through

the mind—with a fidelity that would rouse the envy of

an Irving.

The patient gradually calms down, and a fit of tears

or a scream ends the attack, after which the worn-out

victim is depressed but not confused, though memory
for the events of the attack may only be partial. The
patient sometimes passes into the " dream state ",

described in Chapter II, for some hours or occasionally

for far longer ; these are the women described with

much gusto in the local Press as being in a trance

—

" the living dead ".

The victim of these attacks is suffering from a

disease, for she shows many temporary mental symp-

toms which could not possibly be feigned, while there is

often a genuine partial forgetfulness of the incidents

of an attack. She says she cannot help it ; candid
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friends say she will not. The truth is that she cannot

will not to help it ; for though intelligence and memory
are often good and sometimes abnormal, the judgment

and will are always weak—indecision, obstinacy, and

doubt being common.
Treatment. A thorough examination by a doctor is

absolutely essential, to prove that the patient is merely

hysterical, and not the victim of unrecognized organic

disease. In a few cases, skilled attention to some

minor ailment will result in an apparently miraculous

cure.

Many who habitually " go into hysterics ", are

merely grown-up " spoiled children ", and in all cases,

the basic factor is a lack of control and self-discipline.

Unfortunately, these tainted individuals who are

so exquisitely sensitive that any reproof brings floods

of tears, turn with mercurial rapidity from passionate

fury to passionate self-reproach, and assuage by

impassioned protestations of affection the distress

they have carelessly inflicted, and, as a consequence

of their momentary but undoubtedly sincere contrition,

escape blame and punishment.

Harmful sympathy is thus substituted for helpful

discipline, and the more stable members of the family

are often made slaves to the whims and caprices of the

hysterical member.

The usual home treatment of the victim passes

through various stages, and lacks persistence. Violent

methods are succeeded by studied indifference ; and

that again by reproaches and recriminations.

Greene's remarks are very pertinent :
" The condi-

tion must be regarded as an acquired psycho-neurosis

to be ameliorated, and perhaps removed, by suggestion

and a complete control, which, though kind, is firm,

persistent, insistent, and lacking in every element that

enters into the upbuilding of the hysterical tempera-

ment."
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For anaemic patients, the following is a useful

prescription :

R.

Quininae valerianatis gr. xx
Ferri valerianatis gr. xx
Ammon. valerianatis gr. xx
Misce et fiant pilulae no.- xx
Sig. : One or two three times a day, after

meals.

As far as the minor symptoms are concerned, the

disease is usually chronic, for as soon as one symptom
has been overcome another takes its place, and there

is little hope of cure save when the case is taken

vigorously in hand in childhood, treatment being best

given in a home or hospital. Home treatment consists

in an attempt to inculcate the lost or never-acquired

habit of self-control, and in the hygienic measures laid

down for neuropaths in general in the rest of this book.

In a major attack, show no sympathy. Let every one

leave the room, save one attendant, whom the victim

knows to be of firm character, and calm but determined

disposition. This attendant should get a jug of water,

and threaten to douche the victim unless she makes
vigorous efforts to control herself. If she cannot, or

will not, douche her, then hold a towel over her nose

and mouth, and she will perforce cease her gymnastics

to breathe, though the attendant must be prepared

for an outburst of abuse when she has recovered her

breath. Between attacks, all who are brought into

contact with the victim, must adopt a tolerant but

unsympathetic attitude, while efforts are made to

inculcate habits of control.
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CHAPTER IX

ADVICE TO NEUROPATHS

" Great temperance, open air,

Easy labour, little care.''

HE above quotation epitomizes the cure for

neurasthenia, for as Huxley said :

" Our life, fortune, and happiness depend on

our knowing something of the rules of a game
far more complicated than chess, which has been

played since Creation ; every man, woman and
child of u> being one of the players in a game of

our own. The board is the world, the pieces

the phenomena of the universe, while the rules

of the game are the laws of nature. Though our

opponent is hidden, we know his play is fair, just

and patient, but we also know to our sorrow that

he never overlooks a mistake or makes the

slightest allowance for ignorance. To the man
who plays well, the highest stakes are paid with
that overflowing generosity with which the strong

show their delight in strength. The one who
plays badly is checkmated ; without haste, but
without remorse. Ignorance is visited as sharply a

as wilful disobedience ; incapacity meets with

the same punishment as crime."

In many cases some real trouble is the best

medicine for a neurasthenic, for though disaster

may crush him, it is more likely to act as a spur, by
diverting his thoughts from his woes, and making him
fight instead of fret.

46
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Since such blessings in disguise cannot be booked to

order, first see a doctor. Though little be physically

wrong, the sense of comfort and relief from fear, which
a clear idea of what is wrong brings, goes a long way
towards cure by giving the patient hope and confidence.

Having seen the doctor, assist him by carrying out

the following advice as far as real limitations—not

lazy inclinations—permit. Do not say after reading

this chapter, " I know all that "
;
you have to do

" all that ", for medicine alone, whether patent or

prescribed, is useless.

Go for a long sea voyage, if possible.

If not, get a long holiday in a quiet farmhouse, or,

better still, get to the country for good, be it in never

so humble a capacity, for a healthy cowman is happier

than a neurasthenic clerk. The rural worker has no
theatres, but he can walk miles without meeting

another ; he has woods to roam in, hills to climb, trees

to muse under : he has ample light and air, and his is

a far happier lot than that of a vainglorious but

miserable, sedentary machine in a great city.

The rural districts round Braemar, the Channel

Islands, Cromer, Deal, Droitwich, Scarborough, and
Weston-super-Mare are, in general, suitable holiday

resorts for neuropaths.

Avoid alcohol, tea, coffee, much meat, all excite-

ment, anger and worry. Take tickets only for comedy
at the theatre, and leave lectures, social gatherings

and dances alone.

Nerve-starvation needs generous feeding with easily

digested food. Drink milk in gradually increasing

amounts up to half a gallon per day. If more food is

needed, add eggs, custard, fruit, spinach, chicken, or

fish, but do not forgo any milk. Avoid starchy foods

and sweets.
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Eat only what you can digest, and digest all you eat.

Chew ever}- mouthful a hundred times. This is one of

the few sensible food fads.

Drink water copiously between meals, and take no
liquid (save the milk) with them. Keep the bowels

open.

If von must "occupy your mind", take up some
very simple, quiet hobby. Gardening, fretwork,

photography and gymnastics are not necessarily quiet

hobbies. Chess, billiards, and contortions with gym-
nastic apparatus are not to be recommended.

If you ))nts/ read, peruse only humorous novels.

Never study, and leave exciting fiction and medical

work alone. Symptoms are the most misleading things

in a most misleading world.

After your evening meal, take a quiet walk, go to

bed and sleep. You should occasionally spend from

Saturday midday to Monday morning in bed, with

blinds drawn, living on milk, seeing nobody and doing

nothing. The deepest degradation of the Sabbath is to

fill it with odd job* which have accumulated through

the week.

Do not get out of bed too early in the morning, but

rise in time to eat your breakfast slowly, attend to the

toilet, and catch the car without haste. If your occu-

pation be an indoor one, rise an hour earlier, and walk
or cycle quietly to work.

Take a warm batli followed by a cold douche on

rising. If no warm after-glow follows, use tepid water.

Keep your body warm
;
your head cool.

Be continent. Nerve-tone and sexual delights are

not compatible. Matrimony, while a convenient

cloak, is no excuse for lust.

Try suggestion for fears and impulses (see Chapter

XVIII), for it is useless to try to " reason them out ",

though it is useful for a brief period each day to try

deliberately to turn the mind away from the obsession,
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by singing or whistling, gradually prolonging the

attempts.

Rest, to prevent the manufacture of more waste

products, the elimination of those present, and the

generation of nerve-strength from nourishing food are

the things that cure. Chapters XIX and XX deal

with the drug treatment.

Do not Worry. Whatever your trouble is, it is

useless to

" Look before and after, and sigh for what
is not

"

for the future cannot be rushed nor the past remedied.

All patients reply promptly that they " can't help
"

worrying, when in truth they do not try.

Work never hurt anyone, but harassing preoccupa-

tion with problems which no amount of thought will

solve drives many thousands to early graves. Anger

exhausts itself in a few minutes, fatigue in a few hours,

and real overwork with a week's rest, but worry grows

ever worse. Ponder Meredith's lines :

" I will endure ; I will not strive to peep
Behind the barrier of the days to come."

" Look on the bright side !

" said an optimist to a

melancholy friend.

" But there is no bright side."

" Then polish up the dull one !
" was the sound

advice tendered.

Learn to forget

!

One cannot open a periodical without being exhorted

to train one's memory for a variety of reasons. The
neuropath needs a system of forgetfulness. Lethe is

often a greater friend than Mnemosyne.

To brood on disappointments, failures and griefs
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only wastes energy, sours temper, and upsets the

general health. Resolve beforehand that when
unhappy ideas arise you will not dwell on them, but turn

your thoughts to pleasant trifles ; take up a humorous

book, or take a turn in the fresh air, and you will soon

acquire the habit of laughing instead of whining at

Fate.

To sum up : Go slow ! Your neurons have been

exhausted in your foolish attempt to " live this day

as if thy last " in a wrong sense ; feverish activity

and unnecessary work must be abandoned to enable

the nerves to recuperate.

When the doctor says " rest ", he means " rest "

,

not change your bustle from work to what you are

pleased to regard as play.

So much is absolute rest recognized as the foundation

of treatment, that severe cases undergo the " Weir-

Mitchell Treatment ". The patient is utterly secluded
;

letters, reading, talking, smoking and visits from friends

are forbidden. He is put to bed, not allowed even to

sit up, sees no one save nurse and doctor, is massaged,

treated electrically, grossly overfed, fattened up, and
freed from every care.

In leaving his habitual circle, the patient escapes

the too-attentive care of his relatives, and the incessant

questions about his complaint with which they over-

whelm him. The results of this regime with semi-

insane wrecks are marvellous. It is a very drastic

but very successful " rest-cure ", and while it cannot

be undergone at home, neurasthenics will benefit

by following its principles as far as they can in their

own homes.

High-frequency or static electricity sometimes works
wonders in the hands of a specialist, but the electric

batteries, medical coils, finger-rings and body-belts

so persistently advertised are useless.

When the patient has in some measure recuperated,
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he may try the following exercises in mental concen-

tration. Vittoz claims good results from them, but

they must be done quite seriously.

1. Walk a few steps with the definite idea

that you are putting forward right and left feet

alternately. Go on by easy stages until you
concentrate on the movement of the whole
body.

2. Take any object in your hand, and note

its exact form, weight, colour, etc.

3. Look in a shop-window while you count

ten, and as you walk on, try to recall all the

objects therein exhibited.

4. Accustom yourself to defining the sounds

you hear, and concentrating on a special one, as

that of a passing tram, or a ticking watch.

5. Make a rapid examination several times

daily of your feelings and thoughts, and try to

express them definitely.

6. Concentrate on the mental reproduction of

a regular curve : a figure 8 placed on its side.

7. Listen to a metronome, and, a friend having

stopped it, mentally repeat the ticking to time.

8. Whenever you handle anything, try to

retain the impression of that object and its

properties for several minutes, to the exclusion

of other ideas.

9. Concentrate on ideas of calm, and of energy

controlled.

10. Place three objects on a sheet of white

paper. Remove them one by one, at the same
time effacing the impression of each one as it is

removed, until the mind, like the paper, is blank.

11. Efface two of the objects, and retain the

impression of one only.

12. Replace the impressions in your mind, but

not the objects on the paper, one by one.

The object of these exercises is to get your wandering
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mind daily a little more under control ; do not exhaust

yourself.

After some months of treatment, ask yourself

—

Am I able to walk ten miles with ease ? when intro-

duced to a stranger of either sex or any age, to converse

agreeably, profitably and without embarrassment ?

to entertain visitors so that all enjoy themselves ?

to read essays or poetry with as much pleasure as a

novel ? to listen to a lecture, and be able afterwards to

rehearse the main points ? to be good company for

myself on a rainy day ? to submit to insult, injustice or

petulance with dignity and patience, and to answer

them wisely and calmly ? When you are able to

answer, " Yes I
" to these queries, your nerves are

sound.



CHAPTER X

FIRST STEPS TOWARDS HEALTH

All sick people want to get well, but rarely in the best

way. A ' jolly good fellow ' said :
' Strike at the root of the

disease. Doctor !
' And smash went the whisky bottle under

the faithful physician's cane."

IN
neuropaths, all irritation to the nervous

system is dangerous, and must be eliminated,

and to this end, eyes, ears, nose and teeth, all

in close touch with nerves and brain, must be put and
kept in perfect order.

The Eye. Only 4 per cent, of people have perfect

sight. Errors in refraction—common in neuropaths

—mean that the unstable brain-cells are constantly

irritated. Dodd corrected eye-errors in 52 epileptics,

36 of whom showed improvement.

You take your watch to a watchmaker, not a chemist;

take your eyes to an oculist, and if you cannot afford

to see one privately, get an eye-hospital note. (To

allow a chemist or " optician " to try lenses until he

finds a pair through which you "see better " is very

dangerous.)

Then you go to a qualified optician, who makes a

proper frame, and inserts the lenses prescribed.

Patients should inquire if the glasses are to be worn
continually, or only when doing close work or reading.

The Ears. Giddiness and other unpleasant symp-
toms may be due to ear trouble. If there is any
discharge, buzzing or ringing, see a doctor, for if ear

disease gains a firm hold it is usually incurable.
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The Nose. Neuropaths often suffer from moist

nasal catarrh, or from a dry type in which crusts of

offensive mucus form, the disagreeable odour of which

is not apparent to the patient himself. He must pay
careful attention to the general health, take nourishing

food, and wash out the nose three times a day with :

i oz. Bicarbonate of Soda,

i oz. Common Salt,

I oz. Borax,

Dissolved in i pint hot water.

For obstinate nasal trouble, consult an aural surgeon.

The Teeth.

" Most men dig their graves with their teeth."

—Chinese Proverb.

Serious ills are caused by defective teeth, for microbes

decompose the food left in the crevices to acid sub-

stances which dissolve the lime salts from the teeth,

and this process continues until the tooth is lost.

Faulty teeth are common in neuropaths, and at the

risk of being wearisome—and good advice is weari-

some to people—patients must get proper aid, privately

or at a dental hospital, from a registered dentist, who,
like a doctor, does not advertise.

Teeth gone beyond recall will be painlessly extracted,

those going, " stopped ", and tartar or scale scraped

off. If necessary, have artificial teeth, but remember
that the comfort of a plate depends upon skilled

workmanship, not on gold or platinum. 'j Everyone
should visit the dentist as a matter of routine once a

year.

Buy 3 ozs. Precipitated Chalk,

i oz. Chlorate of Potash,
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and brush the teeth with this mixture ere going to

bed ; use tepid water after meals. Do not brush

across, but, holding the brush horizontally, brush with

a circular motion, cleaning top and bottom teeth at

once. Use a moderately hard brush with a curved

surface which fits the teeth.

After each meal, it is essential to cleanse the inter-

stices between the teeth with a quill toothpick or dental

floss, never with a pin, for it is the decomposition of

tiny particles that starts decay ; a tooth never decays

from within.

1 1 fl. oz. Glycerine,

i fl. oz. Carbolic Acid,

\ fl. oz. Methylated Chloroform.

With ten drops of this mixture in a wineglassful of

tepid water, wash out your mouth and gargle your

throat after every meal, sending vigorous waves

between the teeth, and so removing any particles left

by toothpick and brush.

Children should be taught these habits as soon as

they can eat, for the custom of a lifetime is easy.



CHAPTER XI

DIGESTION

" We may live without poetry, music and art ;

We may live without conscience, and live without heart
;

We may live without friends, we may live without books,

But civilized man cannot live without cooks."

THE human digestive system consists of a

long tube, in which food is received, nutri-

ment taken from it as it passes slowly down-
wards, and from which waste is discharged, in from

sixteen to thirty hours afterwards.

Six glands pour saliva into the mouth, where it

should be—but how rarely is—mixed with the food,

causing chemical changes, and moistening the bolus

to pass easily down.

The acid Gastric Juice, of which a quart is secreted

daily, stops the action of the saliva, and commences to

digest the proteins, which pass through several stages,

each a little more assimilable than the last.

The lower end of the stomach contracts regularly

and violently, churning the food with the juice, and
gradually squirting it, when liquified to Chyme, into

the small intestine. If food is not chewed until almost

liquified, the gastric juice cannot act normally, but has

to attack as much of the surface of the food-lump as

possible, leaving the interior to decompose, causing

dyspepsia and flatulence.

Most people suppose the stomach finishes digestion,

but it only initiates the digestion of those foodstuffs

which contain nitrogen, leaving fats, starches and
sugars untouched.
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By an obscure process, the acid chyme stimulates

the walls of the bowel to send a chemical messenger,

a Hormone through the blood to the liver and pancreas,

warning them their help is needed, whereupon they

actively secrete their ferments.

The secretion of the pancreas is very complex.

It carries on the work of the saliva, and also splits

insoluble fats into a soluble milky emulsion.

Fats are unaffected in the mouth and stomach,

which explains why hot, buttered toast, and other

hot, greasy dishes are so indigestible. The butter on
plain bread is quickly cleared off, and the bread

attacked by the gastric juice, but in toast or fatty

dishes, the fat is intimately mixed with other

ingredients, none of which can properly be dealt with.

Always butter toast when cold.

To continue : The secretion of the pancreas also

contains a very active ferment, which, on entering the

bowel, meets and mixes with another ferment four

times as powerful as gastric juice, which completes

the digestion of the proteids.

Meantime, the secretions of Lieberkuhn's glands

(of which there are immense numbers in the small

intestine) are further aiding the digestion of the chyme,

while the liver (the largest and most important gland

in the body) sends its ferments, and the gall-bladder

its bile, which further emulsifies the fatty acids and

glycerin until they are ready to be absorbed.

The chemically-changed chyme is now termed

Chyle, and is ready to be absorbed by the minute,

projecting Villi.

The fatty portion of the chyle is absorbed by minute

capillaries and ultimately mingles with the blood,

which may look quite milky after a fatty meal.

The remaining food is absorbed by the blood capil-

laries in the villi, and passes to the liver for filtration

and storage.
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The large bowel has Lieberkiihn's glands, but not

villi, and is relatively unimportant, though most of

the water the body needs is absorbed from here.

How food becomes energy and tissue we do not

know. The tissues are continually being built up

from assimilated food, and as constantly being burnt

away, oxygen for this purpose being extracted from

the air we inhale, and carried via the blood to every

corner of the body. The ashes of this burning are

expelled into the blood and lymph, and carried out of

the body by the kidneys, lungs, skin and bowels. The
product of the burning is the marvel

—

Life ; the

extinction of the fire is the terror

—

Death.

Energy is obtained almost solely from the

combustion of fats and sugars, proteids being re-

converted into albumin, and then broken down to

obtain their carbon for combustion, the nitrogen

being expelled, but proteids are essential for the

building of the tissues themselves, the stones of the

furnaces which burn up carbohydrates and fats.

The time taken in the digestion of foods was first

studied through a wound in the stomach of St. Martin,

a Canadian. Experiments were made with various

well-masticated foods, and with similar foods placed

unchewed, into the stomach through the wound, the

latter experiment being carried out by millions of

people at every meal, by a slightly different route.

Boiled food is more easily digested than fried or

roasted (the frying pan should be anathema to a

neuropath) ; lean meat than fat ; fresh than salt

;

hot meat than cold ; full-grown than young animals,

though the latter are more tender ; white flesh than

red ; while lean meat is made less, and fat meat more
digestible, by salting or broiling. Oily dishes, hashes,

stews, pastries and sweetmeats are hard to digest.

Bread should be stale, and toasted crisply right

through. The time, compared with the thoroughness
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of digestion, is of little importance, as it varies widely

within physiologic bounds.

Most people fancy that the more they eat the

stronger they become, whereas the digestion of all

food beyond that actually needed to repair the waste

due to physical and mental effort consumes priceless

nerve energy, and weakens one. The greater part of

excessive food has literally to be burnt away by the

body, which causes great strain, mainly on the muscles.

The question is not :
" How much can I eat ? " but :

" How much do I need ?
"



CHAPTER XII

INDIGESTION

" We know how dismal the world looks during a fit of

indigestion, and what a host of evils disappear as the abused

stomach regains its tone. Indigestion has lead to the loss of

battles ; it has caused many crimes, and inspired much
sulphurous theology, gloomy poetry and bitter satire."

—Hollander.

THE nervous dyspeptic suffers no marked
pain, but often feels a " sinking ", has no

appetite, and cannot enjoy life because his

stomach, though sound, does not get enough nerve-

force to run it properly.

A great deal of nerve-force is required for digestion,

and if a man comes to the table exhausted, bolts his

food, uses nerve-force scheming while he is bolting,

and, immediately he has bolted a given amount,

rushes off to work, digestion is imperfectly performed,

nutriment is not assimilated, the nerve-force supply

becomes deficient. He continues to overdraw his

account in spite of the doctor's warning, and stomachic

bankruptcy occurs, followed by a host of ills.

Nervous dyspepsia is a very obstinate complaint,

but if tackled resolutely, it can to a great extent be

mitigated ; but let it be emphasized at once, that

medicines, patent or otherwise, are useless. If

dyspepsia be aggravated by other complaints, these

should receive appropriate treatment, but the assertions

so unblushingly made in patent-pill advertisements

are unfounded. The very variety of the advertised

remedies is proof of the uselessness of all.
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Set aside certain periods three times a day for meals.

Fifteen minutes before meal times, sit in a comfortable

chair, relax all your muscles, close the eyes, and try

to make the mind a blank. Rest

!

Then eat the meal slowly and thoroughly. Con-
versation may lighten and lengthen a meal, but
avoid politics, " shop " and topics of that type.

What is wanted at table is wit, not wisdom.
Water may be drunk with meals, provided it is

drunk between eating, and not while masticating, for

it has decidedly beneficial effects upon the digestive

functions. Water is usually forbidden with meals

because if patients drink while eating, the water usurps

the functions of saliva, and moistens the bolus, which
is then swallowed with little or no mastication. If

you cannot drink between mouthfuls, then drink only

between meals. Never drink while food is in the

mouth !

After the meal, he down on the right side for half

an hour, resting, and so directing all available nerve-

energy to getting digestion well under way.

Indifferent appetites must be tempted by whole-

some dishes made up in a variety of enticing ways.

Fats are good, but must be taken in a tasty form.

Eat fruit deluged with cream.

The crux of digestion is to
*' Chew ! Chew ! ! and KEEP ON CHEWING ! !

!"

for until food is thoroughly masticated there will be

no relief. The only part of the whole digestive process

placed under the control of consciousness is mastica-

tion, and, paradoxically, it is the only part that

consciousness usually ignores.

A healthy man never knows he has a stomach ;

a dyspeptic never knows he has anything else, because

he will not eat his food, but throws it into his stomach

as the average bachelor throws his belongings into a

trunk.
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A varied, tasty diet, thoroughly chewed and

salivated, with rest before and after meals, is the only

means of curing dyspepsia, for no medicine can supply

and properly distribute nerve-energy.

Digestive pills are all purgatives, with a bitter to

increase appetite, and occasionally a stomachic, bound
together with syrup or soap. Practically all contain

aloes, and very rarely a minute quantity of a digestive

ferment like pepsin. Taken occasionally as purges,

most digestive pills would be useful, but none are

suited to continuous use, and the price is, as a rule,

out of all proportion to the primary cost, while one or

two are, frankly, barefaced swindles.

The analyses of the British Medical Association

give the following as the probable formula for some
well-known preparations :

Beecham's Pills Aloes
;
ginger.

Holloway's Pills Aloes
;
ginger.

Page Woodcock's Aloes
; ginger ; capsicum

;

cinnamon and oil of

Carter's Little Liver
Pills

peppermint.

Aloes
;

podophyllin
;

liquorice.

Burgess' Lion Pills Aloes ; ipecacuanha ; rhu-

Cockle's Pills

Barclay's Pills

Whelpton's Pills

Bile Beans

barb
;
jalap

;
peppermint

Aloes ; colocynth
;

jalap.

Aloes ; colocynth ;
jalap.

Ginger ; colocynth
;
gentian.

Cascara ; rhubarb ; liquoria

Cicfa

peppermint.
Cascara ; capsicum ;

pepsin

diastase ; maltose.



CHAPTER XIII

DIETING

Simple diet is best ; many dishes bring many diseases.

—Pliny.

" Alas ! what things I dearly love

—

Pies, puddings and preserves

—

Are sure to rouse the vengeance of

All pneumogastric nerves !

"

—Field.

THE man who pores over a book to discover

the exact number of calories (heat units)

of carbohydrates, proteins and fats his body
needs, means well, but is wasting time.

In theory it is excellent, for it should ensure

maximum work-energy with minimum use of digestive-

energy, but in practice it breaks down badly, a weak-

ness to which theories are prone. One man divided

four raw eggs, an ounce of olive oil, and a pound of

rice into three meals a day. Theoretically, such a

diet is ideal, and for a short time the experimenter

gained weight, but malnutrition and dyspepsia set in,

and he had to give up. The best diet-calculator is a

normal appetite, and fancy aids digestion more than a

pair of scales.

In spite of rabid veget- and other " arians ", most

foods are good (making allowances for personal

idiosyncrasy) if thoroughly masticated. The oft-

quoted analogy of the cow is incorrect, for herbivora
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are able to digest cellulose ; but even cows masticate

most laboriously.

Meat juices are the most digestion-compelling

substances in existence, and a little meat soup, " Oxo "

or " Bovril " is an excellent first course.

No one needs more than three meals per day, while

millions thrive on one or two only, which should be

ready at fixed hours ; for the stomach when habituated

becomes congested and secretes gastric juice at those

hours without the impulse of the will, is ready to

digest food, and gets that rest between-times which is

essential to sound digestion. The man who has snacks

between meals, and chocolates and biscuits between

snacks can never hope to get well.

To eat the largest meal at midday, as is the custom

of working-men, is best, provided one can take half

an hour's rest afterwards.

Drink a pint of tepid water half an hour before every

meal. If the stomach be very foul, add a teaspoonful

of bicarbonate of soda to the water.

The question of alcohol is a vexed one, but Paul's
" Take a little wine for thy stomach's sake," is

undoubtedly sound advice, though had Paul been

trained at a London hospital, he would have added
" after meals " Unfortunately, moderation is usually

beyond the ability of the neuropath, and consequently

he should be forbidden to take alcohol at all. Spirits

must be avoided.

Moderately strong, freshly made tea or coffee may
be consumed in reasonable quantity.

Vegetable salads are excellent if compounded with

liquids other than vinegar or salad oil, and of

ingredients other than cucumbers, radishes, and the

like.

Take little starchy food and sweetmeats. It may
surprise those with " a sweet tooth " to learn that,

to the end of the Middle Ages, sugar was used only as
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a medicine. Meat must be eaten—if at all—in the

very strictest moderation, and never more than once

a day. Eggs, fish and poultry—in moderation too

—

take its place.

Healthy children need very little meat, while it is

a moot point if children of unstable, nervous build

need any at all. The diet at homes for epileptics is

usually vegetarian, and gives excellent results.

Never swallow skin, core, seeds or kernels of fruits,

many of which, excellent otherwise, are forbidden

because of the irritation caused to stomach and bowels

by their seeds or skins.

Bromides are said to give better results if salt is

not taken. A little may be used in cooking, if, as is

usually the case, the patient has to eat at the common
table, but condiments are unnecessary and often

irritating to delicate stomachs.

The diet of nervous dyspeptics must be very simple,

and though it is trying and monotonous to forgo

harmful dainties in favour of wholesome dishes, it is

but one of the many limitations Nature inflicts on

neuropaths. Many an epileptic, after believing himself

cured, has brought on a severe attack by an imprudent

meal. La Rochefoucauld says :
" Preserving the

health by too strict a regimen is a wearisome malady ",

but it is open to all men to choose whether they will

endure the remedy or the disease.

Most men eat six times the minimum and twice

the optimum quantity of food per day. For every

one who starves, hundreds gorge themselves to death.
" Food kills more than famine ", and the poor, who
eat sparsely from necessity, suffer far less from gout,

cancer, rheumatism and other food-aggravated

diseases than the rich.

Most books give detailed lists of foods to be eaten

and to be avoided, but this we believe is productive

of little good.

5
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Let the patient eat a mixed diet, well and suitably

cooked, taking what he fancies in reason, masticating

everything thoroughly, and gradually eliminating

foods which experience teaches him are difficult for

him to digest.



CHAPTER XIV

CONSTIPATION

" Causing a symptom to disappear is seldom the cure of

any ill ; the true course is to prevent the symptom."

RINGS of muscle cause wormlike movements
of the bowels, and so propel forward food

- and waste. Weakening of these muscles

or their nerve controls from any cause, results in a
" condition of the bowels in which motions occur

only when provoked by medicines or injections ".

In some cases though motions occur freely, food

ingested is retained too long in the digestive tract.

The blood extracts what water it needs from the

fluid waste in the large bowel, but when the weak
muscles allow this to remain too long, an excess of

moisture is removed, leaving hard, dry masses, painful

to pass.

When the fseces reach the anus, they cause an
uneasy feeling, which directs us to seek relief, but

if we neglect this impulse the bowel may become so

insensitive that it ceases to warn its owner of the need

to evacuate. Meantime, the muscles which expel

the faeces get weak, so that every motion needs a

strong effort of will, and much harmful straining.

Much misery is caused by false modesty in the

presence of others. It can never be immodest to

attend to the calls of Nature, and such hypersensitive-

ness is dangerous, for rupture, piles, fissure, prolapse,

fistula, are often due to straining.

Lack of exercise weakens the intestinal and
67
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abdominal muscles. Unsuitable or imprudent foods

or drinks, indigestion, excessive worry, and anything

that lowers the general health tend to produce con-

stipation.

Bacteria flourish freely in fasces, and though it is

doubtful whether the " Auto-intoxication " so freely

ascribed to them, is supported by facts, it cannot be

doubted that, whatever the precise mechanism by
which the effects are produced, constipation does

result in a lowering of the resistance to disease. More

frequent fits, colic, foul breath, headache right across

the forehead, lost appetite, drowsiness, skin eruptions,

irritability, insomnia, melancholia and anaemia

(especially the " green sickness " of women, usually

connected with menstrual irregularities) are but a few

of many ills partly or wholly due to or consequent

upon constipation.

The symptoms of constipation of the small bowel

are dry stools, usually light in colour.

To cure this type, more water should be drunk, so

that the waste may pass to the large bowel in a fluid

state. Drink freely between meals, especially in

summer, when profuse perspiration often causes

obstinate constipation.

The symptoms of constipation of the large bowel

are furred tongue, foetid breath, sallow or jaundiced

complexion, and mottled stools of round, hard balls,

the first portion being very firm, and the remainder

nearly liquid. There are occasional attacks of colic.

The first step towards cure is to form regular habits.

At a suitable time, say shortly after breakfast, or after

supper if you suffer from haemorrhoids, go to the

lavatory, whether you feel uncomfortable or not.

Wait patiently, do not try to hasten matters by
violent straining, and if for some weeks there is little

improvement, do not despair, for the habits of a life-

time are not overcome in five minutes, just because
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you have decided to amend your careless ways. A
short, brisk walk beforehand often helps.

If necessary, use a chamber and " squat " as

savages do. In this position, the thighs support the

abdomen, and force is exerted without straining.

Massaging the abdomen by firmly rubbing it round
and round, clockwise, with the hand, often does good,

as does pressure with a finger on the flesh between
the end of the backbone and the anus. Try every

method before taking purgatives, for with patience

and determination these are rarely necessary.

Carefully cooked and " concentrated ", easily

digested and " pre-digested " foods contain little

residue ; every meal should contain some indigestible

matter to stimulate the intestines. Brown bread,

porridge, lettuce, cress, apples and coarse vegetables

are all good for this purpose, but if taken too freely

may cause heartburn and flatulence. Meat, milk,

fish, eggs and most patent foods have not enough
waste. Boiled milk is very constipating.

Purgatives, injections and medicines, alone, are

useless, for the bowel becomes still more insensitive

to natural calls under the artificial stimulation of drugs,

on which it becomes so entirely dependent that

without their aid it will not act.

It may be necessary to clean out the bowel by an

enema.

Make a lather with clean warm water and plain soap,

and fill the enema syringe (a half-pint size is useful).

Smear the nozzle with vaseline, lean forward and insert

into the anus, pointing a little to the left. Press the

bulb, withdraw the nozzle, retain the liquid a few

moments and a desire to go to stool will be felt.

A simpler plan is to buy glycerin suppositories. One
is inserted into the anus and acts like an injection. It

must be clearly understood that these are emergency

measures.
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If internal piles come down at stool, do not allow

them to remain and get engorged with blood. See

that your hands are scrupulously clean, and your nails

closely cut and free from dirt ; then moisten the middle

finger with a little vaseline taken to the lavatory for

the purpose, and gently return the haemorrhoids,

sitting down for a few minutes to retain them.

A mild purge may be taken once a week with advan-

tage. Glauber's Salts (Sodium Sulphate), Cascara

Sagrada, and liquid paraffin are all good, while Castor

Oil Globules are suited for children.

For flatulence, take a io-minim capsule of

Terebine after meals, or charcoal, either as French

Rusks (" Biscols Fraudin ") or a teaspoonful of

powdered charcoal between meals. One drop of

creosote on a lump of sugar, peppermint water, and

sal volatile may also be used. Sufferers should toast

bread, and use sugar sparingly.

Patent medicines almost invariably contain a brisk

aperient.
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GENERAL HYGIENE

" Better to hunt in fields for health unbought,

Than fee the doctor for a nauseous draught."

—Dryden.

IF
men but realized what complicated machines

they were, they would use themselves better.

In the body are 240 bones and hundreds

of muscles. The heart, no bigger than the clenched

fist, beats 100,000 times a day ; the aerating surface

of the lungs is equal in area to the floors of a six-roomed

house, and by means of its minute blood-vessels which

would stretch across the Atlantic, 1,500 gallons of

blood are brought into contact with over 3,000 gallons

of air every day.

Seven million sweat-glands, 30 miles long, get rid

of a pint of liquid and an ounce of solid waste each day

while it takes a tube 30 feet long, with millions of

glands, to deal with a sip of milk.

Man's finest steam engine turns one-eighth of the

energy supplied into work ; nature's engine, muscle,

turns one-third into work. The body contains 9
gallons of water, enough carbon to make 9,000 lead

pencils, phosphorus for 8,000 boxes of matches,

iron for 5 tacks, and salt enough to fill half a dozen

salt-cellars.

Over 40 food-ferments have been found in the liver
;

there are 5,000,000 red and 30,000 white blood

corpuscles in a space as big as a pin's head, each one

of which travels a mile a day and lives but a fortnight,
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millions of new ones being built up in the bone-marrow

every second ; a flash of light lasting only one eight-

millionth of a second, will stimulate the eye, which

can discriminate half a million tints. The ear can

distinguish 11,000 tones, and is so sensitive that we
hear waves of air less than one sixty-thousandth of an

inch long ; a mass of almost liquid jelly—for 81 per

cent of the brain is water, and Aristotle thought it

was a wet sponge to cool the hot heart—sends

out impulses ordering our every thought and

act, and stores up memory, we know not how or

where.

There are 10,000,000,000 of cells in the brain cortex

alone, and 560,000 fibres pass from the brain down the

spinal cord.

A clear, watery cell, no larger than the dot on an
"

i
" encloses factors causing genius or stupidity,

honesty or roguery, pride or humility, patience or

impulsiveness, coldness or ardour, tallncss or short-

ness, form of head or hands, colour of eyes and hair,

male or female sex, and the thousand details that make
a man.

Yet man uses this marvellous mechanism but care-

lessly, and the widespread poverty, the worry and

discord in the lives of the happiest, our ignorance, the

evil habits we contract, and the vice, miseries, diseases

and labours to which most expectant mothers are

too often exposed, explain why one baby in every

eight never walks ; why but four of them five to man-
hood ; why less than 40 years is now man's average

span ; and why this brief space is filled with suffering

and misery, from which many escape by self-destruc-

tion.

Sound children do not come from unclean

air, surroundings, habits, pursuits, passions and
parents. Children conceived in unsuitable sur-

roundings by unsuitable parents, die ; must die
;
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ought to die. They are not built for the stern battle

of life.

" Where the sun does not enter, the doctor does !

"

— Italian proverb.

Plenty of fresh, clean air is essential to health.

In all rooms a block of wood nine inches high should

be inserted beneath the whole length of the bottom
sash of the window. This leaves a space between the

top and bottom sashes through which fresh air passes

freely, without draught, both night and day, for it

should never be closed. A handy man will fit a simple

device to prevent the windows being forced at night,

but better let in a burglar than keep out air.

If it be cold or draughty in the bedroom, hang a

sheet a foot from the window, put more blankets or an

overcoat on the bed, or put layers of brown paper

above the sheets, but never close the window.

You can take too much of many good tilings, but

never too much pure air.

Cleanliness. Keep the body clean by taking at

least one hot bath per week
;

per day if possible.

Much filth is excreted by your sweat-pores ; why
let it cake on skin and underlinen, and silently silt

up your thirty miles of skin canals, thus over-

working the other excretory organs, and gradually

poisoning yourself ?

Neuropaths always suffer from sluggish circulation

of the extremities, and to improve this, hot and cold

baths, spinal douches and massage are excellent. A
hot bath (98-1 io° F.) ensures a thorough cleansing,

but it brings the blood to the surface, where its heat is

quickly lost, enervating one, and causing a bout of

shivering which increases the production of heat by
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stimulating the heat -regulating centre in the brain.

Baths above no° F. induce faintness. To prevent

shivering, take a cold douche after the hot bath, and

have a brisk rub down with a coarse towel, when a

delightful, warm glow will result. Do not freeze your-

self, or the reaction will not occur ; what is wanted is

a short, sharp shock, which sends the blood racing from

the skin, to which it returns in tingling pulsations,

which brace up the whole system. The douche is over

in a few seconds, and may be enjoyed the year round,

commencing in late Spring.

The cold bath must not be made a fetish. If the

glow is not felt, give it up, and bathe in tepid (85-92 F.)

or warm (93-98° F.) water. When started in the

vigour of youth, the cold bath may often be continued

through life, but it is unwise to commence in middle

life. Parents should never force their children to

take cold baths, to " harden them
Other Hygienic Points. Tobacco is undesirable for

neuropaths, save in moderation.

Clothes should be light, loose, and warm. Epileptics

should wear low, stiff collars, half a size too large, with

(lip ties. Such a combination does not form a tight

band round the neck, and can quickly be removed if

necessary. Wear thick, woollen socks, and square-

toed, low-heeled, double-soled boots. Hats should

be large, light, and of soft material. Woollen under-

wear is best. Change as often as possible, and aim at

health, not appearance.

Let all rooms be well lighted, well ventilated, moder-

ately heated, and sparsely furnished with necessities.

Shun draperies, have no window boxes, cut climbing

plants ruthlessly away from the windows, and never

obstruct chimneys.

Buy Muller's " My System ", which gives a course of

physical exercises without apparatus, which only take

fifteen minutes a day. The patient must conscien-
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tiously perform the exercises each morning, not for a

week, nor for a month, but for an indefinite period,

or throughout life.

Finally, remember that so few die a natural death

from senile decay because so few live a natural life.



CHAPTER XVI

SLEEPLESSNESS

" O magic sleep ! O comfortable bird

That broodest o'er the troubled sea of the mind
Till it is hushed and smooth."

—Keats.

SOME men need only a few hours' sleep, but

no one ever overslept himself in natural

slumber. There arc anecdotes of great men
taking little sleep, but their power usually consisted

in going without sleep for some days when necessary,

and making up for it in one long, deep sleep. Neuro-

paths require from 10-13 hours to prepare the brain

for the stress of the next day, but quality is more
important than quantity.

Patients go to bed tired, but cannot sleep ; fall

asleep, and wake every other hour the night through
;

sleep till the small hours, and then wake, to get no more
rest that night ; only fall asleep when they should be

rising ; or have their slumber disturbed by nightmare,

terrifying dreams, heart palpitation, and so on.

Noise often prevents sleep. A clock that chimes

the quarters, or a watch that in the silence ticks with

sledge-hammer beats, has invoked many a malediction.

Traffic and other intermittent noises are very trying,

as the victim waits for them to recur. Townsmen
who seek rural quiet have got so used to town clatter,

that barking dogs, rippling streams, lowing cows,

rustling leaves, singing birds or chirruping insects keep

them awake. Too much light, eating a heavy supper,
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all tend to banish repose, as do also violent emotions
which produce toxins, torturing the brain and causing

gruesome nightmares.

Grief and worry—especially business and domestic

cares—constipation, indigestion, bad ventilation,

stimulants, excitement and a hearty supper are a few
of the many causes of insomnia.

In children sleeplessness is often due to the bad
habit of picking a child up whenever it cries, usually

from the pain of indigestion due to having been given

unsuitable food. Feed children properly, and train

them to regular retiring hours. School home-work
may cause insomnia ; if so, forbid it.

Man spends a third of his life in the bedroom, which
should be furnished and used for no other purpose.

Pictures, drapery above or below the bed, and wall-

paper with weird designs in glaring colours are undesir-

able. The wall should be distempered a quiet green

or blue tint, and the ceiling cream. A bedroom should

never be made a storeroom for odds and ends, nor is

the space beneath the bed suitable for trunks ; least

of all for a soiled-linen basket.

Some time before retiring, excitement and mental

work should be avoided. The patient should take a

quiet walk after supper, drink no fluid, empty bladder

and bowels, and take a hot foot-bath.

Retire and rise punctually, for the brain, like most

other organs, may be trained to definite habits with

patience.

If sleeplessness be ascribed, rightly or wrongly, to

an empty stomach, a glass of hot milk and two plain

biscuits should be taken in bed ; dyspeptics should

take no food for three hours before retiring. If the

patient wakes in the early morning he may find a

glass of milk (warmed on a spirit-stove by the bedside)

and a few plain biscuits of value.

A victim of insomnia should he on his side on a firm
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bed with warm, light coverings, open the window,

close the door, and endeavour to fix his attention on

some monotonous idea ; such as watching a flock of

white sheep jump a hedge. Think of trifles to avoid

thinking of troubles.

How often do we hear people complain that they

suffer from insomnia, when in fact they get a reason-

able amount of sleep, and indeed often keep others

awake by their snoring.

When you wake, get up, for a second sleep does no

good. When some one, < >n seeing the narrow camp-bed

in which Wellington slept, said :

" There is no room to

turn about in it," the Iron Duke replied :

" When a

man begins to turn about in his bed it is time he turned

out of it."

The only safe narcotic is a day's hard work. For

severe insomnia consult a doctor ; do not take drugs

—

that way lies ruin. By taking narcotics, or patent

remedies containing powerful drugs, you will easily

get sleep—for a time only—and then fall a slave to

the drag. Such victims may be seen in dozens in any

large asylum.



CHAPTER XVII

THE EFFECTS OF IMAGINATION

" The surest way to health, say what they will

Is never to suppose we shall be ill
;

Most of the ailments we poor mortals know
From doctors and imagination flow."

—Churchill.

" Men may die of imagination,

So depe may impression be take."

—Chaucer.

" Suggestion is the introduction into the mind of a practical

belief that works out its own fulfilment."

—Guyau.

M AN suffers from no purely imaginary ills,

for mental ills are as real as physical ills,

and though an individual be ailing simply

because he persuades himself he is ailing, his mind so

affects his body that he is actually unwell physically,

though the cause of his trouble is purely mental.

The suffering of this world is out of all proportion

to its actual disease, many people being tortured by
fancied ills. Some dread a certain complaint because

a relative has died of it.

Others are unwell, but while taking proper treatment

they brood gloomily, and get worse instead of better

as they should and could do.

Cheap medical and pseudo-medical works are not

an unmixed blessing, for many a person who knows,

and needs to know, nothing about disease, gets hold
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of one, and soon has most of the ills known to

the faculty and some which are not.

If a patient be an optimist and persuades himself

he is improving, he does improve. This is the explana-

tion of " Faith moving mountains", for the curative

power of prayer, Christian Science, laying-on of hands,

suggestion treatment and patent medicine, depends

on man's own faith, not on the supernatural.

A doctor in whom a patient has perfect confidence,

will do him far more good with the same medicines, or

even with no medicines at all, than one of riper

experience in whose skill he has no faith.

Eloquent, though often inaccurate accounts of the

benefits derived from patent medicines are persistently

advertised until the mind is so influenced by the

constant reiteration of miraculous cures, that, either

because the healing forces of the body are thereby

stimulated, or because the disease is curable by sugges-

tion, the patient is benefited by such medicines.

Thinking of pain makes it worse and vice versa.

The curative effects of auto-suggestion were demon-
strated at the Siege of Breda in 1625. The garrison

was on the point of surrender when a learned doctor

eluded the besiegers, and got in with some minute

phials of an extraordinary Eastern Elixir, one drop

of which taken after each meal cured all the ills flesh

was heir to ; two drops were fatal.

The " learned doctor " was a quick-witted soldier,

and the elixir was coloured water sold by order of the

commander. Its potency was due to the faith of all,

who persuaded each other they were getting better,

and an epidemic of infectious wellness followed ills

due to depressed spirits.

One man after reading a list of symptoms said in

great alarm :
" Good Heavens. I have got that

disease !
" and, on turning the page, found it was . . .

pregnancy.
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As the great Scotch physiologist, Reid, said seventy

years ago :

" Hope and joy promote the surface circulation

of the body, and the ehmination of waste matter
and thus make the body capable of withstanding
the causes which lead to disease, and of resisting

it when formed. Grief, anguish and despair

enfeeble the circulation, diminish or vitiate the

secretions, favour the causes which induce disease,

and impede the action of the mechanism by which
the body may get rid of its maladies. An army
when flushed with victory and elated with hope
maintains a comparative immunity from disease

under physical privations and sufferings which,

under the opposite circumstances of defeat and
despair, produce the most frightful ravages."

The classic description of the woeful effects of imagi-

nation is in Jerome's " Three Men in a Boat ". Harris,

having a little time on his hands, strolls into a public

library, picks up a medical work, and discovers he has

every affliction therein mentioned, save housemaid's

knee. He consults a doctor friend and is given a

prescription. After an argument with an irate chemist,

he finds he has been ordered to take beefsteak and

porter, and not meddle with matters he does not under-

stand. A sounder prescription never was penned.



CHAPTER XVIII

SUGGESTION TREATMENT

" To purge the veins

Of melancholy, and clear the heart

Of those black fumes that make it smart

;

And clear the brain of misty fogs

Which dull our senses, our souls clog."

—Burton.

HYPNOSIS and suggestion have suffered from

those people who put back every reform

many years—quacks and cranks—for while

science, with open mind, was testing this new treat-

ment, the quacks exploited it up hill and down dale.

Yet there is nothing supernatural in suggestion, for

we employ it on ourselves and others every hour we
live. Conscience consists only of the countless stored-

up suggestions of our education, which by opposing

any contrary suggestions, cause uneasiness.

Many of us conform through life to the suggestions

of others, affection, awe, hero-worship and fear taking

the place of reason.

The most resolute of men are influenced by tactful

suggestions, which quietly " tip-toe " on to the margin

of consciousness, awaken ideas which link up more

and more associations, until an avalanche is started

which forces itself on to the field of consciousness, the

subject thinking the idea is his own.

Author and actor try by suggestion to make us think,

laugh, or weep at their will, books are sold by suggestive

titles, and many clothes are worn only to suggest wealth

or respectability.
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The best salesman is he who by artful suggestion

sells us what we do not want ; the best buyer he who
by equally astute suggestion makes the seller part at

a price which makes him regret the bargain the moment
it is closed.

Suggestion treatment is of great use in curing nervous
states and bad habits, and all neuropaths should

practice self- or auto-suggestion. In severe cases a

specialist must give the treatment.

The patient is taken by the neurologist to a cosy,

restfully-furnished, half-lighted room, and placed in

a huge easy chair facing a cheery fire. He sinks into

the depths of the chair, relaxes every muscle, allows

his thoughts to wander pleasantly, and soon his brain

is at rest, and his mind, undisturbed by the fears which
usually harass it, is ready to receive suggestions.

The doctor talks quietly, soothingly, but with the

conviction born of knowledge to the patient about his

trouble, assuring him that he can control his cravings
;

that he can put away the doubts or fears that have

grown upon him. The true reason of his illness is

pointed out, any little organic factors given due weight,

and the idea that it is hereditary or due to Fate dis-

pelled. Faults of character, reasoning and living are

unsparingly exposed and appropriate remedies

suggested, and he is shown how unmanly his self-tor-

turing reproaches are, and how futile is remorse unless

transmuted into reform.

The doctor's earnestness inspires confidence, and
the patient unburdens his secret troubles, discusses

means of remedying them, and turns from pain to

promise, from remorse to resolve, from introspection

to action, from dreading to doing.

Struck by the way the psycho-analyst reads his soul

and lays bare petty meannesses, impressed by the

patient thoroughness with which the doctor attends

to each little symptom, confident that organic troubles
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—if there be any—will receive appropriate treatment,

ready to carry out instructions, and disposed to believe

the new treatment is of real value : under all these

circumstances, the physician's suggestions carry very

great weight with the patient.

The resolutions passed by the victim in this calm

state sink deep into subconsciousness, and when next

temptation, impulse or fear assails him, his own resolu-

tions and the doctor's suggestions are so vividly

recalled that he tries to control his thoughts, and, in

due time he " wins out ".

Anyone may induce the calm state, and repeat suit-

able suggestions. The patient should go to a quiet

room, and, reclining on a comfortable couch before a

cheery fire, close the eyes, relax the muscles, breathe

deeply, and avoid all sense of strain.

The next step is to fix the imagination on some scene

which suggests tranquility—smooth seas, autumnal
landscapes, snow-clad heights, old-world gardens,

deep, shady silent pools, childhood's lullabies, secluded

backwaters, dim aisles of ancient churches.

After a few evenings' practice, you will be able

gradually to exclude all other ideas, and focus on one,

inducing a state which, somewhat similar outwardly,

is free from the excitement of religious exaltation, and
from the delusions of a medium's trance.

In this state, an appropriate suggestion must be

made, sincerely, and with absolute faith in its power.

Christ's miracles were the result of suggestive thera-

peutics, and He took care to inspire relatives with faith,

to exclude scoffers, to surround himself by his believing

Apostles, and, after treatment, said :
" See thou tell

no man !

" well knowing that suggestion cannot with-

stand derision.

In this way, a patient of limited means can do for

himself exactly what more fortunate ones pay large

fees to specialists to do for them. The treatment is
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uncommon, but sound, for the medical profession is

perhaps the most conservative on earth, and when
specialists of repute use a method, you may be confi-

dent it is of value.

To cure sleeplessness, see that stomach and brain

are at rest, bed comfortable, and feet warm ; calm
yourself, and focus on the idea of sleep, saying :

" I shall go to sleep in a few minutes, and wake at

eight o'clock in the morning."

Repeat this a few times, persist for a few nights and
you will quickly get drowsy, and fall asleep.

Phrases for other requirements will readily occur,

as :

" I shall feel confident in open spaces !

"

" I shall find no more pleasure in alcohol !
" and so

on.

Suggestion will not cure epilepsy, hysteria or neuras-

thenia, but it overcomes many of the symptoms which

make the patient so wretched.

" Crutches are hung on the walls of miraculous

grottos, but never a wooden leg."

Suggestion may move a paralysed arm, but the

muscles only become healthy again in many days by
slow repair ; suggestion releases the catch, but the

spring must be wound up by energy suitably applied.



CHAPTER XIX

MEDICINES

" Of simples in the6e groves that grow

He'll learn the perfect skill
;

The nature of each herb, to know
Winch cures and which can kill."

— Dryden.

SO distressing a malady as epilepsy early

attracted attention, and every treatment

superstition could devise, or science could

suggest, has been tried. Culpepper in his " Herbal
"

(300 years old), recommends bryony ; lunar caustic

(nitrate of silver) was extensively used, because

silver was the colour of the moon, which caused

madness.

The royal touch for scrofula (King's Evil) was also

extended to epilepsy, the king blessing a ring, which

was worn by the sufferer.

Another old remedy was to cut off a lock of the

victim's hair while in a seizure and put it in his hand,

which stopped (?) the attack. In Berkshire a piece

of silver collected at the communion service and made
into a ring was specific, but in Devon a ring made of

three nails from an old coffin was preferred. Lupton

says :

" A piece of child's navel-string borne in a

ring is good against falling sickness."

Nearly every drug in the Pharmacopceia has been

tried, the drugs now generally used being sodium,

potassium and ammonium bromide.

Before bromides were introduced by Locock in
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I857, very strict hygienic, dietic and personal discip-

linary treatment combined with the use of drugs often

effected improvement. Since the use of bromides,

these personal habits have, unfortunately, been

neglected, far too much reliance being placed on the
" three times a day after meals " formula.

All bromides are quickly absorbed from the stomach
and bowels, and enter the blood as sodium bromide,

which lowers the activity of both motor and sensory

centres, and renders the brain less sensitive to dis-

turbing influences.

Unfortunately, the influence of bromides is variable,

uncertain, and markedly good in only a small

proportion of cases.

In about 25 per cent of cases, in which mild seizures

occur at long periods, without mental impairment, the

bromides arrest the seizures, either temporarily or

permanently, after a short course. In another 25 per

cent the bromides lessen the frequency and severity

of the fits, this being the common temporary result

of their use in all cases in the first stages.

In quite 50 per cent of cases, the effect of bromides

diminishes as they are continued, and they finally

exert no influence at all. Many cases are temporarily
" cured ", the drug is stopped, and the seizures

recur. Bromides are valuable in recent and mild

cases, but no medicine exerts much effect on

severe cases of long standing, which usually end in

an institution.

When these drugs are taken continuously, nausea,

vomiting, sleepiness, confusion of thought and speech,

lapses of memory, palpitation, furred tongue, unsteady

walk, acne and other symptoms of " bromism " may
arise, whereupon the patient must stop taking bromides

and see a doctor, who will substitute other drugs for

a time.

If heart palpitation be troublesome while using
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bromides, take a teaspoonful of sal volatile in

water.

See a doctor if you can ; until you see him, get from

a chemist :

Potassii bromidi 10 grains.

Sodii bromidi 10 grains.

Boracis purificati 5 grains.

Aquae i fluid ounce.

Two tablespoonfuls in water three times a
day after meals.

This prescription is for an adult. If the patient be

under twenty-one, tell the chemist his age, and he will

make it up proportionately.

Victims who have seizures with some regularity at a

certain time, should take the three doses in one,

two hours before the attack is expected. If there are

long intervals between attacks, cease taking bromides

after one fit and recommence three weeks before the

next seizure is apprehended. When there is an

interval of six months or more between attacks, take

no drugs.

Bromides in solution are unpalatable, patients

grow careless of regularity and dosage.

You must learn from your doctor and your own
experience the prescription, time and dose best suited

to your case, and then never miss a dose until you have

been free from fits for two years, for the beneficial

action of bromide depends on the tissues becoming

and remaining " saturated " with the drug. Never

give up bromides suddenly after long use, but gradually

reduce the dose.

It is just when the disease has been brought under

control, that patients consider further doctor's bills

an unnecessary expense, with the result that a little

later the fits recur, and a tedious treatment has to

be commenced over again.
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No value can be placed on any specific for epilepsy

until it has been thoroughly tested for some years,

and so proved that its effects are permanent, for almost

any treatment is of value for a time, possibly through

the agency of suggestion.



CHAPTER XX

PATENT MEDICINES

" Men who prescribe purifications and spells and other

illiberal practices of like kind."

—Hippocrates.

"
. Corrupted

By spell and medicines bought of mountebanks."
" Othello." Act I.

CARLYLE said the world consisted of "so
many million people, mostly fools "

; and he

was right, for to public credulity alone is

due the immense growth of the patent-medicine

trade.

It was formerly thought that for each disease, a

specific drug could he found, but this idea is exploded.

The doctor determines the exact condition of his

patient, considers how he best may assist nature

or prevent death, and selects suitable drugs. He
carefully notes their action and modifies his treatment

as required. The use of set prescriptions for set

diseases is obsolete ; the doctor of to-day treats the

patient, not the disease.

A few patent medicines are of limited value ; many
are made up from prescriptions culled from medical

works, and the rest are frauds, like potato starch.

The evil lies in charging from three to four hundred

times a just price, in ascribing to a medicine

which may be good for a certain disorder, a

"cure-all" virtue it does not possess, and in induc-
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ing ignorant people to take powerful drugs, reckless

of results.

Ephemeral patent-medicine businesses, run by
charlatans, whose aim is frankly to make money before

they are exposed, spring up like mushrooms ; and their

cunningly worded advertisements meet the eye in the

columns of every paper one opens for a few months ;

then they drop out, to reappear under another name,

at another address. These rogues buy a few gross

pills from a wholesale druggist, insert a small adver-

tisement, and so lay the foundations of a profitable

business.

The lure of the unknown is turned to account.
" The discoverer went back to the Heart of Nature

and found many rare herbs used by Native

Tribes." The " Heart of Nature " was probably

a single-room office tucked away down a Fleet Street

alley, and analysis proves these medicines contain

only common drugs, one " Herbal Remedy " being

metallic phosphates.

A common procedure is to send a question form,

and, after answering the query, " What are you

suffering from ?
" with " Neurasthenia ",the company

" carefully study " this, and then inform you with a

gravity that would grace the pages of " Punch ",

" You are the victim of a very intractable type of

Neurasthenia ", so intractable in fact that it will need
" additional treatment "... at an " additional " fee.

The quack's advertisements are models of the

skilful use of suggestion, and turn to rare account the

half-knowledge of physiology most men pick up from

periodicals. He frightens you with alarming and

untrue statements, gains your confidence by a display

of semi-true facts reinforced where weak by false

assertions, and, having benefited himself far more

than you, leaves you to do what you should have done

at first, go to a doctor or a hospital.
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Were it made compulsory for the recipe to be

printed on all patent medicines, people would lose

their childlike faith in coloured water and purges,

and cease the foolish and dangerous practice of treat-

ing diseases of which they know little with drugs of

which they know less.

The British Medical Association of 429, Strand,

London, W.C., issue two is. books—"Secret

Remedies: What they cost and what they contain",

"More Secret Remedies"—giving the ingredients

and cost price of most patent medicines. You are

strongly urged to send for these books, which should

be in every home.

The basis of every cure for epilepsy (not obviously

fraudulent) is bromides. The usual method is to

condemn vigorously the use of potassium bromide,

and substitute ammonium or sodium bromide for

it. Some advertisers condemn all the bromides,

and prescribe a mixture of them ; others condemn
potassium bromide, and shamelessly forward a pure

solution of this same salt in water as a " positive

cure !

"

In all cases the sale price is out of reasonable propor-

tion to the cost, victims paying outrageous sums for

very cheap drugs.

Most epileptics are poor, because their infirmity

debars them from continuous or well-paid work,

leaving them dependent on relatives, often in poor

circumstances also. The picture of patients, already

lacking many real necessities, still further denying

themselves for weeks or months to purchase a worthless

powder, is truly a pitiful one.

Bromides are unsatisfactory drugs in the treatment

of epilepsy, but they are the best we have at present.

Get them made up to the prescription of a doctor, and

see him every month to report progress and be

examined. In the end, this plan will be very much
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cheaper, and incomparably better, than buying crude

bromides from quacks.

There is no drug treatment for either hysteria or

neurasthenia, and when the doctor gives medicines

for these complaints, it is to remedy organic troubles,

or, more often because necessity forces him to pander

to the irrational and pernicious habit into which the

public have fallen of expecting a bottle of medicine

whenever they visit a doctor. Osier, the famous
Professor of Medicine at Oxford, truly observed that

he was the best doctor who knew the uselessness of

medicines. But when public opinion demands
a bottle, and is unwilling either to accept or

pay for advice alone, the doctor may be forced to give

medicines which he feels are of little value, hoping

that their suggestive power will be greater than is

their therapeutic value.

Neuropaths invariably contract the habit of

physicking themselves, and taking patent foods

and drugs which are valueless.

So universal is this pernicious habit that we deem
it desirable to criticize it here at some length.

One highly popular type consists of port wine,

reinforced (?) by malt and meat extracts, and sold

under a fanciful name. It has about the same value

as a bottle of port, which costs considerably less. It

is well to remember that many a confirmed drunkard

has commenced with these " restoratives ".

Malt extracts are also popular. They contain

diastase, and therefore aid the digestion of starch,

but the diastatic power of most commercial extracts

is negligible.

Meat extracts of various makes contain no nourish-

ment, but are valuable appetisers. Meat gravy is as

effective and far cheaper.
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Foods containing digestive ferments, which are

widely advertised under various proprietary names
are practically valueless, as are the ferments them-

selves sold commercially. Digestive disorders are

very rarely due to deficiency of ferments, while pepsin

is the only one among all the ferments that could act

(and that only for a little while) in the digestive

system.

Some of the disadvantages of predigested foods have

been noted, and their prices are usually so exorbitant

that eggs at 2s. 6d. each would be cheaper. The
remarks of Sollmann the great pharmacologist are

pertinent :

Limitations. The administration of food in

the guise of medicine is sometimes advantageous
;

but medicinal foods are subject to the ordinary

law of dietetics, and therefore cannot accomplish

the wonders which are often claimed for them.
The proprietary foods have been enormously
overestimated, and have probably done more
harm than good. The ultimate value of any food

depends mainly on the amount of calories which
it can yield, and on its supplying at least a
minimum of proteins. In these respects, the

medical foods are all inferior, for they cannot be

administered practically in sufficient quantity
to supply the needs of the body. They have a

place as adjuvants to other foods, permitting the

introduction of more food than the patient could

otherwise be induced to take. Aside from the

special diabetes foods and cod-liver oil, their

value is largely psychic.

Predigested Foods. The value of these is

doubtful, for digestive disturbances involve the

motor functions and absorption more commonly
than the chemical functions. Their continued
use often produces irritation.

Liquid Predigested Foods. As sold, these are
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flavoured solutions containing small amounts
(£-6 per cent) of predigested proteins, ^-15 per

cent of sugars and other carbohydrates, with

12-19 per cent of alcohol, and often with large

quantities (up to 30 per cent) of glycerin. Their

protein content averages less than that of milk,

and in energy value they are vastly inferior.

Their daily dose yields but 55-300 calories

including their alcohol ; this is only one-thirtieth

to one-fifth the minimum requirements of resting

patients. To increase their dose to that required

to maintain nutrition would mean the ingestion

of an amount of alcohol equivalent to a pint of

whisky per day.

Of recent years very expensive preparations of real

or alleged organic iron compounds have had a large

sale. Iron is a component of haemoglobin, a solid

constituent (13 per cent by weight) of the blood, which

combines with the oxygen in the lungs, and is carried

(as oxyhemoglobin) all over the body, giving the

oxygen up to the tissues. Hsemoglobin is an

exceedingly complex substance, but it contains only

one-third per cent by weight of iron in organic form.

The liver is the storehouse of iron, its reserve being

depleted when there is an extraordinary demand for

iron. The minute amounts of iron in ordinary food

are amply sufficient for all our needs ; any excess is

simply stored, and, later excreted, and has no effect

whatever on the circulating hsemoglobin.

Iron is only of value in certain forms of anaemia,

and the many patent medicines purporting to contain

haemoglobin or organic iron are therefore useless to

neuropaths. The Roman plan of drinking water in

which swords had been rusted, is quite as valuable

as drinking expensive proprietary compounds. When
iron is indicated Blaud's Pills are perhaps the best

preparation.
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Huge quantities of patent medicines containing

phosphates in the form of hypo- or glycerophosphates,

and (or) lecithin are sold annually.

All phosphorus compounds are reduced to inorganic

phosphates in the digestive tract, absorbed and

eliminated, so that, as with iron, if phosphates are

needed, the form in which they are taken is of no

moment. Why, then, pay huge sums for organic-

phosphorus compounds (synthesized from inorganic

phosphates) when they are immediately reduced to the

same constituents from which they were constructed,

the only value in the reduction process being seen

in the immense fortunes which patent-medicine

proprietors accumulate ?

Lecithin is isolated from animal brain, or egg-yolk,

and commercial lecithin is impure. Not only does the

ordinary daily diet contain ample lecithin (5 grammes),

but two eggs will double this, while liver or sweetbread,

both rich in phosphorous, may be eaten.

The much-vaunted glycerophosphates are decom-

posed to and excreted as phosphates. Sollmann's

remarks apply to all similar proprietary articles :

" A proprietary compound of glycerophosphates

and casein has been widely and extravagantly
advertised as ' Sanatogen '. It is a very costly

food, and in no sense superior to ordinary casein,

such as cottage cheese."

Hypophosphites have been boomed by various

people, chiefly for financial reasons. Five or six of

them are usually prescribed, with the addition of cod

liver oil, and perhaps quinine, and (or) iron and strych-

nine, the complexity of the prescription being expected,

apparently, to compensate for the uselessness of its

various ingredients.

To deduce rational remedies, it is first necessary to
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elucidate the causes of inefficiency ; and to expect a

brain which is out of order to function in an orderly

manner simply because it is supplied with one of the

substances necessary to its normal functioning (regard-

less of whether a deficiency of that substance is the

cause of the disorder), is as rational as it would be to

expect to restart an automobile engine, the magneto
of which was broken, by filling up the half-empty petrol

tank.



CHAPTER XXI

TRAINING THE^NERVOUS CHILD

" When shall I begin to train my child ?
" said a young

mother to an old doctor.
" How old is the child, madam ?

"

" Two years, sir !

"

" Then, madam, you have lost just two years," answered

the old physician, gravely.

NEUROPATHIC children arc super-emotional,

and from them come prodigies, geniuses,

perverts and madmen. They arc usually spare

of build, with pale, sallow complexions, and dark rings

under the eyes.

They can never sit still, but wriggle restlessly about

on their seats, pick their nostrils, and bite their nails.

They are always wanting to be doing something, but

soon tire of it, and start something else, which is as

quickly cast aside ; their energy is feverish but fitful.

They jump to conclusions, quickly grasp ideas ; as

quickly forget them. Having no capacity for calm,

reasoned judgment, they are creatures of impulse,

imperative but timid, suffer from strange ideas, and

worry over trifles.

The affections are strong and vehement, likes and

dislikes are taken without reason, while intense

personal attachments—often unrequited—occur, but

not seldom swing round to indifference, or even bitter

enmity. The passions and emotions are all abnormal,

for owing to deficiency in the higher inhibitory centres,

the victim is blown about by every idle emotional

wind that blows. The slightest irritation may provoke

98
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an outburst of maniacal rage, or a fit. Consequently,

they require the most careful, but firm training, right

from birth, to bring them up with a minimum of nerve-

strain. Twitchings, night or day terrors, sleep walk-

ing, and incontinence of urine often trouble them.
They should be examined by a doctor once a year.

These children have no balance, and are usually

selfish, always garrulous, with a love of romancing,

while a ready wit combined with fertile imagination

often gains them a bubble reputation for learning they

do not possess. Invention, poetry, music, artistic

taste and originality are occasionally of a high order,

and the memory is sometimes phenomenal ; but desul-

tory, half-finished work, and shiftlessness are the rule.

Their appetite is fitful and fanciful, they like unsuit-

able foods, and their digestive system is easily upset.

At puberty, sexual perversity is common, and the

animal appetite, is as a rule, very strong, though rarely,

it may be absent. During adolescence, there is exces-

sive shyness or bravado, always introspection, and
exaggerated self-consciousness.

As they grow older, they readily contract hypochon-

dria, neurasthenia, hysteria, alcoholism, insomnia and
drug habits, and react unduly to the most trifling

external causes, even to the weather, by which they

are exhilarated or depressed.

Education. Send them to school only when the

law compels you, and observe them closely while there,

for health is far more important to them than educa-

tion. " Infant prodigies " lack the mental staying

power and physical robustness which real success

demands, though they may do well for a time. Go to

your old school : the successes of to-day were dunces

twenty years ago ; about those whose names are

proudly emblazoned in fading gold on Rolls of Honour,

a discreet silence is maintained.

Keep a keen lookout for symptoms of over-effort.
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Sleepiness, languor, a vacant expression, forehead

wrinkled, eyebrows knit, eyes dull, sunken and sur-

rounded by dark rings, twitchings, restlessness, or loss

of appetite are all warnings that the pace is too strong

for the child.

" These are the cases in which the School

Board—who ordain that if children are well

enough to play or run errands, they are well

enough to attend school—should be defied."

Tlus defiance must of course be reinforced by a doctor's

certificate.

To the healthy, the strain of preparing for and endur-

ing an examination is tremendous ; to highly strung

children it is dangerous. Home-work should be for-

bidden in spite of the authorities. Let the child join

in the sports of the school as much as possible.

School misdemeanours form a thorny problem, for

discipline must be maintained, and a stern but just

discipline is very wholesome for this type, who are too

apt to assume that because they are abnormal, they can

be idle and refractory. On the other hand, parents

should promptly and vigorously object to their children

being punished for errors in lessons, or struck on the

head.

Diet. Food, while being nourishing, and easily

digested, must not be stimulating or " pappy ". Meat,

condiments, tea, coffee and alcohol are highly undesir-

able, a child's beverage being milk and water.

Meals should be ready at regular hours, and capri-

cious appetites should freely be humoured among suit-

able foods, served in appetizing form to tempt the

palate. Let them chatter, but see they do not get the

time to talk by bolting their food.

Most children can chew properly soon after they are

two, but they are never taught. Their food is
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" mushy ", or is carefully cut, and gives them no
incentive to masticate. So long as food is digestible,

the harder it is the better, and plain biscuits, raw fruits,

and foods like " Grape Nuts ", are splendid. Mastica-

tion helps digestion ; it also prevents nasal troubles.

The desire for food at odd moments causes trouble,

which is aggravated if the meals are not ready at stated

hours. Gently but firmly refuse the piece of bread-

and-butter they crave, explain why you do so, and
though they weep, or fly into a passion, do not lose

your own temper, or beat, or give way to them. When
accustomed to regular hours and firm refusals they

will not crave for titbits between meals.

It is very hard for them to see other members of the

family freely partaking of condiments, drinks and
unsuitable foods, and be told they are the only ones who
must refrain. A little personal self-sacrifice helps

immensely, and if your child must refrain so might

you.

All foods must be pure. Avoid tinned goods, and
cheap jams, which contain mangels and glucose.

Judged by the nutriment they contain—most cheap

foods are very expensive.

Lightly boil, poach, or scramble eggs ; steam fish

and vegetables ; cook rice and sago in the oven for

three hours. See that milk puddings are chewed, for

usually they are bolted more quickly than anything

else. The stomach is expected to deal with unchewed
rice pudding, because it is " nourishing ". So are

walnuts, but you do not swallow them whole.

Fruit must be fresh, ripe and raw, with skin and
core removed. Brown bread, crisply toasted and
buttered when cold, is best. Porridge is admirable,

but many children dislike it. Try to induce a taste

by giving plenty of milk, and sugar or syrup with it.

The starch-digesting ferments in the saliva and pan-

creas are not active until the age of 18 months, before
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which infants must not be given starchy foods like

potatoes, cereals, puddings and bread.

All greenstuffs must be thoroughly washed, or worms
may pass into the system. Foul breath, picking the

nose, restlessness, fever and startings are often attri-

buted to worms, when the real " worms " arc mince

pies, raisins, sour apples, and even beer.

Never force fat on children in a form they do not

like, for there are plenty of palatable fats, as butter,

dripping, lard and milk. Cream is as cheap, as good,

and far nicer than cod-liver oil.

Decide on your children's diet, but do not discuss

it with or before them. If a child does dislike a dish,

never force it on him, but try to induce a liking by
serving it in a more appetizing way. Never mix-

medicines with food.

Worms. Various symptoms are due to intestinal

worms, and a sharp lookout should be kept for the

appearance of any in the stools, and suitable treatment

given when necessary.

Treatment for thread and round worms :

R.
Santonini - gr. ij.

Hydrarg. chloridi mitis gr. ij.

Pulv. aromatici - - - gr. iv.

Mix and divide into four.

Take one at bedtime every other night,

followed by castor oil in the morning.

Tapeworms. These are rarer, being much more
frequently talked or read about than seen. A doctor

should be consulted.

Moral Training. The road to hell is broad and easy ;

so is that to heaven, for if bad habits are easily

acquired, so are good ones.

Example is the best moral precept, and if the conduct
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of parents is good, little moral exhortation is needed.
" What is the moral ideal set before children in most
families ? Not to be noisy, not to put the fingers in

the nose or mouth, not to help themselves with their

hands at table, not to walk in puddles when it rains,

etc. To be ' good '
!
" To hedge in the child's little

world, the most wonderful it will ever know, by hide-

bound rules enforced by severe punishments, is to

repress a child, not to train it. While the commonest
error is to spoil a child, it is just as harmful to crush it.

Be firm, be kindly, and, above all, be fair.

Issue no command hastily, but only if necessary,

and shun prohibitions based on petulance or pique.

Give the child what it wants if easily obtainable and
not harmful.

If the desire is harmful, explain why, but if a child

asks for a toy, do not pettishly reply :
" It's nearly

bedtime !
" when it is not, or even if it is.

Discipline is essential, but discipline does not consist

in inconsistent nagging ; harshly insisting on

unquestioning obedience to some unreasonable com-
mand one moment, and weakly giving way—to avoid

a scene—on some matter vitally affecting the child's

welfare the next.

There must be no coddling, and no inducement to

self-pity. Such children must be taught that they are

capable of real success and real failure, and that upon
personal obedience to the laws of health of body and
of mind, this success or failure largely depends.

A child should be early accustomed to have confi-

dence in himself. For this purpose all about him must
encourage him and receive with kindliness whatever

he does or says out of goodwill, only giving him gently

to understand, if necessary, that he might have done

better and been more successful if he had followed this

or that other course. Nothing is more apt to deprive

a child of confidence in himself than to tell him brutally
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that he does not understand, does not know how,

cannot do this or that, or to laugh at his attempts.

His educators must persuade him that he can under-

stand, and that he can do this thing or that, and must

be pleased with his slightest effort.

It seems a trifle to let a child have the run of cake

plate or sweet-tray, or to stay up " just another five

minutes, Mummy !

" to avoid a howl, but these are

the trifles that sow acts to reap habits, habits to reap

character, and character to fulfil destiny. It is selfish

of parents to avoid trouble by not teaching their

children habits of obedience, self-restraint, order and

unselfishness. Between five and ten is the age of

greatest imitation, when habits are most readily

contracted.

Come to no decision until hearing the child's wishes

or statements, and thinking the matter out ; having

come to it, be inexorable despite the wiles, whines and

wails of a subtle child. Reduce both promises and

threats to a minimum, but rigidly fulfil them, for a

threat which can be ignored, and a promise unfulfilled,

are awful errors in training a child.

Persuade, rather than prohibit or prevent, a child

from doing harmful actions. If it wants to touch a

hot iron, say clearly it is hot, and will burn, but do

not move it. Then, if the child persists, it will touch

the iron tentatively, and the small discomfort will

teach it that obedience would have been better. Let

it learn as far as possible by the hard, but wholesome,

road of experience.

Makeshift answers must never be given to a child.

Awkward questions require truthful answers, even

though these only suggest more " Whys ?
"

Sentimentality must be nipped promptly in the bud,

and an imaginative and humorous view of things

encouraged. The child must be taught to keep the

passions under control, and to face pain (that great
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educator which neurotic natures feel with exaggerated

keenness) with fortitude.

Fear must be excluded from a child's experience.
" Bogies !

" " Ghosts !
" " Robbers !

" and " Black-

men !
" if unintroduced, will not naturally be feared.

The mental harm a highly strung child does by rearing

most fearsome imaginings on small foundations is

incalculable, and has led more than one to an asylum.

Try to train the child to go to sleep in the dark,

but if it is frightened give it a nightlight. As Guthrie

says, the comfort derived from the assurance that

Unseen Powers are watching over it, is small compared

to that given by a nightlight. He mentions a child

who, when told she need not fear the dark because

God would be with her, said : "I wish you'd take

God away and leave the candle."

If the child wakes terrified, it is stupid and wicked

to call upstairs :
" Go to sleep !

" A child cannot

go to sleep in that state, and a wise mother will go up
and softly soothe the frightened eyes to sleep.

Neuropathic children often have night terrors within

an hour or two of going to bed. Piercing screams cause

a hasty rush upstairs, where the child is found sitting

up in bed, crouching in a corner, or trying to get out of

door or window. His face is distorted with fear and

he stares wildly at the part of the room in which he

sees the terrifying apparition. He clings to his mother

but does not know her. After some time he recovers,

but is in a pitiful state and has to have his hand held

while he dozes fitfully off. He often wets the bed or

passes a large amount of colourless urine. Medical

treatment is imperative.

Corporal punishment is unsuitable for neuropathic

children, for the mere suggestion of its application

usually causes such excessive dread, mental upset and

terror as make it really dangerous. Such children are

often said to be " naughty " when in reality they are
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unable to exercise self-control, owing to defective

inhibitory power. Try patiently to inculcate obedience

from the desire to do right, and make chastisement

efficacious from its very exceptional character.
" The young child is too unconscious to have a

deliberately perverse intention ; to ascribe to him the

fixed determination to do evil, is to judge him unjustly

and often to develop in him an evil instinct. It is

better in such a case to tell him he has made a mistake,

that he did not foresee the consequences to which his

action might lead, etc." Many parents fall into a

habit of shaking, ear-boxing, and such-like harmful

minor punishments for equally minor offences, which

should be overlooked.

In all little troubles, keep quite calm. The child's

nerve and association centres have not yet got " hooked

up ", and you cannot expect it to act reasonably instead

of impulsively. This excuse does not apply to you.

One excitable person is more than enough, for if both

get angry, sensible measures will certainly not result.

The necessity for calmness cannot too strongly be

urged. The treatment for a fit of temper, is to give

the unfortunate child a warm bath, and put it to bed,

with a few toys, when it will soon fall asleep, and awake
refreshed and calm.

Proceed gently but with absolute firmness, start early,

and remember that example is better than precept.

Religion. Offering advice on this subject is skating

on very thin ice, and we do so but to give grave warn-

'

ing against neuropathic youth being allowed to contract

religious " mania ", " ecstasy ", or " exaltation ".

Neuropaths are given naturally to " see visions and

dream dreams ", and if this tendency be exaggerated

an unbalanced moral type results. Jones says :

" The epileptic is apt to be greatly influenced

by the mystical or awe-inspiring, and is disposed
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to morbid piety. He has an outer religiousness

without corresponding strictness of morals ; indeed
the sentiment of religious exaltation may be in

great contrast to his habitual conduct, which is

a mixture of irritability, vice and perverted
instincts."

Lay stress on the simple moral teaching of the New
Testament, and avoid cranky creeds, cross references,

or Higher Criticism. Teach them to practise the moral

precepts, not to quote them by the page.

Without this practical bent, a " Revival " meeting

is apt to result in a transient but harmful " con-

version "
; a form of religious sentiment which finds

outlet, not so much in works as in morbid excitement.

In these people, as in the insane, there is often a weird

mixing-up of religious and sexual emotion.

Teach these children that the greatest good is not to

sob over their fancied sins at " salvation " meetings,

but to love the just and good, to hate the unjust and
evil, and to do unto others as they would others should

do unto them.

It is better for them to join one of the great churches,

than become members of those small sects which

maintain peculiar tenets.

A word of special warning must be given against

Spiritualism. There may or may not be a foundation

for this belief, but it is highly abnormal, and has led

thousands into asylums.

The medium and the majority of her audience are

highly neurotic, and a more unwholesome environ-

ment for an actual or potential neuropath could not

be imagined.

The educated neuropath often peruses certain

agnostic works, the result usually being deplorable,

for this class are dependent on some stable base outside

themselves, such as is found in a calm religion mani-
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fested in a steadfast attempt to overcome the weak-

ness of the flesh, by ordering life in accordance with

the teachings of the New Testament.

So long as abnormalities of character do not become

too pronounced, friends must be content.

Such children must be trained to express themselves

in a practical manner, not in weaving gorgeous

phantasies in which they march to imaginary victory.

Day dreams form one of those unlatched doors of the

madhouse that swing open at a touch, the phantasy

of to-day being written " emotional dementia " on a

lunacy certificate to-morrow.

Finally, remember that above them hangs the

curse :

" Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel."

" Go thou softly with them, all their days !
" and

whether your tears fall on the ashes of a loved and
loving, but weak and wilful one, or whether their tears

bedew the grave of the only friend they ever knew, you

will not have lacked a rich reward.



CHAPTER XXII

DANGERS AT AND AFTER PUBERTY

" Th' expense of spirit in a waste of shame
Is lust in action ; and till action, Lust
Is perjured, murderous, bloody, full of blame,

Savage, extreme, rude, cruel, not to trust

;

Enjoyed no sooner but despised straight

;

Past reason hunted ; and, no sooner had,

Past reason hated, as a swallow'd bait

On purpose laid to make the taker mad ;

Mad in pursuit, and in possession so
;

Had, having had, and in quest to have, extreme ;

A bliss in proof, and proved, a very woe ;

Before, a joy proposed ; behind, a dream ;

All this the world well knows
; yet none knows well,

To shun the Heaven that leads men to this Hell !

"

—Shakespeare. Sonnet 129.

A T puberty (from the age of 11-15) a boy

L\ becomes capable of paternity, a girl of

L V. maternity ; during adolescence (from puberty

to 25) the body in general, and the reproductive organs

in particular, grow and mature.

In the boy, semen is secreted, the voice breaks, the

genitals enlarge, hair grows on the pubes, face and

armpits, and there is a rapid increase in height owing

to growth of bone. In the girl menstruation com-

mences, the pelvis is enlarged, bust and breasts

develop, the complexion brightens, the hair becomes

glossy, and the eyes bright and attractive.

In both, the sexual instinct awakens, and the

mental, like the physical, changes are profound. There

is great general instability, the child, at one time shy

109
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and reticent, is at another, boisterous and self-asser-

tive.

Parents rarely realize the importance and trying

nature of this period when " there awakes an appetite

which in all ages has debased the weak, wrestled

fiercely with the strong and overwhelmed too often

even the noble". Adolescents suffer more from the

lack of understanding, sympathy, appreciation and

wise guidance shown by their blind parents, than they

do from their own ignorance and perfervid imagination.

The transitions from radiant joy and confident

expectation, reared on a flimsy basis of supposition,

to dire despair consequent on a wrong reading of

physical and mental changes, arc rapid. Friends,

lovers and heroes quickly succeed one another, play

their parts, and give place to others.

The awakening of the sexual appetite is usually

ignored, and children are left to gain knowledge of

man's noblest power from companions, casual refer-

ences in the Bible and other books, and unguarded

references in conversation. Under such conditions

not one in a thousand—and your child is not that one

—

escapes impurity and degraded sex ideas.

Wherever youth congregate, this subject crops up,

and those who talk most freely to the others are just

those with the most distorted and vicious ideas, whose

discourse abounds in obscene detail and ribald jest.

Your child must learn either from ignorant, unclean

minds, or be taught in a clean, sacred way, which will

rob sex of secrecy and obscenity ; learn he will ; if

you will not teach your child, his pet rabbit will.

When children ask awkward questions, say quietly

that such matters are not discussed with children, but

promise to tell them all about it when they are ten

years old ; delay no longer, for most children learn

self-abuse between ten and twelve.

Self-abuse is a bad habit, and no more a " sin " than
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is biting the nails. Unfortunately, people with no
other qualification than a desire to do good, wrongly
harp on the " sin " of it and draw lurid pictures of

physical and mental wreck as the end of such
" sinners ", ignorant that if all masturbators went
mad the world would be one huge asylum.

Exaggeration never pays in teaching youth. Tell

the truth, which is bad enough without adding " white

lies " with an eye to effect.

Coitus causes slight prostration, Nature's device

to remind man to keep sexual intercourse within

bounds, for while in moderation it is harmless, in

excess it causes great prostration. Exactly the same

applies to self-abuse, for, paradoxical as it seems, the

real harm is done by the fear of the supposed

harm.

The masturbator first suffers from the knowledge

he is indulging in a pleasure he knows would be

forbidden, and from fear of being found out ; later he

learns from friends, quack advertisements, or well-

meaning books that self-abuse is a most deadly

practice, and thereupon a tremendous struggle occurs

between desire and fear, each act ending in an agony

of remorse and dread of future consequences, which

struggle does a thousand-fold more harm than the loss

of a little semen.

The ill-effects of these mental struggles disappear

after marriage, which means greater indulgence, but

indulgence free from mental stress. In neuropaths,

these mental struggles are the worst things that could

occur, for they tend to make permanent the states

we are trying to cure.

The most serious results of masturbation are moral

not physical. Loss of will-power, self-reliance,

presence of mind, reasoning power, memory, courage,

idealism, and self-control ; mental and physical

debility, laziness, a diseased fondness for the opposite
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sex, and in later years, some degree of impotence or

sterility, are its commoner results.

Teach your child, therefore, not from fear of physical

harm, but because you wish him to be one of those

fortunate few who live and die " gentlemen unafraid ",

because they had wise parents.

Let the mother instruct a girl, the father a boy, and

not leave so vital a matter to an unsuitable pamphlet.

Buy one of the many " Knowledge for Boys or

Girls " books and read it carefully.

Having made sure you can convey a simple account

of the wonders of reproduction, and that you have

rooted out the idea that sex is something to be

apologized for, see the child and tell him it is time he

learned of his private parts, as manhood draws near.

Then, speaking in a quiet, unembarrassed way,

deliver your little homily, all the time insisting on the

marvel, the romance, the poetry and the beauty of the

sex. Let chivalry be your text, not fear, and repeat

the Squire's sound parting advice to Tom Brown :

" Never listen to or say things you would not

have your mother or sister hear."

Give a clear and complete description in simple

words of the mechanism and marvel of reproduction,

for half-knowledge generates a prurient curiosity about

the other sex, thus defeating the very end you have

so earnestly striven for.

Purity not impurity should be your text, and you

should only refer to masturbation as a harmful habit,

which should not be contracted.

Warn them to

" Keep the heart with all diligence, for out of

it are the issues of life !

"

by turning their thoughts instantly and determinedly
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away from sex ideas when they arise, as they will

arise, time and again. It is useless to try not to think

of them, the child must instantly turn its thoughts to

to something else, for one who cannot stamp out a

spark will not subdue a fiercely-raging conflagration.

Babies should not be carelessly caressed, and a

fretful infant must never be soothed by playing with

the genitals, as is done innocently by some mothers
and nurses, and by others from motives more question-

able. Freud showed that there are subconscious

sexual desires in infants, which die out until reanimated

at puberty in Nature's own way. If exaggerated

by exuberant fondling, they gather force in the dark

corners of the mind, and are later manifested in morbid
sexual or mental perversity.

If you have good grounds for believing the habit

has already been contracted, enlist medical advice.

A great factor in the successful treatment of self-

abuse is early recognition, and, after the unhygienic

nature of the habit has carefully been pointed out, the

child's sense of honour should be invoked.

Without further reference to the matter, try

to become your child's confidant, for he will have
to fight fires within and foes without. See that his

time is filled with healthy sport and play, and ennoble

his ideas with talk, books and plays which lay stress

on chivalry and manliness. Give him plain food,

tepid douches, and a firm bed with light, fairly warm
clothing. Get him up reasonably early in the morning,

and let him play until he is " dog-tired " at night.

Let children rub shoulders with others, keep them
from highly exciting tales, let them read but little,

and train them to be observant of external objects

all the time.

Neuropaths develop very early sexually, and
contract bad habits in the endeavour to still their

unruly passions ; with them, the future is darker

8
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than with the normal child, and the parent who
neglects his duty may justly be held accountable for

what happens to his child or his child's children.

Pubert}' is always a critical period in epilepsy,

many cases commencing at this time, while in a

number, fits commence in infancy, cease during

childhood, and recommence at puberty, the baneful

stimulus of masturbation being undoubtedly a factor

in many of these cases.



CHAPTER XXIII

WORK AND PLAY

ALTHOUGH most people would assume that

ZA epileptics are unable to follow a trade, there

* 1 is hardly an occupation from medicine to

mining, from agriculture to acting, that does not

include epileptics among its votaries.

Outdoor occupations involving but little mental

work or responsibility are best, but unfortunately

just those which promise excitement and change are

those which appeal to the neuropath.

A light, clean, manual trade should be chosen, and
those that mean work in stuffy factories, amid whirring

wheels and harmful fumes, using dangerous tools, or

climbing ladders, must be avoided.

For the fairly robust, gardening or farming are good

occupations, such workers getting pure air, continuous

exercise, and little brain-work. Wood-working trades

are good, if dangerous tools like circular saws are left

to others.

For the frail neuropath with a fair education,

drawing, modelling, book-keeping, and similar semi-

sedentary work may do. Other patients might be

suited as shoemakers, stonemasons, painters, plumbers

or domestic servants, so long as they always work on

the ground.

Some work is essential ; better an unsuitable

occupation than none at all, for the downward tendency

of the complaint is sufficiently marked without the

victim becoming an idler. Work gives stability.

Epilepsy limits patients to a humble sphere, and
U5
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though this is hard to a man of talent, it is but one of

man}' hard lessons, the hardest being to realize clearly

his own limitations.

If seizures be frequent, the ignorant often refuse to

work with a victim, who can only procure odd jobs,

in which case he should strive to find home-work, at

which he can work slowly and go to bed when he feels

ill. A card in the window, a few handbills distributed

in the district, judicious canvassing, and perhaps the

patronage of the local doctor and clergy may procure

enough work to pay expenses and leave a little over, for

the essential thing is to occupy the mind and exercise

the body, not to make money.

Very few trades can be plied at home and many
swindlers obtain money under the pretence of finding

such employment, charging an excessive price for an
" outfit ", and then refusing to buy the output, usually

on the pretext that it is inferior. Envelope-addressing,

postcard-painting and machine-knitting have all been

abused to this end.

An auto-knitter seems to offer possibilities, but

victims must investigate offers carefully.

Photography is easy. A cheap outfit will make
excellent postcards, modern methods having got rid

of the dark room and much of the mess, and postcard-

size prints can be pasted on various attractive mounts.

If the work is done slowly, and in a good light, and

the patient has an aptitude for it, ticket-writing is

pleasant . Among small shopkeepers there is a constant

demand for good, plainly printed tickets at a reason-

able price.

On an allotment near home vegetables and poultry

might be raised, an important contribution to the

household, and one which removes the stigma of being

a non-earner.

The mental discipline furnished by this home-work is

invaluable. Neuropaths, especially if untrained, are
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unable to concentrate their attention on any matter

for long, and do their work hastily to get it finished.

When they find that to sell the work it must be done

slowly and perfectly they have made a great advance

towards training their minds to concentrate. Their

weak inhibitory power is thus strengthened with happy
results all round.

When the work and the weather permit, work should

be done outdoors, and when done indoors windows
should be opened, and, if possible, an empty or sparsely-

furnished bedroom chosen for the work.

Recreations. These offer a freer choice, but those

causing fatigue or excitement must be avoided, for

patients who have no energy to waste need only fresh

air and quiet exercise.

Manual are better than mental relaxations. Dancing
is unsuitable, swimming dangerous, athletics too

tiring and exciting. Bowls, croquet, golf, walking,

quoits, billiards, parlour games and quiet gymnastics

without apparatus are good, if played in moderation

and much more gently than normal people play them.

Play is recreation only so long as a pastime is not

turned into a business. When a player is annoyed at

losing, though he loses naught save his own temper,

any game has ceased to be recreative.



CHAPTER XXIV

HEREDITY

" Man is composed of characters derived from pre-existing

germ-cells, over which he has no control. Be they good,

bad, or indifferent, these factors are his from his ancestry
;

the possession of them is to him a matter of neither blame nor

praise, but of necessity. They are inevitable."

—Lcighton.

THE body is composed of myriads of cells of

protoplasm, in each of which, is a nucleus

which contains the factors of the hereditary

nature of the cell. In growth, the nucleus splits in

half, a wall grows between and each new cell has half

the original factors,

Female ovum and male sperm (the cells concerned

with reproduction) divide, thus losing half their factors,

and when brought together by sexual intercourse form

a germ-cell having an equal number of factors from

mother and father.

How these factors are mingled—whether shuffled

like two packs of cards, or mixed like two paints—we
do not know. If two opposite factors are brought

together, one must lie dormant. The offspring may
be male or female, tall or short ; it cannot be both, nor

will there be a mixture. This rule only applies to

clearly defined factors.

We are made by the germ-plasm handed down to us

by our ancestors ; in turn we pass it on to our children,

unaltered, but mixed with our partner's plasm.
" The Dead dominate the Living " for our physical

11S
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and mental inheritance is a mosaic made by our
ancestors.

Variations which may or may not be inheritable do
arise spontaneously, we know not how, and by varia-

tions all living things evolve.

A child resembles his parents more than strangers,

not because they made cells
'

' after their own image
'

'

but because both he and they got their factors from
the same source.

Man's physical and mental, and the basis of his moral,

qualities depend entirely on the types of ancestral

plasm combined in marriage. Man may control his

environment ; his heritage is immutable. To suppress

an undesirable trait the germ-cell must unite with one

that has never shown it—one from a sound stock. An
unsuitable mating in a later generation, however, may
bring it out again (for factors are indestructible),

and the individual showing it will have " reverted to

ancestral type ".

To give an instance : Does the son of a drunkard

inherit a tendency to drink ? No ! The father is

alcoholic because he lacks control, consequent upon the

factors which make for control having been absent

from his germ-plasm. He passes on this lack ; if the

mother does the same, the defect occurs—in a worse

form—in the son. If the mother gives a control factor,

the son may be unstable or apparently stable, this

depending entirely on chance, but if the mother's plasm

contains a strong control-factor, the defect will he

dormant in her son, who will have self-control, though

if he marries the wrong woman he will have weak-willed

children.

If the son becomes a toper, therefore, it is because

he, hke his father before him, was born with a defect

—weak control—which might have made of him a drug-

fiend, a tobacco-slave, a rake, or a criminal ; in his

home drink would naturally be the temptation nearest
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to hand, and he would show his lack of control in

drunkenness.

The way a lily-seed is treated makes a vast difference

to the plant which arises. If sown in poor soil, and

neglected, a dwarf, sickly plant wih result ; if sown in

rich soil, and given every care that enthusiasm, money
and skill can suggest or procure, the result will be

magnificent.

So with man. A well-nourished mother, free from

care and disease, may have a finer child than a half-

starved woman, crushed by worry and work, but

neither starvation nor nourishment alter the inborn

character of the child.

The body-cells are greatly changed by disease, poison,

injury, and overwork, but these changes are not passed

on, and despite the influence of disease from time

immemorial, the germ-cell produces the same man as in

ancient days. Without this fixity of character, this

" continuity of the germ-plasm ", " man " would

cease to be, for the descendants of changeable cells

would be of infinite variety, having fixity of neither

form nor character.

Epilepsy, hysteria and neurasthenia are all outward
signs of defect in the germ-plasm, and so they (or a

predisposition to them) can be passed on, and inherited.

If a man shows a certain character, his plasm, had,

and has, the causative factor. He may have received

it from both his parents, when it will be strong, or from

one only, when it will be normal. If he have it not,

it is absent. The same applies to the plasm of the

woman he mates, so there are six possible combina-
tions, with results according to " Mendel's Law."

All the children will not inherit a taint unless both

parents possess it, but, however strong one parent be,

if the other is tainted, none of the children can be abso-

lutely clean, but will show the taint, weak, strong, or

dormant. This means that neuropathy will recur

—
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and that it has previously occurred—in the same
family, unless there be continual mating into sound
stocks. If there is continual mating into bad stocks,

it will recur frequently and in severe forms. All

intermediate stages may occur, depending entirely on
the qualities of the combining stocks.

From this we shall expect, in the same stock, signs

of neuropathic taint other than the three diseases

dealt with here, and these we get ; for alcoholism,

criminality, chorea, deformities, insanity and other

brain diseases, are not infrequent among the relatives

of a neuropath, showing that the family germ-plasm
is unsound.

Epilepsy, one symptom of taint, is more or less inter-

changeable with other defects ; the taint, as a whole,

is an inheritable unit whose inheritance will appear as

any one of many defects. This is shown by the fact

that very few epileptics have an epileptic parent.

Starr's analysis of 700 cases of epilepsy emphasizes

this point.

Epilepsy in a parent 6
Epilepsy in a near relative 136
Alcoholism in a parent 120

Nervous Diseases in family 118

Rheumatism and Tuberculosis 184
Combinations of above diseases 142

As medicine and surgery cannot add or delete plasmic

factors, the only way to stamp out neuropathy in

severe forms would be to sterilize victims by X-rays.

This would be painless, would protect the race and not

interfere with personal or even with sexual liberty.

In fifty years such diseases would be almost extinct,

and those arising from accident or the chance union of

dormant factors in apparently normal people could

easily be dealt with.
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There are 100,000 epileptics in Great Britain, and as

all their children carry a taint which tends to reappear

as epilepsy in a later generation the number of epileptics

doubles every forty years. We protect these unfortun-

ates against others ; why not posterity against them ?

Neuropaths must pass on some defect ; therefore,

though victims may marry, no neuropath has a right to

have children.



CHAPTER XXV

CHARACTER

" All men are not equal, either at birth or by training.

Nature gives each of us the neural clay, with its properties

of pliability and of receiving impressions ; nurture moulds
and fashions it, until a character is formed, a mingling of innate

disposition and acquired powers. But clay will be clay to

the end ;
you cannot expect it to be marble."

—Thomson & Geddes.

"Heaven lay not my transgression to my charge.''

—King John.

IT
is essential that attendants, relatives, and

friends carefully study the character of neuro-

paths, and recognize clearly how abnormal it is,

for untold misery is caused by judging neuropaths by
normal standards.

Patients are often harshly treated because others

regard the victim of defective inhibition as having

gone deliberately to work, through wicked perversity

and pure wilfulness, to make himself a nuisance, to

persist in being a nuisance, and to refuse to be other

than a nuisance, rather than exercise what more
fortunate men are pleased to term self-control.

Character is usually appraised as " good " or " evil
"

by the nature of a man's actions, the assumption being

made that he can control his impulses if he be so

minded.

This is not so. " Good " and " evil " are only

relative terms. What one man thinks " evil ", a second

holds " good ", while a third is not influenced.

«23
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Now the performance of the act judged is directed

by the performer's brain, the constitution of which

was pre-determined by the germ-plasm from which

he arose, so that the basis of character is inherited.

The moral sense is the last evolved and least stable

attribute of the last evolved and least stable of our

organs, the brain ; and brains are born, not made to

order. To blame a man for having weak control—

a

sick will—is as unreasonable as to blame him for a

cleft palate or a squint. The " good " people who jog

so quietly through life little reck how much they owe

their ancestors, from whom they received stability.

These tendencies represent the total material for

building character. Training and environment can

only nourish good tendencies and give bad ones no

encouragement to grow gigantic.

If training and environment alone formed character,

then children reared together would be of similar dispo-

sition ; by no means the case. Similarly, if external

influences altered inborn tendencies, then, not only

wi mid the evil man be totally reformed by strong induce-

ments to virtue, but strong inducements to vice would

lead totally astray the good man, for " good " is no

stronger than " evil ", both being attributes of mind.

In mind as in body, from the moment he is conceived

to the moment his dust rests in the tomb, man is

directed by immutable laws, though he is not simply a

machine directed by impulses over which he has no

control. There is real meaning in " strong will
"

and " weak will " will being a tendency to deliber-

ate before and be steadfast in action, a tendency which

varies immensely in different people. The fallacy of

" free will " lies in assuming that every one has this

tendency equally developed, making character a mere
matter of saying " Yes !

" and " No !
" without

reference to the individual's mental make-up.

Deliberate, persistent wickedness implies a strong
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will, just what neuropaths lack. A man of weak will

can never be a very good nor yet a very bad man. He
will be very good at times, very bad at times, and
neutral at times, but neither for long ; before sudden

impulses, whether good or bad, neuropaths are largely

powerless.

The many perversities of a neuropath are not deliber-

ately put forth of his " free will " to annoy both him-

self and others, for the neuropath inherits his weak-

control no less than his large hands.

Friends must remember they are dealing with a

person whose nature it is to " go off half-cock ", and
who cannot be normal " if he likes ". The neuropath,

young or old, says what he " thinks " without thinking,

that is he says what he feels, and acts hastily without

weighing consequences.

Cassius : Have you not love enough to bear with me,
When that rash humour which my mother gave me
Makes me forgetful ?

Brutus : Yes, Cassius ; and, from henceforth

When you are over-earnest with your Brutus,

He'll think your mother chides, and leave you so.

One cannot detail the effects of neuropathy on
character, when its victims include madmen, sexual

perverts, idiots, criminals, imbeciles, prostitutes,

humble but honest citizens, common nuisances, invalids

of many kinds, misanthropists, designers, enthusiasts,

composers, communists, reformers, authors, artists,

agitators, statesmen, poets, prophets, priests and

kings.

Very mild epilepsy—from one fit a year to one in

several years—instead of hindering, seems rather to

help mentality, and many geniuses have been epileptic.

These talented victims, are less rare than the public
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suppose, owing to the jealous care with which

symptoms of this disease are guarded. Socrates,

Julius Caesar, Mahomet, Joan of Arc, Peter the Great,

Napoleon, Byron, Swinburne, and Dostoieffsky are but

a few among many great names in the world of art,

religion and statecraft. Epileptic princes, kings and

kinglets who have achieved unenviable notoriety

might be named by scores, Wilhelm II being the most

notable of modern times.

This brilliant mentality is always accompanied by
instability, and usually by marked disability in other

ways. The success of these men often depends on an

ability to view things from a new, quaint or queer

standpoint, which appeals to their more normal fellows.

In matters that require great fertility, a quick grasp,

ready wit, and brilliant but not sustained mental effort,

numerous neuropaths excel. In things calling for

calm, well-balanced judgment, or stern effort to

conquer unforseen difficulties, they fail utterly.

Subtle in debate, they are but stumbling-blocks in

council ; brilliant in conception, they fail in execution
;

fanciful designers, they are not " builders of bridges ".

They are boastful, sparkling, inventive, witty,

garrulous, vain and supersensitive, outraging their

friends by the extravagance of their schemes

;

embarrassing their enemies by the subtlety of their

intrigues.

They wing on exuberant imagination from height to

height, but the small boulders of difficulty trip them up,

for they are hopelessly unpractical ; they have neither

strength of purpose nor fortitude, and their best-laid

schemes are always frustrated at the critical moment,
by either the incurable blight of vacillation, or by the

determination to amplify their scheme ere it has proved

successful, sacrificing probable results for visionary

improvements.

Great and cunning strategists while fortune smiles,
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they are impotent to direct a retreat, but flee before the

fury they ought to face. They rarely have personal

courage, but are timid, conciliatory and vacillating

just when bravery, sternness, and determination are

needed ; furious, obstinate and reckless, when gentle-

ness, diplomacy and wisdom would carry their point.

They are ready to forgive when there is magnanimity,

vainglory and probably folly in forgiveness, but will

not overlook the most trivial affront when there is

every reason for so doing. They have brain, but not

ballast, and their whole life is usually a lopsided effort

to " play to the gallery ".

In poetry and literature, fancy has free play, and
they often succeed, sometimes rising to sublime

heights ; usually in the depiction of the whimsical, the

wonderful, the sardonic, the bizarre, the monstrous,

or the frankly impossible. They are not architects as

much as jugglers of words, and descriptive writing

from an acute angle of vision is their forte. They
sometimes succeed as artists or composers, for in these

spheres they need not elaborate their ideas in such

clean-cut detail, but many who might succeed in these

branches have not sufficient strength of purpose to do

the preliminary " spadework ".

They have too many talents, too many differing

inclinations, too much impetuosity, too much vanity,

too little concentration and will-power, and they fail

in ordinary walks of life from the lack of resolution to

lay the foundations necessary to successful mediocrity.

No greater obstacle to progress exists than the repu-

tation for talent which this class acquire on a flimsy

basis of superficial brilliance in conversation or a

penchant for witty repartee. They are self-opinion-

ated and egoistical, with a conceit and assurance out

of all proportion to their abilities. Their mental

perspective is distorted and they are conspicuous for

their obstinacy. In conversation they are prolix and
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pretentious, and they often contract religious mania,

in which their actions by no means accord with their

protestations, for they have very elementary notions

of right and wrong, or no notions at all.

Often they are precocious, but untruthful, cruel,

and vicious ; the despair of relatives, friends, and
teachers. They combine unusual frankness with an

audacity and impulsiveness that is very misleading,

for below this show of fire and power there is no

stability.

Their character is a tangle of mercurial moods, the

neuropath being passionate but loving, sullen one

moment, overflowing with sentimental affection the

next, vicious a little while later, quick to unreasoning

anger, and as quick to repent or forgive, obstinate but

easily led, versatile but inconstant, noble and mean
by turns, full of contradictions and contrasts, at best

a brilliant failure, vain, deaf to advice or reproof,

having in his ailing frame the virtues and vices of a

dozen normal men.

Mercier aptly describes him :

" There is a large class of persons who are often

of acute and nimble intelligence, in general ability

equal to or above the average, of an active,

bustling disposition, but who are utterly devoid
of industry. For by industry we mean steady
persistence in a continuous employment in spite

of monotony and distastefulness ; an employ-
ment that is followed at the cost of present
gratification for the sake of future benefit. Of
such self-sacrifice these persons are incapable.

They are always busy, but their activity is

recreative, in the sense that it is congenial to them,
and from it they derive immediate gratification.

As soon as they tire of what they are doing, as
soon as their occupation ceases to be in itself

attractive it is relinquished for something else,
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which in its turn is abandoned as soon as it

becomes tedious.

" Such people form a well-characterized class :

they are clever ; they readily acquire accomplish-
ments which do not need great application ; and
agreeably to the recreative character of their

occupations, their natures are well developed
on the artistic side. They draw, paint, sing, play,

write verses and make various pretty things with
easy dexterity. Their lack of industry prevents

them ever mastering the technique of any art
;

they have artistic tastes, but are always amateurs.
" With the vice of busy idleness they display

other vices. The same inability to forgo

immediate enjoyment, at whatever cost, shows
itself in other acts. They are nearly always
spendthrifts, usually drunkards, often sexually

dissolute. Next to their lack of industry, their

most conspicuous quality is their incurable

mendacity. Their readiness, their resources, their

promptitude, the elaborate circumstantiality of

their lies are astonishing. The copiousness and
efficiency of their excuses for failing to do what
they have undertaken would convince anyone who
had no experience of their capabilities in this way.

" Withal, they are excellent company, pleasant

companions, good-natured, easy-going, and
urbane. Their self-conceit is inordinate, and
remains undiminished in spite of repeated failures

in the most important affairs of life. They see

themselves fall immeasurably behind those who
are admittedly their inferiors in cleverness, yet

they are not only cheery and content, but their

confidence in their own powers and general

superiority to other people remains undiminished.

" The lack of self-restraint is plainly an inborn

character, for it may show itself in but one member
of the family brought up in exactly the same
circumstances as other members who do not show
any such peculiarity. The victim is born with

9
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one important mental faculty defective, precisely

as another may be born with hare-lip."

In neuropaths the mental mechanism of projection,

which we all show, is often marked.

Any personal shortcoming, being repugnant to us

causes self-reproach, which we avoid by " projecting
"

the fault (unconsciously) on some one else.

Readers should get " The Idiot " by Fedor Dostoieff-

sky, an epileptic genius who saw that for those like him,

happiness could be got through peace of mind alone,

and not in the cut-throat struggle for worldly success.

He projected his stabler self into Prince Muishkin, the

idiot, and every one of the six hundred odd pages of

this amazing description of a neuropathic nation is

stamped with the hall-mark of genius.
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MARRIAGE

" Between two beings so complex and so diverse as man and
woman, the whole of life is not too long for them to know one
another well, and to learn to love one another worthily."

—Comte.

NO neuropath should have children, but

marriage is good in mild cases, for neuropaths

are benefited by sympathetic companionship,

and their sexual passions are so strong that they

must be gratified, by marriage, prostitution, or

unnaturally.

Bernard Shaw's sneer

—

" Marriage is popular because it combines
the maximum of temptation with the maximum
of opportunity "

—

is justifiable, though the " maximum of opportunity
"

is better than a maximum of unnatural devices to

satisfy and intensify normal and abnormal cravings.

There is a popular belief that an epileptic girl

is cured by pregnancy, a state that ought never to

occur.

The lack of sex-education causes millions of miserable

marriages. Sexual desire is cultivated out of all

proportion to other desires, the will cannot control the

desire to relieve an intolerable sense of discomfort,

and men eagerly seize the first chance of being able to

satisfy these fierce cravings at pleasure.

If sex were treated sensibly it would develop into a

131
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powerful instead of an overpowering appetite, and

reason would have some say in the choice of a life-

partner.

A neuropath needs a calm, even-tempered,
" motherly " wife. For him, gentleness, self-control,

sound common sense and domestic virtues are superior

to wit or beauty. Unfortunately, contrary to public

belief, people are attracted by their like, not by their

opposites. The sensitive, refined neuropath finds the

normal person insipid and dull ; the normal person is

rendered uncomfortable by the morbid caprices of

the neuropath.

There must be no disparity of age, for at the meno-

pause the woman no longer seeks the sexual embrace,

and if her husband be young unfaithfulness ensues.

Not only that, but she, knowing, probably to her

sorrow, how rarely the hopes of youth mature, cannot

take a keen interest in his ambitions like a younger

woman, or fire his dying enthusiasm at difficult parts

of the way. If he be his wife's senior he will be as

little able to appreciate her ideas and habits.

An excitable, volatile, garrulous, " neighbourly

"

woman, or one who can do little save strum on the

piano or make embroidery as intricate as it is useless,

means divorce or murder. For him, sweetness, gentle-

ness, self-control, sound common sense, shrewdness,

and domestic virtues are incomparably superior to

any mental brilliance or physical comeliness. He
needs a " homely " woman, and should remember
that no banking account can match a sweet, womanly
personality, and no charms compare to a sunny heart,

and an ability steadfastly to " see the silver fining ".

He must on no account marry a woman in

indifferent health, for under the strain of her husband's

infirmity the woman, who if she were well would be a

help, is a source of expense, worry and friction.

On the other hand the woman who receives a pro-
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posal from a neuropath, be he ever so gifted, has

grave grounds for pausing, though it is hard to counter

the specious arguments of one who may be " a man o'

pairts ", a witty companion and an ardent lover. It

is doubtful if a neuropath is ever permeated by a stead-

fast emotion, for all his emotions are fierce but unstable,

the love of an inconsistent man being ten times more
ardent than that of a faithful one, while it lasts.

" You can't marry a man without taking his

faults with his virtues,"

and love must be strong enough to stand, not storms

alone, but the minor miseries of life, the incessant

pinpricks, the dreary days when the smile abroad has

become the scowl at home. At best, her husband

will be capricious, hard to please, and though rabidly

jealous without cause, at the same time very partial

to the attractions of other women. He usually needs

the attention of the whole household, which his varying

health and moods keep in a mingled state of anxious

solicitude and smouldering resentment.

His infirmity may mean a very secluded and hum-
drum life. She will have to make home an ever-cheery

place, an ideal that means hard work and self-sacrifice

through lonesome years in which her nobility will

be unrecognized and unrewarded.

A woman fond of amusements and sport, and having

many acquaintances would find this unbearable.

Any happiness in marriage to a neuropath is largely

dependent on the self-sacrifice of the wife.

Should marriage occur, the wife must judiciously

curb her husband's passions without driving him to

other women by coldness, a problem which is often

solved by separation. The suggestion should never

come from her, and the more she can curb his ardour

by tactful suggestion, the healthier will he and the
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happier will she be, for nothing causes such an irri-

table, nervous state as excessive coitus.

She will often have to give way in this matter, but

must be firm on the necessity for preventing concep-

tion, for she can only bear a tainted child ; her respon-

sibility is great, and she must insist that her husband

use those simple methods which prevent conception,

thereby ending in himself one branch of a worthless

tree. This must be done at any cost, for her happiness

is nought compared to the welfare of future generations.

Bitter though it be that no fruit of her womb may call

her blessed, it is less bitter than hearing her children

call themselves accursed.

" So many severall wayes are we plagued and
punished for our father's defaultes, that it is the

greatest part of our felicity to be well born, and
it were happy for humankind if only such parentes

as are sounde of body and mind should be suffered

to marry. An Husbandman will sow none but

the choicest seed upon his lande ; he will not

reare a bull nor an horse, except he be right

shapen in all his parts, or permit him to cover a

mare, except he be well assured of his breed ; we
make choice of the neatest kine, and keep the best

dogs, and how careful then should we be in

begetting our children ? In former tyme, some
countreys have been so chary in this behalf, so

stern, that if a child were crooked or deformed in

body or mind, they made it away ; so did the

Indians of old, and many other well gouverned
Commonwealths, according to the discipline of

those times. Heretofore in Scotland, if any were
visited with the falling sickness, madness, goute,

leprosie, or any such dangerous disease, which
was like to be propagated from the father to the

son, he was instantly gelded ; a woman kept from
all company of men ; and if by chance, having
some such disease, she was found to be with child
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she with her brood were buried alive ; and this

was done for the common good, lest the whole
nation should be injured or corrupted. A severe

doom, you will say, and not to be used among
Christians. Yet to be more looked into than it

is. For now, by our too much facility in this

kind, in giving way to all to marry that will, too

much liberty and indulgence in tolerating all

sorts, there is a vast confusion of hereditary

diseases ; no family secure, no man almost free

from some grievous infirmity or other. Our
generation is corrupt, we have so many weak
persons, both in body and mind, many feral

diseases raging among us, crazed families : our
fathers bad, and we like to be worse."

Her husband will want much petting and caressing,

and she must foster his love by lavishing on him much
fondness, and ignoring amours as but the mischievous

results of his restless, intriguing mind.

She must let him see in an affectionate way that she

can let others enjoy his company betimes, secure in

the knowledge that she is supreme in his affections

—

cajolery that flatters his overweening vanity, and rarely

fails.

In anger, as in every other emotion, the neuropath is

as transient as he is truculent. A trivial " tiff " will

make him blaze up in ungovernable rage and say

most abominable and untruthful things ; even utter

violent threats. He will not admit he is wrong, but

like a spoilt child must be kissed and coaxed into a

good temper, first with himself and with others next.

At one moment he is in a perfect paroxysm of fury
;

five minutes later he is passionately embracing the

luckless object of it and vowing eternal devotion.

In a further five he has forgotten all his remarks and

would hotly deny he used the vexing statements

imputed to him.
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Epileptics are morbidly sensitive, and reference to

their malady must be avoided. Victims are intensely

suspicious, and a pitying look will reveal to them the

fact that some outsider knows all about the jealously-

guarded skeleton. Resentment, distrust and misery

follow such an exposure, for every innocent look is

then translated into a contemptuous glance, and the

victim detects slights undreamt of in any brain save

his own.

Unless seizures are severe, no one should be called

in ; if they cause alarm, ask a discreet male neighbour

to assist when necessary, leaving when the convulsions

abate so that the victim is not aware of his presence.

Avoid the word "
fit

" and " epilepsy ", and if refer-

ence to the attack be necessary, refer to it as a " faint
"

or " turn ".

Living with a man liable to have a fit at inoppor-

tune times is a tremendous strain, and the soundest

advice one can offer a woman thinking of marrying

such a one is Punch's
—

" don't !

"

We have painted the black side, but, tactfully

managed, a neuropath will merge in the kindest of

husbands, the most constant of lovers. The wife need

not be unhappy. Tactless, masterful women will fail,

but no one is more easily led, particularly in the way
he should not go, than a neuropath.

A man with definite views of his own value will not

be successful foil for " mother-in-lawing ", nor remain

quiet under the interference of relatives, who should

remember that well-meaning intentions do not justify

meddling actions.

Many a neuropath led a useful life and gained success

in a profession, solely because his wife tactfully kept

him in the path, watched his health, prevented him
frittering away his gifts in many pursuits or useless

repining, and made home a real haven.

When the yolk seems unbearably heavy, the wife
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should remember her husband has to bear the primary,

she only the reflected misery, for the limitations neuro-

pathy puts on every activity and ambition, social

and professional, are frightfully depressing.

In spite of his peevishness her husband may be trying

hard to minimize his defects and be a reasonable, help-

ful companion.

" Judge not the working of his brain,

And of his heart thou can'st not see
;

What looks to thy dim eyes a stain

In God's pure light may only be

A scar brought from some well-fought field,

Where thou would'st only faint and yield."

Magnify his virtues and be tenderly charitable to

his many frailties, for he is " not as other men " and

too well he knows it. Love at its best is so complex

that it easily goes awry, but death will one day dissolve

all its complexity, and when, maybe after " many a

weary mile
"

" The voice of him I loved is still,

The restless brain is quiet,

The troubled heart has ceased to beat

And the tainted blood to riot "

—

it will comfort you to reflect that you did your duty

and, to best the of your ability, fulfilled your solemn

pledge to love and honour him.

To quote George Eliot :

" What greater reward can thou desire than the

proud consciousness that you have strengthened

him in all labour, comforted him in all sorrow,

ministered to him in all pain, and been with him
in silent but unspeakably holy memories at the

moment of eternal parting ?
"
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Surely, none!

We have considered the mournful case of a wife

with a neuropathic husband, and must now say a few

words about the truly distressing fate of a husband

afflicted with a neuropathic wife, for neuropathy in

its unpleasant consequences to others is far worse in

woman than in man.

A man is at work all day, and his mind is perforce

distracted from his woes, and, though he retails them
at night to the home circle, they get so used to them as

to disregard them, proffering a few words of agreement,

sympathy or scorn quite automatically.

With women the distraction of work is not so com-

plete, for housework can be neglected, there are always

neighbours and friends to listen to tales of woe and
thus generate a very harmful self-pity, and women are

not content to enumerate their woes, but demand the

attention and sympathy of all listeners.

Many of the facts in the foregoing parts of this

chapter apply with equal force to both sexes, but

women being usually more patient, tactful, resigned

and self-sacrificing than men, can—and often do

—

alleviate the lot of the male neuropath ; whereas the

absence of these qualities in the average man means
that he aggravates, instead of alleviating, the lot

of any female neuropath to whom he may be wedded.

Having taken her " for better, for worse " he will

find her irritating, unreasonable, and unfitted to

shoulder domestic responsibilities. Her likes and dis-

likes, fickle fancies, unreasonable prejudices, selfish

ways will cause trouble ; he must be prepared

for misunderstandings and feuds with relatives and
friends, and on reaching home tired and worried, he is

like to find his house in disorder, be assailed by a tale

of woe, and perhaps find that his wife's vagaries have
involved him in a tiff with neighbours.

She will be fretful, exacting, impatient, and given
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to ready tears. Sensitive to the last degree, she will

see slights where none are intended, and a chiding

word, a reproachful look, or a weary sigh will mean a

fit of temper or depression.

Not only are men less gifted for " managing " women
than vice versa, but women are far less susceptible to

tactful management than men ; a man, like a dog, can

be led almost anywhere with a little dragging at the

chain and growling now and then ; a woman, like a

cat, is more likely to spit, swear, and scratch than come
along.

Consequently, it is almost impossible to suggest

means of obtaining relief to one who has been luckless

enough to marry, or be married by, a neuropathic

woman.
If the husband sympathize, the condition will but

be aggravated ; medicinal measures will only increase,

instead of diminishing, the number of symptoms
;

indifference will procure such an exhibition as will

both prove its uselessness and ensure the attention

craved.



CHAPTER XXVII

SUMMARY

TO sum up : we have learnt that Epilepsy is a

very ancient disease due to some instability

of the brain, in which convulsions are a

common but not invariable symptom.

Its actual cause is unknown. Heredity plays a

big part, but there are secondary causes beside factors

which excite attacks.

Various methods and drugs to prevent seizures

have a limited use.

First-aid treatment consists solely in preventing

the victim sustaining any injury.

Neurasthenia is a disease due to nerve-exhaustion

and poisoning from overwork and worry. Its symp-

toms are many, but fatigue and irritability are the

chief.

Hysteria is an obstinate, functional, nervous disease

in which the patient acts in an abnormal manner, which

is highly provoking to other individuals.

The cure for hysteria and neurasthenia is solely

hygienic, and depends mainly on the patient.

The first step towards health consists in getting

any slight organic defects remedied.

Digestion is often poorly performed.

This must be remedied by thorough mastication and
rational dieting.

Constipation is very inimical to neuropaths, and must
be remedied.

Patients must pay careful attention to general

hygiene.

140
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Insomnia is exhausting and must be conquered.

The effects of imagination are profound.

Suggestion treatment overcomes imaginary ills.

Drug treatment is either of very limited utility, or

frankly useless.

Patent medicines are never of the slightest use.

The rational training of neuropathic children is a

very difficult but essential task.

Puberty and adolescence are very critical times.

Occupations and recreations must be wisely chosen.

Heredity is the primary cause of these diseases.

As it cannot be treated, sufferers must not have

children.

Character is abnormal in nervous disease.

Marriage is very undesirable.

As a parting injunction, whether you are an epileptic

or a neurasthenic, or a friend, relative, or attendant of

such a one :

" GO THOU SOFTLY ALL THY DAYS !

"
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in relation to epilepsy, 17,

22
Psycho-analysis in the treat-

ment of hysteria, 40
Puberty, Bodily changes at, 109

, Dangers at and after,

109-114
in relation to epilepsy, 16,

18, 114
Punishment, Corporal, un-

suited for nervous children,

105, 106
Pupils in epilepsy, The, 17
Purgatives, The abuse of, 69

, Suitable, 70

Quack Advertisements, 91, ill

Reading for neuropaths, 48
Recovery in epilepsy, 19
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Recreations for neuropaths, 117
Reid on the effect of emotions

on bodily functions, 81
Religion, Question of, in nervous

children, 106-108
Rest for neuropaths, 49, 50
Responsibility in relation to

mental epilepsy, 9, 10

Sanatogen, 96
Savill on differences between

neurasthenia and hysteria,

41
Self-abuse. See " Masturba-

tion
"

Self-control, how far possible

to neuropaths, 123-125
Self-restraint, The neuropath's

lack of, 129, 130
Sentimentality to be dis-

couraged in nervous child-

ren, 104
Sex-education, The need for, 131
Sex-incidence in epilepsy, 18
Sex-instruction for children, no,

112
Sexual development early in

neuropaths, 113, 114
excesses in relation to
epilepsy, 16, 23

in relation to neuras-
thenia, 31, 38
instinct, Awakening of,

109, no
neurasthenia, 38——- offences as manifestations
of mental epilepsy, 9, 10
rules for neuropaths, 48

Shaw, Bernard, his sneer at
marriage, 131

Sleep, Relation of, to epileptic

fit, 4
Sleeplessness, 76-78

, Causes of, 76, 77
, Treatment of, 77, 78, 85
in neurasthenia, 33

Sollmann on proprietary foods,

94. 96
Soothing syrups, 13
" Sound nerves", 52
Spirit-writing, n, 12

Spiritualism, Danger of, for

neuropaths, 107
Spratling on epilepsy in con-

sumptives, 17

Starr's statistics as to age-
incidence in epilepsy, 17

heredity in epileptics,

121
types of epilepsy, 15

Status epilepticus, 7
, as final termination

of epilepsy, 16
Subconscious mind, The, 10
Suggestion treatment, 82-85
Suicide in neurasthenics and

hysterical subjects, 35, 41
42

Sunstroke as cause of fits, 21

Sweetmeats, The use of, 64
Sympathy. Harm done by, in

hysteria, 44, 45

Tape worms, 102
Tea and coflee, 64
Teeth, Care of the, 54, 55
Tobacco undesirable for neuro-

paths, 74
Trades for epileptics, 116

— neuropaths, 115-117
Turner on age-incidence of

epilepsy, 18

Unconscious activities, 39, 40
Unconsciousness in epilepsy, 3-5

Urine, Incontinence of, in

epilepsy, 3-5

Vegetable Foods, 64
Villi, The intestinal, 57
Vittoz's exercises in mental

concentration, 51
Vomiting, Risk of, in epilepsy,

26

Water, When to drink, 61, 64,

68
Weir-Mitchell Treatment, 50
Wife for the neuropath. The,

132-135
of a neuropath, Advice to

the, 132^37
Will, Neuropath's lacking in,

125
Work and play, 115-117
Worms, Intestinal, 102

Worry as cause of neurasthenia,

31—— to be avoided by neuro-
paths, 47, 49
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Armstrong (Anthony) ("A.A.")

Warriors at Ease. Warriors Still
at Ease. Percival and E. How to
Do It. Percival at Play. Each
3». td. net.

Aehby (Thomas).
Some Italian Scenes and Festivals.

W'lth 24 Illustrations Crown &vo.

6s. net.

Bain (P. W.)
A Dicit of the Moon. The Descent
of the Sun. A Heifer of the Dawn.
In the Great God's Hair. A
Dralgiit of the Blue. An Essencb
of the Dusk. An Incarnation of
the Snow. A Mine of Faults. The
Ashes of a God. Bubbles of the
Foam. A Syrup of the Bees. The
Liver v of Eve. The Substance of a

Dream. All Fcap. Siv. $' "" An
Echo of the Spheres. Wide Demy
810. los. td. net.

Balfour (Sir Graham)
The Life of Robert Louis Stevenson.
Twentieth Edition. 71. td. net.

Barker (Ernest)

National Character, ios. td. net.

Greek Political Theory : Plato and
his Predecessors. 14$. net. Essays
on the Past and Present. 75. td. net.

Belloc (Milairc)

Paris. The Pyrenees. Each 8s. td.

net. On Nothing. Hills and the Sea.

On Something This and That and

the Other. On. Each 6s. net. First

and Last. On Everything. On
Anything. Emmanuel Burden. A
PICKED Company. Each 31. td. net.

Marie Antoinette. i8j. net. A His-

tory of England. In 5 vols. Vols.

I, II, III and IV. iss.neteach. HILLS
and the Sea. Illustrated in Colour by
Donald Maxwell. 15s. net.

Birmingham (George A.)

A Wayfarer in Hungary. Illustrated.

8s. td. net. Spillikins. Ships and
Sealjng-Wax. Two Books of Essays.

Each 3 j. td. net.

Budge (Sir E. A. Wallls)

A History of Ethiopia : Nudia and
Abyssinia. Illustrated. In 2 vols.

£3 13s. td. net.

Chandler (Arthur), D.D.
Ara Cceli. ss.net. Faith and Experi-
ence, st. net. The Cult of the Pass-

ing Moment. 6s. net. The English
Church and Reunion, st. net. Scala
MUNDI. 4s. td. net.

Chesterton (G. K.)

The Ballao of the White Horse.
3$. td. net. Also illustrated by Robert
Austin. 12s. td. net. Charles
Dickens. 3s. td. net. Generally
Speaking. All Things Considered.
Tremendous Trifles. Fancies versus
Fads. Alarms and Discursions. A
Miscellany of Men. The Uses of
Diversity. The Outline of Sanity.
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Each Fcap. Svo. 6s. net. A Gleam-
ing Cohort. Fcap. Svo. zs. bd. net.

Wine, Water, and Song. Fcap. Svo.
is. bd. net.

Clutton-Brock (A.)
What is the Kingdom of Heaven ?

Essays on Art. Shakespeare's Ham-
let. Each 5J. net. ESSAYS ON BOOKS.
More Essays on Books. Essays on
Life. Essays on Religion. Essays on
Literature and Life. More Essays
on Religion. Each 6s. net. Shelley,
the Man and the Poet. 7s. bd. net.

Crawley (Ernest)

The Mystic Rose. Revised and
Enlarged by Theodore Besterman.
Two Vols. Demy Svo. £1 10s. net.

Studies of Savages and Sex. Edited

by Theodore Besterman. Demy Svo.

1 os. bd. net.

Dickie (E. P.)

Psammyforshort, Rex : Imp. Illus-

trated by Frank Adams. 5s. net.

Dolls' House (The Queen's)
The Book of the Queen's Dolls'
House. Vol. I. The House, Edited

by A. C. Benson, C.V.O., and Sir

Lawrence Weaver, K.B.E. Vol. II.

The Library, Edited by E. V. Lucas.

Profusely Illustrated. A Limited Edi-

tion. Crown 4to. £6 6s. net.

Everybody's Book of the Queen's

Dolls' House. An abridged edition

of the above. Illustrated. Crown ^to.

5s. net.

Dugdale (E. T. S.)

German Diplomatic Documents,
1871-1914. Selected from the Docu-

ments published by the German For-

eign Office. In 4 vols. Vol. i, 1871-

90. Vol. II, 1801-8. Demy 8vo.

Each £1 IS. net.

Edwardes (Tickner)

The Lore of the Honeybee. Thir-

teenth Edition, ys. bd. net. Beekeeping

for All. 3s. bd. net. The Bee-

Master of Warrilow. Third Edition.

7s. bd. net. All illustrated. BEE-

KEEPING Do's and Don'ts. 2s. bd. net.

Einstein (Albert)

Relativity : The Special and Gen-

eral Theory, s:. net. Sidelichts

on Relativity. 3J. bd. net. The
Meaning of Relativity. 5s. net.

The Brownian Movement. 5s. net.

Erman (Adolph)
The Literature of tub Ancient

Egyptians : Poems, Narratives, and
Manuals of Instruction from tub

Third and Second Milennia B.C.

Translated by Dr. A. M. BlackmaN.
Demy Svo. £1 is. net.

Fouquet (Jean)
The Life of Christ and His Mother.
From Fouquet's " Book of Hours."

Edited by FLORENCE Heywood, B.A.

With 24 Plates in Colours. In a box.

Crown j\to. £3 3s. net.

Fyleman (Rose)
Fairies and Chimneys. The Fairy

Green. The Fairy Flute. The
Rainbow Cat. Eight Little Plays

for Children. Forty Good-night
Tales. Fairies and Friends. Thb
Adventure Club. Forty Good- Morn-
ing Tales. Seven Little Plays for

Children. Each 3s. bd. net. Old-
Fashioned Girls. Illustrated by

Ethel Everett. 7s. bd. net. A Small
Cruse, 4s. bd. net. The Rose Fyleman
Fairy Book. Illustrated by Hilda

Miller, ios. bd. net. A Garland of

Rose's : Collected Poems. Illustrated

by Rene Bull. 8s. bd. net. Letty.

Illustrated. 6s.net. A PRINCESS COMES

TO OUR TOWN. Illustrated. 5s.net. A
Little Christmas Book Illustrated.

2s. net.

Gibbon (Edward)
The Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire. With Notes, Appendixes, and

Maps, by J. B. Bury. Illustrated.

Seven volumes. Demy 8t'o. 15s. net

each volume. Also, unillustrated.

Crown Svo. 7s- bd. net each volume.

Glover (T. R.)

The Conflict of Religions in thb

Early Roman Empire. Poets and

Puritans. Virgil. Each ios. bd. net.

From Pericles to Philip. 12s. bd. net.

Graham (Harry)

The World we Laugh in: More
Deportmental Ditties. Illustrated by
" FISH." Seventh Edition. 5s. net.

Strained Relations. Illustrated by

H. Stuart Menzies and Hendy. bs.net.

The World's Workers. Illustrated

by " FOUGASSE." 5s. net.

Grahame (Kenneth)

The Wind in the Willows. Nine-

teenth Edition. Crown Svo. is. bd.

tut. Also, illustrated by WyndhaM
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Payne. Small 410. 71. bd. net. Also
unil!u5trated. Fcap. Sto. 31. bd. net.

See also Milne (A. A.).

HadfUld (J. A.)

Psychology and Moiuls. Setenth

Edttwn. Crown Sto. bs. net.

Hull (H. R.)

Ancient History of the Near
Easi £i ii. "«• The Civilization
of Greece in the Bronze Ace. IUus-

irated. £1101. mi. A Season's Worn
AT I'R OF THE CRALDEES. I SI. net.

Herbert (A. P.)

Honeybubble & Co. 6j. net. Mis-
leading Cases in the Common
Law. With an Introduction by Lord
Hewart. si. net. The Bomber

31. bd. net. LlCHT ARTICLES
Only. Illustrated. 61. net. The
Wherefore and the Why. " Tinker,
Tailor . .

." Each illustrated. 31. bd.

net. The Secret Battle. 31. bd. net.

Hind (A. M.)
A Catalogue of Rembrandt's Etch-
ings. Two Vols. Profusely Illus-

trated. Wide Royal Stt) £1 151. net.

HoldsworLta (Vt . S.)

A History "i Bnoubh Law. Nine
Volumes. Demy 81*0. £1 51. net each.

Hudson (W. H.)
AShm'hlrd'sLife. Illustrated. Demy
S:o. 101. bd. net. Also, unillustrated.

Fcap. Sl-o. 31. bd. net.

Hutton (Edward)
Cmrs of Sicily. Illustrated. 101. bd.

net. Milan and Lomuardy. The
Cities of Romacna and the
Marches. Siena and Southern Tus-
cany. Venice and Venetia. The
Cities of Spain. Naples and
Southern Italy. Illustrated. Each,

it. bd. net. A Wayfarer in Unknown
Tuscany. The Cities of Umbria.
Country Walks about Florence.
Rome. Florence and Northern Tus-
cany-

. Each illustrated. 71. bd. net.

Inge (W. R.), D.D., Dean of St. Paul's.

Christian Mysticism. (The Bampton
Lectures of 1899.) Sixth Edition.

Cror.-n 8t«. 71. bd. net.

Klplinft (Rudyard)
I wrack-Room Ballads. 246th Thou-

sand.

The Seven Seas. iSoth Thousand.

The Five Nations. 143rd Thousand.

Departmental Ditties. 1111A Thou-

The Years Between, bs'h Thousand.

Four Editions of these f.imous volumes

of poems arc now published, viz. :

—

Crorcn 8to. Buckram. 71. bd. net. Fcap.

8h>. Cloth, bs. net. Leather, 71. bd. net.

Service Edition. Two volumes each

book. Square Fcap. 810. 31. net each

volume.
A Kiplinc Anthology—Verse. Fcap.

Sto. Cloth, 6t. net and 31. bd. net.

I lather, 71. bd. net. TWENTY POEMS
from Rudyard Kipling. 4581A

Thousand. Fcap. 810. is. net. A
Choice of Soncs. Second Edition.

Fcap. Sto. 11. net.

Lamb (Charles and Mary)
THE Complete Works. Edited by

E. V. LUCAS. A New and Revised

Edition in Six Volumes. With Frontis-

pieces. Fcap. 8l'0. 61. net each.

The volumes are : I. MISCELLANEOUS
PROSE. II. Elia and the Last Essays

of Elia. III. Books for Children.
iv. Plats and Poems, v. and vi.

Letters.
Selected Letters. Chosen and Edited

by G. T. Clapton. Fcap. Svo. 31. 6<f.

net. The Charles Lamb Day Book.
Compiled by E. V. Lucas. Fcap. tvo.

bs. net.

Lankestcr (Sir Ray)
Science from an Easy Chair. Sciencb

from an Easy Chair : Second Series.

Diversions of a Naturalist. Great
and Small Things. Illustrated.

Crown Sto. 71. bd. net. SECRETS OP
Earth and Sea. Illustrated. Crown
8to. 81. bd. net.

Lodge (Sir Oliver)

Man and the Universe ( Twentieth Edi-

tion). 71. bd. net and 31. bd. net. THE
Survival of Man (Seventh Edition).

71. bd. net. Raymond. (Thirteenth

Edition). 101. bd. net. Raymond
Revised. 6s.net. Modern Problems.
Reason and Belief. (Eleventh Edition).

Each 31. (>d. net. The Substance op
Faith (Fifteenth Edition). is. net.

Relativity (Fourth Edition). 11. net.

Lucas (E. V.)

The Life of Charles Lamb. 2 Vols.

£1 11. net. Edwin Austin Abbey,
Rl. 2 Vols. £6 61. net. Thb
Colvins and Their Friends. £i ii.

net. Vermeer the Magical. 51. net.

A Wanderer in Rome. A Wanderer
in Holland. A Wanderer in Lon-
don. London Revisited (RevUed).
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A Wanderer in Paris. A Wanderer
in Florence. A Wanderer in Venice.
Each i os. bd. net. A Wanderer among
Pictures. 8s. bd. net. E. V. Lucas's
London. £met. Introducing Lon-
don. Introducing Paris. Each zs. bd.
net. The Open Road. 6s. net. Also,
illustrated by Claude A. Shepperson,
A.R.W.S. ios. bd. net. Also, India
Paper. Leather, -js. bd. net. THE
Joy of Life. 6s. net. Leather Edi-
tion. 7s. bd. net. Also India Paper.
Leather, -js. bd net. Fireside and
Sunshine. Character and Comedy.
Each 6s. net. The Gentlest Art. 6s. bd.

net. And The Second Post. 6s. ?iet. Also,
together in one volume, ys. bd. net. Her
Infinite Variety. Good Company.
One Day and Another. Old Lamps
for New. Loiterer's Hahvest.
Cloud and Silver. A Boswell of
Baghdad. 'Twixt Eagle and Dove.
The Phantom Journal. Giving and
Receiving. Luck of the Year. En-
counters and Diversions. Zigzags
in France. Events and Embroideries.

365 Days (and One More). A Fronded
Isle. A Rover I Would Be. Turn-
ing Things Over. Each 6s. net.

Urbanities. Illustrated by G. L.
Stampa. 5s. net. You Know What
People Are. Illustrated by George
Morrow. 5s. net. The Same Star :

A Comedy in Three Acts. 3s. bd. net.

Little Books on Great Masters.
Each ss. net. Roving East and Rov-
ing West. 5s. net. Playtime &
Company, js. bd. net. Mr. Punch's
County Songs. Illustrated by E. H.
Shepard. ios. bd. net. " The More
I See of Men . .

." Out of a Clear
Sky. If Dogs Could Write. Each
3$. bd. net. See also Dolls* House
(The Queen's) and Lamb (Charles).

Lynd (Robert)
The Green Man. Old Friends in

Fiction. The Pleasures of Ignor-
ance. Each 5s. net. The Goldfish.
The Little Angel. The Blue Lion.
The Peal of Bells. The Money-Box.
The Orange Tree. Each 3s. bd. net.

McDougall (William)

An Introduction to Social Psycho-

logy (Twenty-first Edition), ios. bd.

net. National Welfare and Na-
tional Decay. 6s. net. An Outline

OF Psychology (Fourth Edition)

ios. bd. net. An Outline of AnNorc-

iul Psychology. 15s. net. Body

and Mind (Sixth Edition). 12s. bd.

net. Character and the Conduct of
Life (Third Edition). 10s. bd. net.

Modern Materialism and Emergent
Evolution. 7s. bd. net. Ethics and
Some Modern World Problems
(Second Edition). 7s. bd. net.

Mackenzie (W. Mackay)
The Mediaeval Castle in Scotland.
(The Rhind Lectures on Archaeology.

1925-6.) Illustrated. Demy &vo. 15s. net.

Mallet (Sir C. E.)

A History of the University op
Oxford. In 3 vols. Illustrated. Demy
8to. Each £1 is. net.

Maeterlinck (Maurice)
The Blue Bird. 6s. net. Also, illus-

trated by F. Cayley Robinson, ios. bd.

net. Death. 3s. bd. net. Our Eter-
nity. 6s. net. The Unknown Guest.
6s. net. Poems. 5s. net. The Wrack
of the Storm. 6s. net. The Miraclb
of St. Anthony. 3s. bd. net. Tub
Burgomaster of Stilemonde. ss. net.

The Betrothal. 6s. net. Mountain
Paths. 6s. net. The Story of Tyltyl.
£1 is. net. The Great Secret. 7s. bd.

net. The Cloud that Lifted and Thb
Power of the Dead. 7s. bd. net. Mary
Magdalene, zs. net.

Masefleld (John)
On the Spanish Main. 8s. bd. net. A
Sailor's Garland. 6s. net and 3s. bd.

net. Sea Lije in Nelson's Time. ss. net.

Methuen (Sir A.)

An Anthology of Modern Versb
ibznd Thousand.
Shakespeare to Hardy : An Anthol-
ogy of English Lyrics, lath Thousand.
Each Fcap. Bvo. Cloth, bs. net.

Leather, 7s. bd. net.

Milne (A. A.)

Toad of Toad Hall. A Play founded
on Kenneth Grahame's "The Wind
in the Willows." 5s. net. Thosb
Were the Days. 7s. bd. net. Not
that it Matters. If I May.
The Sunny Side The Red Housb
Mystery. Once a Week. The Holi-
day Round. The Day's Play. Each
3 s. bd. net. When We were Very
Young. Eighteenth Edition. 189th
Thousand Winnie-the-Pooh. Eighth
Edition. lobth Thousand. Now We
ARE Six. Fourth Edition, loqih Thou-
sand. The House at Pooh Corner.
Third Edition. 105th Thousand. Each
illustrated by E. H. Shepard. 7». bd.
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net. Leather, ios. bd. net. For the
Luncheon Interval, h. 6d. net.

Milne (A. A.) anJ FMser-Stmaon (H.)

Fourteen Songs from "When We
wire Verv YOUNO." Taelfth Edition.

7*. bd. net. TEDDY Brut ami OTHER
PROM "When We were Very

Yoi'ng." 71. bd. net. The King's Break-
fast. Third Edition. 31. bd. net.

Songs from " Now We are Sin."

Second Edition, -js. bd. net. MORE
"Very Young" Songs -js. bd. net.

Words by A. A. Mii.ne. Music by
H. Fraser-Simson. Decorations by
E. H. Shepard.

Montague (C. E.)

utic Values. Or. 8w>. 71. bd. net.

Morton (II. V.)

Tin Heart of London. 31. bd. net.

(Also illustrated, 71. bd. net I The
miii 1.1 London. The Nights 0?
LONDON. Each 31. bd. net. The
1 mYbab. In Search of England.
Tin Call of England. In Si arch
of Scotland Each illtu rated

71. bd. net.

Oman (Sir Charles)
A History of the Art of War in the
Middle Ages, a.d. 378-1485. 2 Vols.
Illustrated. Demy 8tv. £1 i6r. net.

Studies in the Napoleonic Wars.
Croun Hvo. 8s. bd. net.

Oxenham (John)
III us in Amiier. Small Pott 8uo. 21.

net. Ail's Weil. The Koto's HIGH-
WAY. The Vision Splendid. The
Fiery Cross. High altars. Hearts
Courageous. All Clear I Each Small
Pott 810. Paper, is. 3d. net. Cloth.

2>. net. Winds of the Dawn. 21. net.

Perry (W. J.)

The Origin of Magic and Relicion.
The Growth of Civilization. Each
bt. net. The Children of the Sun.
£1 it. net.

Petrlc (Sir Flinders)

A History of Egypt. In 6 Volumes.
Vol. I. From the 1st to the XVIth
Dynasty, i i th Edition, Revised. 1 21. net.

Vol. II. The XVIIth and XVIIIth
Dynasties. yth Edition, Revised, gs. net.

Vol. III. XIXth to XXXth Dynas-
ties. 3rd Edition, izs.net.

Vol. IV. Egypt under the Ptolemaic
Dynasty. By EdwynBevan. 15f.net.

Vol. V. Egypt under Roman Rule.
By J. G. Milne. 3rd Edition, Revised.

121 net.

Vol. VI. Egypt in the Middle Ages.

By Stanley Lane Foole. 4'''

Edition, ioj. net.

Ponsunby (Arthur), M.P.
English ihahies. C >' net. Morb
English Diardb. 11t.6tf.ntl Scot-

tish ami Irish Diaries, ioj. bd. net.

Ilaleifth (Sir Walter)
Tin 1 in rs ..1 Sir Wai n r km i ioh.

Edited in- l.auy Raleigh, Two \ .^u.

Illustrated. Second Edition. Deinv 8tl0.

is*, net. Selected Letters, FditeJ

by Lady Raleigh. 71. bd. net.

Smith (C. Fox)
Sailor Town Days. Sea Songs and
Ballads. A Book of Famous ships.

siii' Alley. Ancient Mariners.
Each, illustrated, bs. net. Full Sail.

Illustrated. St. net. TALES OF THE
Clipper Ships. A Sea Chest. Each
St.net. Tin: Return or the " Cutty
Sark." Illustral id. 3t. id. net. A
Book of Shanties, bs. net.

Stevenson (R. L.)
Tin LETTERS. Edited by Sir Sidney
Colvin. 4 Vols. Fcap. tvo. Each
bs net.

Surtees (It. S.)

Handlby Cross. Mr. Sponge's
SPORTING Tour. Ask Mamma. Mr.
Facey Romford's Hounds. Plain or
RINGLETS? Hili.ingdonHall. Each
illustrated, 71. bd. net. Jorrocks's
.Mints and JOLLITIES. HaWRUCK
Grange. Each, illustrated, 6j. net.

Taylor (A. E.)

Plato : The Man and His Work.
Demy Hvo. £.1 is.net. PLATO: TlM-
/ii's AND Critias. Crotvn&vo. bs.net.

Element] of Metaphysics. Demy
8ro. t2t. bd. net.

Tildcn (William T.)

The Art of Lawn Tennis. Singles
AND DOUBLES. Each, illustrated, bs.

net. The Common Sense of Lawn
Tennis. Match Play and the Spin
of the Ball. Illustrated. 51. net.

Me—The Handicap, sj. net.

Tileston (Mary W.)
Daily Strength for Daily Needs.
33rd Edition. 3%. bd.net. India Taper.
Leather, bs. net.

Trapp (Oswald Graf)
The Armoury of the Castle of Chur-
BURG. Translated by J. (;. Mann.
Richly illustrated. Royal ^to. Limited
to 400 copies. £4 1 4*. bd. net.

Underbill (Evelyn)
Mysticism (Eleventh Edition), ijt. net.

The Life of the Spirit and the Life
of To-day (Sixth Edition), -js. bd.
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net. Man and the Supernatural.
7*. 6d. net. Concerning the Inner
Life {Fourth Edition), zs. net.

Vardon (Harry)
How to Play Golf. Illustrated.

igth Edition. Crown Svo. ss. net.

Wand (J. W. C.)

The Development of Sacramental-
ism. Fcap. Svo. 6s. net. A History
of the Modern Church. Crown Svo.
8s. bd. net.

Wilde (Oscar)
The Works. In 17 Vols. Each 6s. 6d.
net.

I. Lord Arthur Savile's Crime and
the Portrait of Mr. W. H. II. Thb
Duchess of Padua. III. Poems. IV.

Lady Windermere's Fan. V. A
Woman of No Importance. VI. An
Ideal Husband. VII. The Impor-
tance of Being Earnest. VI II. A
House of Pomegranates. IX. In-

tentions. X. De Profundis and
Prison Letters. XI. Essays. XII.
Salome, A Florentine Tragedy, and
La Sainte Courtisane. XIII. A
Critic in Pall Mall. XIV. Selected
Prose of Oscar Wilde. XV. Art and
Decoration. XVI. For Love of thb
King. (5s. net.) XVII. Vera, or the
Nihilists.

Williamson (G. C.)

The Book of Famille Rose. Richly

Illustrated. Demy 4(0. £8 8s. net.

PART II. A SELECTION OF SERIES
The Antiquary's Books

Each, illustrated, Demy Svo. 10s. 6d. net.

The Arden Shakespeare
Edited by W. J. Craig and R. H. Case.
Each, wide Demy Svo. 6s. net.

The Ideal Library Edition, in single

plays, each edited with a full Introduc-

tion, Textual Notes and a Commentary
at the foot of the page. Now complete
in 39 Vols.

Classics of Art
Edited by J. H. W. LaiNG. Each, pro-

fusely illustrated, wide Royal Svo. 15s.

net to £3 3$. net.

A Library of Art dealing with Great
Artists and with branches of Art.

The Connoisseur's Library
With numerous Illustrations. Wide
Royal Svo. £1 lis. 6d. net each vol.

European Enamels. Fine Books.
Glass. Goldsmiths' and Silver-

smiths' Work. Ivories. Jewellery.
Miniatures. Mezzotints. Porce-
lain. Seals. Mussulman Painting.

(£.3 3 J - net.) WrATCHES. (£3 3s. net.)

Watchmakers and Clockmakers of
the World. (£2 2s. net.)

English Life In English Literature

General Editors : Eileen Power,
M.A., D.Lit., and A. W. Reed, M.A.,
D.Lit. Each, Crown Svo, 6s. net.

A series of source-books for students of

history and of literature.

The Faiths : Varieties of Christian

Expression. Edited by L. P. Jacks,

M.A., D.D., LL.D. Each, Crown Svo,

5$. net each volume. The first volumes

are : The Anglo-Catholic Faith

(T. A. Lacey) ; Modernism in the

English Church (P. Gardner) ; The
Faith and Practice of the Quaker;
(R. M. Jones) ; Congregationalism
(W. B. Selbie) ; The Faith of the
Roman Church (C. C. Martindale)

;

The Life and Faith of the Baptists
(H. Wheeler Robinson) ; The Pres-
byterian Churches (James Moffatt)

;

Methodism (W. Bardsley Brash) ;

The Evangelical Movement in the
English Church (L. Elliott Binns) ;

The Unitarians (Henry Gow) ; The
Faith of the Future (J. H. Tuck-
well).

The Gateway Library
Fcap. Svo. 31. 6d. each volume.
Pocketable Editions of Works by
Hilaire Belloc, Arnold Bennett,
E. F. Benson, George A. Birmingham,
Marjorie Bowen, G. K. Chesterton,
A. Clutton-Brock, Joseph Conrad,

J. H. Curle, George Gissing, Gerald
Gould, Kenneth Grahame, A. P.

Herbert, W. H. Hudson, Rudyard
Kipling, E. V. Knox, Jack London,
E. V. Lucas, Robert Lynd, Rose
Macaulay, John Maseiteld, A. A.
Milne, C E. Montague, Arthur
Morrison, Eden Phillpotts, Marma-
duke Pickthall, J. B. Priestley,

Charles G. D. Roberts, R. L. Steven-
son, and Oscar Wilde.

A History of England in Seven Volumes
Edited by Sir Charles Oman, K.B.E.,

M.P., M.A., F.S.A. With Maps.
Demy Svo. izs. 6d. net each volume.

England before the Norman Con-
quest (Sir C. Oman) ; England undbr
the Normans and Angevins (H. W. C;



Messrs. Methuen's Publications

Davies); England in the Later

Middle Ages (K. H. Vickers) ;
Eng-

land UNDER THE TUDORS (A. D. INNES) J

England under the Stuarts (G. M.
Trevelyan); England under thb
Hanoverians (Sir C. Grant Robert-

bon) ; England Since Waterloo (Sir

J. A. R. Marriott).

The Library of Devotion

Handy editions of the great Devotional

books, well edited. Small Pott Sio.

31. net and 31. bd. net.

Methuen's Half-Crown Library

Crou n 8fo and Feap, Sto.

Methuen's Two-Shilling Library

Fcap. 8w>.

Two scries of cheap editions of popular

books.

Write Jot complete lists.

The Wayfarer Series of Books for

Travellers
Crown Sto. 7s. bd. net each. Well

illustrated and with maps. The vol-

umes are :—Alsace, Austria, Bavaria,

Czecbo-Slovakia, The Dolomites, Egypt,

French Vineyards, Hungary, The Lake

Country. The Loire, Morocco, Por-

tugal, Provence, Pyrenees, The Rhine,

The Seine, Spain, Sweden, Switzer-

land, Unfamiliar Japan, Unknown
Tuscany, The West Indies.

The Westminster Commentaries
Demy 8ro. 8j. bd. net to iSs. net.

I dited by W. Lock, D.D., and D. C.

Simpson, D.D
The object of these commentaries is

primaril] to interpret the author's mean-

ing to the present generation, taking

the English text in the Revised Version

as their basis.

THE LITTLE GUIDES
Small Pott Sto. Illustrated and with Maps

THE bb VOLUMES IN THE SERIES ARE:—
Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire Middlesex 43. net.

41. net. Monmouthshire bs. net

Berkshire 4s. net. Norfolk sj. net.

Brittany 51. net. Normandy 5s. net.

Hi i K1NGHAMSHIBB St. net. Northamptonshire 4*. net.

CAJMBRIDGI IND l "LIEGES 4i. net. Northumberland 7s. bd. net.

CaMHKIIm.1 HIKh 41 net. North Wales bs. net.

Cathedral Cities of England AND IGHAMSHTRE 61. net.

Wales 6*. net. ' IXPORD and Colleges 4*. net.

Channel Islands 5s. net. OXFORDSHIRE 41. net.

Cheshire- 51. net. Paris $s. net.

COI ILL 41. net. 1'OMi fill 6s. net.

1 \nd and Westmorland 6s. net Rome 51. net.

Derbyshire 4*. net. St. Pall's Cathedral 4s. net.

Devon 4s. net. Shakespeare's country 4*. net.

Dorset 6s. net. Shropshire 51. net.

Durham 6s. net. Sicily +i. net.

11 Lakes bs. net. Snowdonia 6j. net.

Essex 5*. net. Somerset 41. net.

FtORENl 1 6s. net. SOUTH Wales 41. net.

French Rtviera bs. net. Staffordshire sj. net.

Gloucestershire 51. net. Suffolk 45. net.

Gray's Inn and Lincoln's Inn 65 net. Surrey ss- net.

Hampshire 41. net. Sussex 55. net.

Herefordshire 4*. bd. net Temple 4*. net.

Hertfordshire 51. net. Venice 6j. net.

Isle of Man 6j. net. Warwickshire 51. net.

Isle of Wight 4s. net. Westminster Abbey 5s. net
Kent bs. net. Wiltshire 6s. net.

Lancashire 6j. net. Worcestershire 6s. net.

Leicestershire and Rutland 5s. net. Yorkshire East Riding 31. net.

Lincolnshire bs. net Yorkshire North Riding 4s. net.

London ss. net. Yorkshire West Riding 71. bd. net.

Malvern Country 4s. net. York bs. net.

Methuen
i'9

& Co. Ltd., 36 Essex Street, London, W.C.2
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